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Abstract

Background: Automated testing is widely used in modern software development to check if the software, including its graphical user interface (GUI), meets the expectations in terms of quality and functionality. GUI-based test automation, like other automation, aims to save time and money compared to manual testing without reducing the software quality. While automation has successfully reduced costs for other types of testing (e.g., unit- or integration tests), GUI-based testing has faced technical challenges, some of which have lingered for over a decade.

Objective: This thesis work aims to contribute to the software engineering body of knowledge by (1) identifying the main challenges in GUI-based test automation and (2) finding technical solutions to mitigate some of the main challenges. One such challenge is to reliably identify GUI elements during test execution to prevent unnecessary repairs. Another problem is the demand for test automation and programming skills when designing stable automated tests at scale.

Method: We conducted several studies by adopting a multi-methodological approach. First, we performed a systematic literature review to identify the main challenges in GUI-based test automation, followed by multiple studies that propose and evaluate novel approaches to mitigate the main challenges.

Results: Our first contribution is mapping the challenges in GUI-based test automation reported in academic literature. We mapped the main challenges (i.e., most reported) on a timeline and classified them as essential or accidental. This classification is valuable since future research can focus on the main challenges that we are more likely to mitigate using a technical solution (i.e., accidental).

Our second contribution is several approaches that explore novel concepts or advance state-of-the-art techniques to mitigate some of the main acciden-
tal challenges. Testing an application through an augmented layer (Augmented Testing) can reduce the demand for test automation and programming skills and mitigate the challenges of creating and maintaining model-based tests. Our proposed approach for locating web elements (Similo) can increase the robustness of automated test execution.

**Conclusion:** Our results provide alternative approaches and concepts that can mitigate some of the main accidental challenges in GUI-based test automation. With a more robust test execution and tool support for test modeling, we can help reduce the manual labor spent on creating and maintaining automated GUI-based tests. With a reduced cost of automation, testers can focus more on other tasks like requirements, test design, and exploratory testing.

**Keywords:** GUI Testing, Test Automation, Augmented Testing, Test Case Robustness, Web Element Locators, Large Language Models
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Software testing aims to ensure that the developed software works correctly, but this process can be time-consuming and is therefore associated with considerable cost [71, 73]. To alleviate these challenges, test automation has been proposed to speed up the testing process, allowing for more frequent test runs, boosting delivery speed, and helping to improve software quality [17, 28, 131]. One primary use of automation is regression testing, which aims to assess that changes to the system under test (SUT) have not introduced new faults or otherwise degraded the quality of the latest software version. Testers often use automated regression test scripts, which, on a Graphical User Interface (GUI) level, aim to mimic end-user interactions to verify the software’s behavior [103, 108]. However, each new software version can cause the scripts to fail, necessitating time and resources to investigate the cause, report the problem, and repair/update the script. This challenge is particularly true for GUI-level testing since GUI elements often change with updates in the user interface but are also affected by underlying system changes [26, 58, 152]. Another challenge with GUI testing is that GUIs are designed for humans, not machines, making the interface less ideal for machine comprehension, causing problems after GUI updates. A common problem is not being able to locate the correct widget (i.e., visible GUI component, like a button) during test execution, often resulting in a failed or invalid test. Such a problem is less common in foundational tests like unit test-
ing [131] that are designed for machine-to-machine interaction (i.e., test code checking source code).

Test automation relieves the human testers from the tedious and time-consuming effort of performing the tests manually [73] [71]. However, automation introduces new challenges in developing, maintaining, and running automated test scripts, some of which pertain to the technical aspects of automated GUI testing [39, 72, 81, 115]. These challenges can outweigh the advantages of automating the GUI test cases, especially when considering the creation or maintenance costs of the tests. This research aims to dig deeper into the challenges associated with GUI-based test automation by identifying the key (i.e., most prominent) challenges (and their root causes) and finding technical solutions to mitigate them. Reducing the challenges might lead to a more widespread adoption of GUI-based test automation in the industry.

We formulated two overall goals to guide our research:

- **G1**: Identify the key challenges related to GUI-based test automation.
- **G2**: Mitigate some of the key challenges using technical solutions.

The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows. Section 1.2 gives a background to software testing and GUI-based regression testing. Section 1.3 describes the problem and motivation behind this research. Research objectives and questions are described in Section 1.4. We outline the research methods used in this thesis work in Section 1.5. Section 1.6 presents an overview of the studies we included in this thesis, and we discuss some threats to the validity in Section 1.7. Finally, we synthesize the results and discuss the implications of our work in Section 1.8 and outline possible future research in Section 1.9.

### 1.2 Background and Related Work

#### 1.2.1 Software Testing

Figure 1.1 shows the classical V-model of software development that associates phases of testing activities with software design phases [13]. The V-model can be helpful when identifying test activities regardless if the team is following a waterfall or agile software development approach. Each test phase in the V-model corresponds to a phase on the software design side. While there are many variations of the V-model, and each phase might have a different name, there are typically at least these four test phases in the V-model:
1.2 Background and Related Work

Unit testing: Unit tests are used to eliminate issues at the lowest level of the code, here called a unit. A unit is the smallest independent entity and is typically implemented as a function or procedure. The unit test verifies that the unit is working as expected when isolated from any dependencies (e.g., other functions) [107, 131].

Integration testing: Integration testing is the process of testing how different units of a system work together [82, 107]. This type of testing is valuable because it can help to identify errors and bugs when two or more units are connected, rather than just testing individual units.

System testing: System testing is used to evaluate the overall functionality of a system [107]. This testing type is often done by a team of testers independent of the development team. Anand et al. described such an example when testing a large mission-critical software system [34].

User acceptance testing: User acceptance testing is used to determine whether or not a software application is acceptable to the end-user [107]. This type of testing is typically performed by actual software application users rather than by testing professionals.

Figure 1.1: The V-model of software development.
While unit- and integration testing are mainly designed based on architecture and code (i.e., technical), the system- and user acceptance tests are primarily created from end-user and system documentation (i.e., user-centered).

Regression testing is a type of testing that is used to verify that changes to a system or application did not introduce new faults [132]. This type of testing is typically done after changes have been made to the code base (e.g., after a source code update or at the end of an iteration/sprint), and it is used to ensure that the changes have not caused any new problems. The regression testing typically involves running tests related to all the four types of tests displayed in Figure 1.1 since a change might theoretically affect any part of the system. While tests on a higher level of abstraction (e.g., acceptance tests) can find an issue, a lower-level test (e.g., a unit test) might provide a quicker (i.e., since it is typically run more often) and a more detailed clue to find the root cause of the issue. In practice, only a subset of the tests in the complete regression test suite might be selected for execution since there might not be time to run them all. Using a subset of the complete regression test suite is especially common when some tests must be performed manually due to time constraints. The subset is selected based on many factors, e.g., the severity of a possible defect and the likelihood that the changes have affected the tested functionality.

Exploratory testing is a type of software testing that is conducted without following a specific test plan or script [59, 83]. This means that testers are free to explore the software to find bugs and issues without being restricted by a predetermined set of test cases. Exploratory testing is often used to supplement regression testing to pinpoint faults the scripted tests do not find since they do not follow a predefined path through the SUT, increasing the test coverage. Some drawbacks of exploratory testing include the difficulties of replicating the test results and the dependency of testers with domain knowledge [18].

Until now, we have only covered testing the functionality of a system (i.e., functional testing). However, to thoroughly test a system, we also need to consider its quality aspects (i.e., non-functional testing), e.g., its performance, usability, scalability, and reliability. Non-functional testing typically requires a different set of tools and skill sets than are usually employed with functional testing. However, we will not go into more detail about non-functional testing since this research focuses on testing a system’s functionality through the user interface.
1.2.2 Automated Software Testing

Test automation is a process of entirely or partially automating the creation, maintenance, and execution of test cases for software and is a replacement or a supplement to manual testing. Automated tests are typically executed faster than manual tests and can cover more scenarios than manual execution (given the same time constraints). The drawbacks of automated tests are that they can be expensive to create and maintain [94, 108] and typically require specialized skills, like programming, to develop and maintain the scripts [55, 108]. Automated tests can fail to detect some issues since they typically only check a subset of the SUT output. For example, an output field indicates an error by changing color (e.g., red), but there is no step in the test case that checks the color of the text field. In contrast, with manual tests, humans can use their cognitive ability to identify defective behaviors that are not explicitly defined in the test case.

The goal of software testing is to assess the quality of the software so that we know when the software is ready for release [107]. Until the software is released, we must also identify issues and drawbacks to know what to fix. To assess the quality of the software, we need sufficient test coverage [130]. A high test coverage becomes increasingly challenging to achieve as the software increases in size and when the calendar time and resources (e.g., the number of testers) for testing activities are limited. Test automation is valuable since we can achieve a higher test coverage, resulting in a better quality estimate. The cost of maintaining (i.e., repairing and updating) the tests will also increase when the software grows since the regression test suite increases in size proportional to the software (when targeting the same test coverage). Therefore, keeping the maintenance cost of tests low is vital since it might exceed the benefits of higher test coverage.

One popular concept mentioned in a book by Mike Cohn [52] is to divide tests into three layers visualized as a pyramid in Figure 1.2. The three layers are (1) Graphical User Interface (GUI) Tests, (2) Service Tests, and (3) Unit Tests. Although simple, the test pyramid implies that we should combine tests of various granularity and that it likely contains more unit tests than GUI tests since they are less complex and faster to execute. While Unit- and Service Tests are typically automated in a regression test suite, it is still a common practice in the industry to execute GUI Tests manually despite the possible benefits of automation.

A common practice in object-oriented programming is to create one test class for each unit (e.g., a class) of the system. The test class needs to be maintained
when the class that contains the functionality is updated, resulting in an additional maintenance cost. While unit testing requires skills in programming and unit testing frameworks (e.g., jUnit or nUnit), unit testing plays an important role during software development [173].

Service tests check that a service works as intended. These tests are usually done by sending a request to the service and checking the response using some form of protocol (e.g., HTTP, SOAP, or REST). While service testing is sometimes performed manually, there are a wide variety of tools for automated service testing, like SoapUI or Postman.

1.2.3 Automated GUI testing

GUI testing tests an application using its graphical user interface to ensure it functions and behaves correctly. Sometimes, we also include testing that the user interface is user-friendly or follows specific rules, but this type of testing is not the main focus of this research. Many tools are available for GUI testing, like Selenium, Appium, Eggplant, Sikuli, EyeAutomate, TestComplete, Ranorex, and Watir. We can divide GUI test tools into three generations based on their technology for locating and interacting with the GUI components [23].

Figure 1.2: The test pyramid.
1.2 Background and Related Work

**Coordinate based:** The first generation of GUI test automation tools uses screen coordinates when deciding where, for example, to click on the screen. This technique is simple and works on any user interface, but relying on screen (or window) coordinates makes the scripts sensitive to GUI components that change location. Coordinate-based localization might have been feasible for full-screen applications but more problematic for window-based applications that we can resize and move to any part of the screen. Moving or resizing the window would cause all the window’s GUI components to change location, thereby likely making a coordinate-based script fail during test execution.

**Component based:** Second-generation tools extract GUI components from the user interface of the application to test. The test tool interacts with the GUI components to simulate actions (e.g., a click) or extract information (e.g., the value from a text field) suitable for checking an outcome. The type of the GUI components extracted depends on the System Under Test (SUT). For a web application, web elements are extracted from the document object model (DOM) of a web page. Second-generation tools do not have the same weakness as first-generation tools since the coordinate is only one of many properties we can extract from a GUI component. However, the technique requires extracting GUI components from the user interface, which makes the technique dependent on the implementation of the SUT. Tool vendors often try to handle this dependency by providing an interface (or API) to use when interacting with different types of applications (e.g., web, Windows, Mac, Android, Flash). However, the problem is that each interface comes with its own limitations. In some cases, it might be simple (e.g., for a pure HTML application), and in other cases, it is difficult or almost impossible to extract all of the GUI components (e.g., a Flash application) using the interface. Some examples of component-based tools for web applications are Selenium\(^1\), Protractor\(^2\), and Playwright\(^3\).

Second-generation tools often support recording (and replaying) test scripts since manually extracting all the properties of the GUI components is time-consuming [17]. While recording a test script is fast compared to writing the script and extracting properties manually, it typically produces fragile test scripts that require constant maintenance when the tested application evolves (i.e., is updated or refined) [94]. This maintenance work increases with the size of the test suite for several reasons. One reason is that the initially recorded scripts need to be re-recorded when the SUT changes since the layout or GUI component properties might have changed. To avoid replacing many (or all)

---

\(^1\)https://www.selenium.dev/
\(^2\)https://www.protractortest.org/
\(^3\)https://playwright.dev/
recordings when the SUT changes, it is a common practice to restructure the test scripts to reuse commonly used scripts and GUI components. This work requires programming knowledge since it resembles structuring code in a typical software project. Another problem with maintaining an ever-increasing set of recorded tests is the repository containing the recorded properties extracted from the GUI components. We need to merge the components in an older repository with those in the newly recorded repository to avoid re-recording each test since we would only like to maintain one instance of each GUI component, avoiding many copies.

**Visual GUI Testing:** Third-generation tools use the pictorial user interface (e.g., the pixels on the screen) and image recognition to locate GUI components and to check the expected outcome [23]. As with tools based on coordinates, we can use Visual GUI Testing (VGT) tools with any application, regardless of implementation. Scripts, including images, are straightforward for a manual tester to understand and can be read as manual step-by-step instructions. One example script that uses the Windows calculator application can be seen in Figure 1.3.

The script contains four mouse-click actions using images to find the coordinate to click on the screen. Note that this technique resembles coordinate-based testing with the difference that the coordinates are retrieved dynamically by searching for an image on the screen. Given that the image recognition returns with the correct coordinate, this technique compensates for moving GUI components and reduces the maintenance cost caused by manually updating the target coordinates. The last command in the VGT script verifies that a certain image is visible on the screen. Checking images makes it possible to assert expected conditions in VGT tools. Many VGT tools also support optical character recognition (OCR) to read text or values into the script. There are several tools that support VGT, like Sikuli [168], EyeAutomate (previously called jAutomate) [31], EggPlant [5], and Unified Functional Tester (UFT) [91].

### 1.3 Problem and Research Motivation

Record and replay tools were popular many years ago, being advertised as recording once and replaying the recorded scripts any number of times. What began as an appealing vision of test automation at a low cost ended when people realized that the recorded scripts were not robust and needed restructuring and constant maintenance [94, 118].
Despite the widespread adoption of automated code and API verification testing through unit and integration tests, manual testing via the GUI remains a common practice. The preference for manual testing before implementing test automation implies that there are challenges associated with automating GUI-based tests. These challenges, which diminish the effectiveness of GUI test automation compared to manual methods, are well-documented in the literature [138, 156]. Unit testing consists of test code interacting with code, and service tests simulate requests from external systems (i.e., application interfaces). In contrast, GUI tests are triggered by human interaction with the system using the user interface. In other words, unit and service tests interact with functions or interfaces designed to be used by machines, while GUI tests interact with interfaces designed for humans, giving us one possible explanation (i.e., hypothesis) as to why GUI testing is different from unit and service testing that the industry has successfully adopted.

By using test automation, we take advantage of the speed and accuracy of the machines. Still, we hypothesize that when it comes to automated GUI testing, we experience a lack of tolerance to GUI changes in the machine-executed scripts that humans possess, making the scripts seem fragile (i.e., non-robust) during automated test execution.
Figure 1.4 shows two versions (newer and older) of the amazon.com website menu (i.e., excluding content). Menu options with corresponding functionality have been given a frame with identical colors. In this example, we note that some menu options have moved (i.e., changed location within the GUI), and some options have a different caption (e.g., "Returns & Orders" vs. "Orders"). A coordinate-based tool would have failed to locate most of the menu options in this example since they have changed location. However, component-based and VGT tools might succeed in locating most of the GUI components, at least the ones that have not both changed location and caption. In this case, the challenge regards how to successfully locate GUI components that have both been relocated and changed the caption.

Another problem with GUI test automation is the need for programming skills required when maintaining the automated test cases. Programming skills are especially needed when the test suite increases in size since maintaining an automated script resembles structuring source code in a software development project where you need reusable functions and follow good design patterns [32]. Automated tests are often sensitive (i.e., fragile) to changes in the GUI of the SUT. Setting up a rigid test environment and mastering the test automation tools and frameworks requires skills and knowledge. Failing to set up a stable foundation for GUI test automation will likely result in unstable test scripts that require constant maintenance. We could reduce the cost of creating and maintaining automated GUI tests by finding a way (i.e., a tool or an approach) to lower the technological threshold, making automation easier, faster, and more accessible for a broader range of human resources (i.e., both developers and non-developers).
1.4 Research Objectives and Questions

Figure 1.5 shows the relationship between this thesis’s goals, objectives, and research questions. The overall research goals, introduced in Section 1.1, are foremost to identify the key (most prominent) challenges of GUI-based test automation and, secondly, to mitigate some of the key challenges through technical solutions. Although we realize that there are also non-technical solutions to the challenges, we decided to begin by addressing the technical issues that will likely affect non-technical aspects like guidelines or processes.

Objectives O2 and O3 were formulated based on results gathered from a systematic literature review (see Section 2) designed to identify the key challenges in GUI-based test automation (objective O1):

- **O1:** Identify the key (most prominent) challenges of GUI-based test automation.
- **O2:** Propose and evaluate an approach to mitigate the challenges related to automation skills and model-based test approaches.
- **O3:** Develop and evaluate an approach to mitigate the challenge of robust identification of GUI widgets.

For the second objective (O2), we ended up with the concept of Augmented Testing that utilizes an Augmented Layer placed between the manual tester and the SUT. The Augmented Layer provides two theoretical benefits. The first is an easy and reliable way of recording user actions (e.g., mouse clicks and keystrokes). Secondly, we can use the Augmented Layer to insert information in the eyesight of the manual tester to, for example, highlight the next action to perform (e.g., the next test step in a test case).

For the third objective (O3), we devised an approach that uses a GUI widget’s multiple properties (e.g., name, ID, text) when evaluating the similarity of two widgets. This approach, named Similo, can be utilized to find the next widget to interact with (i.e., among available widgets on the screen) that is most similar to the target widget (i.e., that contains the recorded properties).

The objectives were addressed by the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** What are the key (most prominent) challenges of GUI-based test automation?
- **RQ2:** What impact can our proposed concept (i.e., Augmented Testing) have on mitigating the challenges related to automation skills and model-based test approaches?
Figure 1.5: An overview of research goals, objectives, and questions.
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Figure 1.6: An overview of studies answering the research questions.

- **RQ3**: What impact does our proposed approach (i.e., Similo) have on mitigating the challenge of robust identification of GUI widgets?

The remainder of this Section elaborates on the objectives and associated research questions. Figure 1.6 presents an overview of the studies designed to address the objectives and answer our research questions. Included studies are presented chronologically on a timeline (i.e., from left to right). Our research began with a systematic literature review (SLR) to identify the challenges reported in academic papers that contain empirical evaluations in collaboration with the industry (Study A, detailed in Section 2). We started working on the SLR and had the results before conducting the remaining studies. However, the long process of publishing the SLR resulted in a publication date later than studies B and C.

Study A answers the first research question (RQ1), while the remaining studies answer the second and third research questions (RQ2 and RQ3). The SLR classifies the challenges ranging from essential to accidental, visualized in Figure 1.7. We consider challenges essential if they are inherent to a specific technology or approach and as accidental when it is possible to eliminate the challenge through technology or improved ways of working [43].

The SLR pinpoints four accidental challenges (i.e., that we can mitigate with technical solutions) that have remained a problem for the industry for many years and that still exist today (challenges C2, C3, C18, and C19 in Figure 1.7). Three of the four (C3, C18, and C19) accidental challenges are
Figure 1.7: The key challenges related to GUI-based test automation arranged from essential to accidental difficulties.
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addressed in studies B, C, D, E, and F. Study B answers RQ2 and proposes a novel technique called Augmented Testing and an academic tool called Scout that addresses the challenges related to the need for automation and programming skills (C18) and the problem of creating and maintaining model-based tests (C19). While Study B only evaluates the technique and the tool by receiving feedback from the industry, Study C continues by testing the tool on real applications downloaded from SourceForge. Study D answers RQ3 and targets the challenge related to locating GUI elements in a robust way (C3) by evaluating the proposed algorithm, called Similo, on 48 public web applications. The web element localization algorithm Similo is improved further in Study E (now called VON Similo), where we validate the performance on a similar set of web applications. Study F proposes and evaluates VON Similo LLM, which improves upon the VON Similo approach by utilizing the semantic understanding and context awareness of large language models.

1.5 Research Methodology

A research methodology encompasses a study’s approach, strategy, and reasoning to gain new knowledge [158]. While methodology is the broad approach to acquiring knowledge, research methods are the specific tools and techniques for gathering and analyzing data. Validity in a study refers to the extent to which results are accurate and unbiased [143]. In this thesis, we follow the guidelines from Runesson and Höst that categorized four aspects of validity: construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability [143]. Each research methodology has different characteristics and, therefore, varying levels of inherent beneficial/detrimental research validity traits [112]. Runesson and Höst formulated four types of research methodologies based on Robson’s classification: descriptive, exploratory, explanatory, and improving [143]. Descriptive research aims to describe a contemporary situation or phenomenon. A case study is one example of descriptive research [143]. Exploratory research focuses on observing subjects in their natural environment, forming findings from observations. The data, often collected using interviews or surveys, is mainly qualitative [159]. Explanatory research quantifies a relationship or compares groups to identify a cause-effect relationship. The collected data is mainly quantitative and often gathered from a controlled experiment [159]. Improving research attempts to identify improvements to a studied phenomenon. Examples include design science and action research [142, 146]. Quantitative research uses numerical data, while qualitative research uses non-numerical data to evaluate a phenomenon.
Table 1.1: Overview of the research methods, data collection methods, and data analysis methods presented in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapters</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research Method</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Literature Review</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop Study</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-Experiment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Collection Method</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowballing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative data collection</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Analysis Method</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thematic Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research initially collected qualitative data about challenges (that are still valid today) with GUI-based test automation using a systematic literature review (SLR). The focus of the research than changed to aim towards finding novel solutions that target the challenges identified by the SLR and evaluate the solutions mainly using quantitative methods. Table 1.1 shows an overview of the research methods, data collection methods, and data analysis methods used in this thesis work. The remainder of this Section outlines and motivates our selection of research methodologies.

### 1.5.1 Systematic Literature Review

A systematic literature review (SLR) is a secondary study that uses a well-defined methodology to identify, analyze, and interpret evidence in an unbiased and repeatable way [87]. We used an SLR as the first method to gather challenges of GUI test automation from the literature and to answer research question one (RQ1). The SLR followed the guidelines provided by Kitchenham et al. [87] when establishing the research goal, defining research questions, identifying search strings, defining inclusion/exclusion criteria, performing Fleiss Kappa analysis, including/excluding publications, snowballing [157], performing data analysis and coding, and presenting the results.
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The SLR found eight key challenges, four of which were classified as possible to solve or mitigate using technical solutions. These became the focus of the research as the remaining challenges are classified as inherent to the GUI test automation area and are not as easily, or perhaps even impossible, to solve. The remaining research methods in the thesis are used when attempting to mitigate the four chosen challenges identified by the SLR.

1.5.2 Case Study

A case study is a research method that involves an in-depth, detailed examination of a phenomenon, which can be a single unit, such as a person, group, event, or organization [143]. Case studies are usually conducted over some time, and they often involve extensive data collection and analysis. While case studies do not typically generate causal relationships like experiments, they can provide a deeper understanding of the phenomena due to being conducted in a real-world environment [143]. This thesis work does not contain any case studies, as initially planned, due to the outbreak of COVID-19, which forced us to interrupt an ongoing case study at Ericsson designed to compare Augmented Testing and Scout with a contemporary approach. At the same time, we abandoned our initial ambition of following the technology transfer model suggested by Gorschek et al. [69].

1.5.3 Workshop Study

A workshop study is a research method where experts meet to discuss and generate ideas or solve problems around a particular topic, similar to focus groups [88]. In Study B, we used workshops with consultants from the industry to evaluate the novel concept of Augmented Testing (AT). We selected this method to collect creative solutions, ideas, and opinions in a collaborative and time-efficient way. The downside of a workshop study is that group dynamics can bias the results, and therefore, the outcome may not represent all testers. In Study B, a prototype for augmented testing (i.e., Scout) was first demonstrated and later used by the participants in a workshop study involving ten software developers to gather their perceptions about the benefits and drawbacks of augmented testing and the tool Scout.
1.5.4 Experiment

An experiment is a scientific procedure performed to test a hypothesis or verify a phenomenon in a controlled environment [159]. While experiments offer more control over variables and a stronger basis for causal inference than case studies and quasi-experiments, they may lack real-world applicability (i.e., lower construct validity). Still, we decided to go for an experiment in a controlled environment when testing our hypothesis that our proposed web localization solution had higher effectiveness (i.e., more correctly located web elements) than the baseline approaches. A benefit of using experiments, apart from testing a hypothesis, is the convenience of replicating our design when comparing a novel solution or approach to ours. Using a case study would also be possible, but since it is conducted in a real-world environment, it would be harder to isolate the study results from the interference of confounding variables. We selected 48 (40 in Study E) of the most popular web applications for the experiments to enhance the construct validity and performed three experiments in this thesis work. The experiment in Study D evaluates the difference in robustness and time efficiency (i.e., dependent variables) between web element localization approaches (i.e., independent variable) on two different versions of 48 web applications. In Study E, we evaluated the concept of Visually Overlapping Nodes (VON) using a similar experiment that compared VON Similo (i.e., a version of Similo enhanced by the VON concept) with the original version of Similo. The experiment used a ground truth set of 1163 manually collected web element pairs extracted from 40 web applications. Results were evaluated based on the approach’s precision, recall, and accuracy. A final experiment was conducted in Study F, using 804 web element pairs extracted from 48 real-world web applications to compare VON Similo LLM against the baseline algorithm (i.e., VON Similo). Again, we compared the effectiveness and efficiency (i.e., dependent variables) of both approaches (i.e., independent variable). We also analyzed motivations from the LLM for all instances where the original approach (i.e., VON Similo) failed to find the right web element.

1.5.5 Quasi-Experiment

A quasi-experiment is an observational study, similar to an experiment, that uses a treatment or intervention that is not randomly assigned [159]. This means that subjects are not randomly assigned to the control groups, which can introduce bias into the results. Quasi-experiments were used in Study C to evaluate the AT concept and the Scout prototype in collaboration with practitioners from the
industry. In the evaluation, quasi-experiments and questionnaire surveys were performed in three workshops with 12 practitioners from two Swedish companies (Ericsson and Inceptive). The quasi-experiments were based on guidelines for software engineering experiments with dependent and independent variables [159]. The quasi-experiments were used to measure time (i.e., dependent variable) given an approach (i.e., independent variable). The workshops in Study C involve human subjects within their domain, making it impossible to control for all confounding variables (e.g., the participant’s hardware, previous knowledge, and allocated resources).

Quasi-experiments are realistic and relevant when conducted in a real-world environment. Another benefit is the convenience of using existing subjects and conditions instead of relying on random assignment. The drawbacks are lower internal validity (i.e., compared to experiments) due to random assignment and more challenging to make causal inferences due to confounding variables.

1.6 Overview of Chapters

This section contains an overview of the publications included in this thesis, from the initial SLR to the papers that propose and evaluate novel approaches and concepts.

Study A: Systematic Literature Review

Study A, presented in Chapter 2, is titled "Why many challenges with GUI Test Automation (will) remain".

Context: Automated testing is ubiquitous in modern software development and used to verify requirement conformance on all levels of system abstraction, including the system’s graphical user interface (GUI). GUI-based test automation, like other automation, aims to reduce the cost and time for testing compared to alternative, manual approaches. Automation has been successful in reducing costs for other forms of testing (like unit- or integration testing) in industrial practice. However, we have not yet seen the same convincing results for automated GUI-based testing, which has instead been associated with multiple technical challenges. Furthermore, the software industry has struggled with some of these challenges for more than a decade with what seems like only limited progress.
**Objective:** This systematic literature review takes a longitudinal perspective on GUI test automation challenges by identifying them and then investigating why the field has been unable to mitigate them for so many years.

**Method:** The review is based on a final set of 49 publications, all reporting empirical evidence from practice or industrial studies. Statements from the publications are synthesized, based on a thematic coding, into 24 challenges related to GUI test automation. Key challenges (i.e., the most reported) were also classified as essential or accidental difficulties (see Figure 1.7).

**Results:** The most reported challenges were mapped chronologically (i.e., in time) and further analyzed to determine how they and their proposed solutions have evolved over time. This chronological mapping of reported challenges shows that four of them have existed for almost two decades.

**Conclusion:** Based on the analysis, we discuss why the key challenges with GUI-based test automation are still present and why some will likely remain in the future. For others, we discuss possible ways of how the challenges can be addressed. Further research should focus on finding solutions to the identified technical challenges with GUI-based test automation that can be resolved or mitigated. However, in parallel, we also need to acknowledge and try to overcome non-technical challenges.

**Contributions:** The specific contributions of this literature review are:

- The technical challenges of test automation through the GUI reported by academic literature.

- A longitudinal perspective of how the key challenges have evolved.

- To what extent the key challenges can be resolved or mitigated using technical solutions.

**Study B: Workshop Study**

Study B, presented in Chapter 3, is titled 'Augmented Testing: Industry Feedback To Shape a New Testing Technology'.

**Context:** Manual testing remains the predominant approach for software acceptance and system testing in the industry. While test automation has been proposed as a solution, both manual and automated testing face challenges that limit their effectiveness and return on investment. There is a pressing need for a new testing approach that can overcome these challenges and enhance efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
Objective: In this paper, we introduce a novel approach referred to as Augmented Testing (AT). AT involves testing by adding a visual layer between the tester and the System Under Test (SUT), superimposing information on the GUI.

Method: To explore the benefits and drawbacks of AT, we developed a prototype and conducted an industrial workshop study involving 10 software developers. The study aimed to gather the practitioners' perceptions and insights regarding AT's potential advantages and limitations.

Results: The workshop study revealed a higher number of benefits associated with AT than drawbacks. Notable benefits included improved clarity on what to test and what had been tested, as well as a reduction in manual work.

Conclusion: The findings from this study suggest that AT holds promise as a valuable testing technique. Its potential benefits, especially in terms of test clarity and reduced manual effort, warrant further research and development. AT could offer the industry new advantages that are currently lacking in existing testing approaches.

Contributions: The specific contributions of this study are:

- A presentation of a novel technique we refer to as Augmented Testing (AT) and its realization in a prototype.

- The collection of perceived benefits and drawbacks of AT from an industrial workshop study that can be used for further development of the technique and prototype.

Study C: Empirical Study

Study C, presented in Chapter 4, is titled "On the Industrial Applicability of Augmented Testing: An Empirical Study".

Context: Testing applications with graphical user interfaces (GUI) is a vital yet time-consuming task in software development. GUI test automation tools aim to streamline this process but often come with challenges related to script development and maintenance.

Objective: To address these challenges, a novel technique called Augmented Testing (AT) has been proposed. AT involves testing the System Under Test (SUT) using an Augmented GUI that provides guidance and records interactions.

Method: In this study, we evaluate a prototype tool called Scout that follows the AT concept. We conducted an industrial empirical study involving
12 practitioners from two Swedish companies, Ericsson and Inceptive. The evaluation included quasi-experiments and questionnaire surveys.

**Results:** The results indicate that Scout allows for the creation of equivalent test cases faster than using two popular state-of-practice tools, with statistical significance. This suggests that AT offers cost-value benefits and can be applied to industrial-grade software. It also addresses deficiencies in state-of-practice GUI testing technologies, particularly in terms of ease-of-use.

**Conclusion:** AT, as exemplified by the Scout prototype, presents a promising approach to improving GUI test automation. It offers advantages in terms of efficiency and ease of use, making it a valuable addition to the toolkit of software testers.

**Contributions:** The specific contributions of this study are:

- An overview of a novel technique for GUI test automation called Augmented Testing.
- Results from an empirical evaluation of AT with industrial practitioners of the efficiency of Scout, a prototype for AT, compared to two state-of-practice approaches for GUI test automation.

**Study D: Experimental Study**

Study D, presented in Chapter 5, is titled "Similarity-based web element localization for robust test automation".

**Context:** Non-robust (fragile) test execution is a commonly reported challenge in GUI-based test automation despite much research and several proposed solutions. A test script needs to be resilient to (minor) changes in the tested application but, at the same time, fail when detecting potential issues that require investigation. Test script fragility is a multi-faceted problem. However, one crucial challenge is how to reliably identify and locate the correct target web elements when the website evolves between releases or otherwise fail and report an issue.

**Objective:** This study proposes and evaluates a novel approach called similarity-based web element localization (Similo), which leverages information from multiple web element locator parameters to identify a target element using a weighted similarity score.

**Method:** This experimental study compares Similo to a baseline approach for web element localization. To get an extensive empirical basis, we target 48 of the most popular websites on the Internet in our evaluation. Robustness is
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considered by counting the number of web elements found in a recent website version compared to how many of these existed in an older version.

**Results:** Results of the experiment show that Similo outperforms the baseline; it failed to locate the correct target web element in 91 out of 801 considered cases (i.e., 11%) compared to 214 failed cases (i.e., 27%) for the baseline approach. The time efficiency of Similo was also considered, where the average time to locate a web element was determined to be four milliseconds. However, since the cost of web interactions (e.g., a click) is typically on the order of hundreds of milliseconds, the additional computational demands of Similo can be considered negligible.

**Conclusion:** This study presents evidence that quantifying the similarity between multiple attributes of web elements when trying to locate them, as in our proposed Similo approach, is beneficial. With acceptable efficiency, Similo gives significantly higher effectiveness (i.e., robustness) than the baseline web element localization approach.

**Contributions:** The specific contributions of this study are:

- A novel approach for more robust web element localization based on comparison of the similarity of web element locator parameters.
- An empirical study that shows the effectiveness and time efficiency of the proposed approach compared to the baseline approach.

**Study E: Experimental Study**

Study E, presented in Chapter 6, is titled 'Robust web element identification for evolving applications by considering visual overlaps'.

**Context:** Fragile (i.e., non-robust) test execution is a common challenge for automated GUI-based testing of web applications as they evolve. Despite recent progress, there is still room for improvement since test execution failures caused by technical limitations result in unnecessary maintenance costs that limit its effectiveness and efficiency. One of the most reported technical challenges for web-based tests concerns how to locate a web element used by a test script reliably.

**Objective:** This study proposes the novel concept of Visually Overlapping Nodes (VON) that reduces fragility by utilizing the phenomenon that visual web elements (observed by the user) are constructed from multiple web elements in the DOM that overlap visually.

**Method:** We demonstrate the approach in a tool, VON Similo, which extends the state-of-the-art multi-locator approach (Similo) that is also used as...
the baseline for an experiment. In the experiment, a ground truth set of 1163 manually collected web element pairs from different releases of the 40 most popular web applications on the internet are used to compare the approaches’ precision, recall, and accuracy.

Results: Our results show that VON Similo provides 94.7% accuracy in identifying a web element in a new release of the same SUT. In comparison, Similo provides 83.8% accuracy.

Conclusion: These results demonstrate the applicability of the visually overlapping nodes concept/tool for web element localization in evolving web applications and contribute a novel way of thinking about web element localization in future research on GUI-based testing.

Contributions: The main contributions of this work are:

- Insights into the relative power of different web element attributes for web element localization.

- A generally applicable, yet novel, concept called Visually Overlapping Nodes (VON).

- An improved version of similarity-based web element localization (Similo) that implements VON (VON Similo).

Study F: Experimental Study

Study F, presented in Chapter 7, is titled "Improving web element localization by using a large language model".

Context: Web-based test automation heavily relies on accurately finding web elements. Traditional methods compare attributes but don’t grasp the context and meaning of elements and words. The emergence of Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT-4, which can show human-like reasoning abilities on some tasks, offers new opportunities for software engineering and web element localization.

Objective: This study introduces and evaluates VON Similo LLM, an enhanced web element localization approach. Using an LLM, it selects the most likely web element from the top-ranked ones identified by the existing VON Similo method, ideally aiming to get closer to human-like selection accuracy.

Method: An experimental study was conducted using 804 web element pairs from 48 real-world web applications. We measured the number of correctly identified elements as well as the execution times, comparing the effectiveness and efficiency of VON Similo LLM against the baseline algorithm. In addition,
motivations from the LLM were recorded and analyzed for all instances where the original approach failed to find the right web element.

**Results:** VON Similo LLM demonstrated improved performance, reducing failed localizations from 70 to 39 (out of 804), a 44% reduction. Despite its slower execution time and additional costs of using the GPT-4 model, the LLM’s human-like reasoning showed promise in enhancing web element localization.

**Conclusion:** LLM technology can enhance web element identification in GUI test automation, reducing false positives and potentially lowering maintenance costs. However, further research is necessary to fully understand LLMs’ capabilities, limitations, and practical use in GUI testing.

**Contributions:** The specific contributions of this study are:

- A novel approach that can improve web element localization by utilizing a large language model.
- An empirical study that shows the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach compared to the baseline approach.
- A qualitative content analysis on the motivations gathered from the LLM, explaining the main aspects used when comparing the similarity of two web elements.

### 1.7 Threats to Validity

In this section, we present some of the primary threats to the validity of the results presented in this thesis, divided into four aspects suggested by Runeson et al. [143].

**Construct validity:** How we selected databases and constructed the search query in our systematic literature review could impact the publications included. We took steps like breaking down the query, using a full-text search tool, and manual review to minimize this impact.

We included four publications during snowballing, suggesting that our search query string could have been better. Still, we decided it was good enough since we argue that a few missed publications will likely not significantly impact the results. In the worst case, we have missed some challenges of importance, but given the authors’ extensive empirical understanding of the area, we perceive it as unlikely. Additionally, for a challenge to be classified as "key", it had to be mentioned by four or more publications, making it even less likely that we missed a key challenge.
**Internal validity:** The authors of this study possess significant industrial experience, which presents a potential issue for the study’s internal validity. We recognized that this experience could introduce bias in synthesizing and coding challenges (Chapter 2). Despite our awareness of this risk and our efforts to make impartial judgments, there remains a possibility of bias.

**External validity:** Although this thesis work aims to overcome some of the challenges related to the entire field of GUI-based test automation, our surveys, quasi-experiments, and experiments were all performed using web applications only, leaving out other types of GUI applications, such as Android and Windows apps. In a previous version of Scout (i.e., older than the version used in Chapters 3 and 4), we used image recognition instead of Selenium WebDriver with the benefit of working with any application having a GUI regardless of its implementation. However, using image recognition has a few drawbacks: (1) the results will be affected by the reliability of the selected image recognition algorithm, and (2) the test environment needs to be carefully controlled since results rely on the size of the screen or window. Therefore, using Selenium WebDriver as the driver was a more practical choice that mitigated some confounding variables. In the Similo study (Chapter 5), we selected to use web applications in the experiment when comparing Similo to other approaches since the selected baseline approaches (i.e., absolute XPath, relative ID-based XPath, Selenium IDE, Montoto, and Robula+) were all designed and evaluated by locating web elements in web applications. By convenience, it was easiest to continue using the same set of web applications (with minor changes) in the two studies, improving the Similo approach (Chapters 6 and 7).

While Android and Windows applications do not have a DOM structure like web applications do, they typically arrange GUI elements in a tree structure where GUI elements have properties (e.g., position, size, label, id, name). Both Scout (our demonstrator tool for Augmented Testing) and Similo (all versions) could conceptually work with any GUI model containing GUI elements with some arbitrary set of properties arranged in a hierarchy. Therefore, we postulate that our solutions would generalize to most GUI applications, but more research is needed.

**Reliability:** The author’s expertise and familiarity with GUI-based test automation influence the analysis and categorization of challenges in the SLR (Chapter 2). This personal influence poses a risk to the consistency and repeatability of our study. If other researchers were to replicate the SLR, there might be slight variations in how they synthesize and describe the challenges. However, such differences would be minor and wouldn’t significantly alter our main findings.
1.8 Discussion

In this Section, we synthesize the results from the six studies and discuss the implications and limitations of our findings.

**Challenges of GUI-based Test Automation:** Our SLR (Chapter 2) found that many of the challenges in GUI-based test automation have been around for a long time (i.e., often more than ten years). We classified four of the most reported challenges as possible to mitigate using a technical solution (i.e., accidental). One of those challenges is the need for automation and programming skills when designing reliable and maintainable GUI-based test automation tests. Another is the time and cost associated with creating and maintaining model-based tests caused by SUT changes. Fragile test scripts caused by non-robust identification of GUI widgets (e.g., web elements) is a third challenge and one of the most frequently reported. The fourth challenge is the need to synchronize the test execution between the SUT and the test runner, which is closely related to the challenge of robust widget identification. This thesis work proposes and evaluates solutions for the first three challenges. In contrast, the fourth synchronization challenge is only affected (i.e., a side effect) by a more reliable way of identifying GUI widgets since it is a common practice to add dynamic delays halting the script execution until a widget appears.

**Augmented Testing Advantages:** We proposed and evaluated a concept called Augmented Testing (AT) and a prototype research tool called Scout (Chapters 3-4) in an attempt to mitigate the challenges associated with the need for programming and test automation skills when creating and maintaining model-based tests (i.e., two of the key accidental challenges). The aim was to reduce or eliminate the need for programming skills by offering an alternative way of creating and maintaining tests utilizing an Augmented Layer (i.e., augmented information projected on top of the SUT GUI). Our hypothesis was that creating and maintaining tests using an Augmented Layer is a more efficient and user-friendly way than the more traditional script-based approach that requires programming skills while still providing similar benefits. We performed workshops, quasi-experiments, and questionnaire surveys in collaboration with participants represented by three industrial companies and concluded that the participants find AT and Scout promising and that the concept can provide cost-value benefits when compared to state-of-practice approaches. However, we have only gathered perceptions or empirical data from a small number of participants (i.e., 22 in total from three companies) and compared Scout with two state-of-practice tools (i.e., Selenium and Protractor). More research is
needed by, for example, evaluating AT in real-world scenarios in collaboration with testers from the industry.

**More Robust Web Element Localization:** We proposed and evaluated approaches (i.e., Similo, VON Similo, and VON Similo LLM) that attempt to improve the robustness of identifying GUI widgets in comparison to existing approaches like the Robula+ algorithm suggested by Leotta et al. [100] (Chapters 5-7). A more robust approach to locating web elements can reduce maintenance efforts (e.g., due to fewer broken scripts to repair). However, we must still modify the automated tests as the SUT changes. We can integrate an approach like Similo into existing test scripts to, for example, replace the `findElement` method in scripts that utilize Selenium WebDriver [11]. Such an approach (i.e., tool) could also automatically manage (i.e., store and repair) the properties used by Similo (i.e., when finding the best match), reducing manual maintenance even further. Repairing the properties could be done by replacing existing ones with new ones as they change. However, this may also destroy correctly stored property values with invalid values in the case of a failed test. We have not evaluated repair in this thesis work since we only decided to focus on the localization problem.

With a more robust test execution, testers can shift their focus from maintaining and repairing failing test cases to designing and creating tests that ensure the software delivers value to the end-user. They could also spend more time on other test activities like exploratory, performance, and usability testing.

In this thesis work, we have only evaluated the effectiveness of locating web elements based on oracles created by the authors, i.e., the web element pairs selected in an older and newer version of the same web page. However, the definition of the same web element is not trivial. We could define it as a web element with the exact same set of attributes located at the same location (XPath). Another definition can compare pixels to ensure they have all identical RGB values. With a less strict definition, it is more complicated to determine when two elements are close enough to represent the same web element (e.g., a button or an input field). Simply selecting the most similar (i.e., according to some measurements) is not always adequate since that would result in false positives, likely causing a failed (or inaccurate) test execution. One solution to this problem is to locate the most similar web element when performing actions (e.g., a button click) and mitigate the risk of false positives by including checks verifying that we are still on the correct test execution path. However, we did not investigate such a solution in this thesis work.

The test synchronization problem is closely related and sometimes difficult to distinguish from the challenge of robust localization of web elements. The-
oretically, we could add a long (or infinite) delay after each performed action to ensure that we are in the following application state (e.g., the next page). To be in the correct application state is crucial for ensuring that the performed action will get the same result as a previous test run (also assuming that the SUT is deterministic). We can only make that assumption when assuming that the SUT behaves deterministically. Without determinism, the SUT can go into an unknown application state with unpredictable outcomes. However, waiting for a long time is impractical since it lowers the efficiency of the tests. The challenge is to wait long enough (but not longer than necessary) to ensure that we are in the expected application state and that the SUT is ready to receive the next action. When the delay is not long enough, we might end up in a situation where the web element that we aim to interact with is not yet loaded or visible in the GUI, with the result that the most similar web element is not the correct one (i.e., since it is not yet available). Triggering an action (e.g., a click) on an incorrect web element will likely take us on a different path, eventually resulting in a failed test execution. In this thesis, we have deliberately ignored this problem by assuming we are already in the correct application state, leaving the test synchronization challenge to future work.

1.9 Future Work

The integration of large language models, as seen with the VON Similo LLM approach, indicates the potential role of AI in revolutionizing GUI-based test automation. Recent work by Park et al. and Feldt et al. suggests that the AI-driven approach to GUI testing is gaining traction [63, 135]. In the near future, we anticipate AI agents able to handle all aspects of regression testing for a GUI application (i.e., from design to test execution). These agents would operate based on straightforward instructions in natural language. The instructions could range from detailed step-by-step test cases (e.g., click on the save button) to high-level goals (e.g., test this website). This transformative approach could enhance efficiency and reduce the need for human intervention. The shift would also make the testing process more accessible, as the reliance on specialized scripting would diminish, paving the way for a more user-friendly approach to GUI regression testing.

In conclusion, while our research provides significant advancements in GUI-based test automation, the journey has just begun. The potential use of AI when mitigating accidental and perhaps even some of the essential challenges signals
an opportunity for future research advancements in GUI-based test automation that can benefit the industry.
Chapter 2

Why many challenges with GUI Test Automation (will) remain

Abstract

Context: Automated testing is ubiquitous in modern software development and used to verify requirement conformance on all levels of system abstraction, including the system’s graphical user interface (GUI). GUI-based test automation, like other automation, aims to reduce the cost and time for testing compared to alternative, manual approaches. Automation has been successful in reducing costs for other forms of testing (like unit- or integration testing) in industrial practice. However, we have not yet seen the same convincing results for automated GUI-based testing, which has instead been associated with multiple technical challenges. Furthermore, the software industry has struggled with some of these challenges for more than a decade with what seems like only limited progress.

Objective: This systematic literature review takes a longitudinal perspective on GUI test automation challenges by identifying them and then investigating why the field has been unable to mitigate them for so many years.

Method: The review is based on a final set of 49 publications, all reporting empirical evidence from practice or industrial studies. Statements from the
Publications are synthesized, based on a thematic coding, into 24 challenges related to GUI test automation.

**Results:** The most reported challenges were mapped chronologically and further analyzed to determine how they and their proposed solutions have evolved over time. This chronological mapping of reported challenges shows that four of them have existed for almost two decades.

**Conclusion:** Based on the analysis, we discuss why the key challenges with GUI-based test automation are still present and why some will likely remain in the future. For others, we discuss possible ways of how the challenges can be addressed. Further research should focus on finding solutions to the identified technical challenges with GUI-based test automation that can be resolved or mitigated. However, in parallel, we also need to acknowledge and try to overcome non-technical challenges.

**Keywords:** System Testing, GUI Testing, Test Automation, Systematic Literature Review

### 2.1 Introduction

Manual testing is time-consuming, repetitive, and error-prone to perform for a human tester [73] [71]. Test automation, using techniques like unit testing [131] and record-replay [17], have been suggested as solutions to these challenges and proven successful in practice. Another reason for test automation is that the tests can be executed faster and more frequently and, therefore, deliver faster feedback about the quality of the software under development [108]. While automated testing is the state of practice for checking code and APIs (using unit- and integration testing), it is still common to manually test a system under test (SUT) through the graphical user interface (GUI) without any automation. That manual testing, using the GUI, is preferred before test automation indicates that there are challenges related to GUI-based test automation that reduces its applicability compared to manual GUI-based testing. This observation is supported by literature, which has frequently reported on challenges, problems, and limitations with GUI test automation.

This systematic literature review (SLR) [87] aims to take a longitudinal perspective to find the technical challenges reported by academic literature with GUI-based test automation during the last 20-years to determine how the most reported (key) challenges have evolved and if there have been attempts to mitigate them. In this SLR, the focus is mainly on testing the functionality of
the SUT by using the GUI, not testing or checking that the user interface is presented, or rendered, correctly on the screen.

There have been previous attempts that try to identify the challenges (technical or otherwise) of software test automation. For instance, in 2012, Rafi et al. presented an SLR, which identifies 9 benefits and 7 limitations of automated software testing [138]. The literature review identified several benefits: "Less human effort" and "Increased fault detection". However, "Automation can not replace manual testing" and "False expectations' were identified as some of the limitations. A more recent SLR study by Wiklund et al., published in 2017, reported impediments, both technical and non-technical, provided similar results on software test automation [156].

In this SLR, unlike the previous that studied the entire field of test automation, the focus is on test automation performed using the GUI only. Hence, a subset of the software test automation field. Additionally, the SLR is delimited to the technical challenges of the approach that can be addressed using technical solutions, leaving out any non-technical perspectives such as behavioral, process, or business aspects. Furthermore, the SLRs published by Rafi et al. and Wiklund et al. present limitations and impediments on a relatively high abstraction level, an effect of their studies looking at such a large field of study. As an example, Rafi et al. reported the limitation: "Difficulty in maintenance of test automation" and Wiklund et al., the impediments: "Maintenance Costs' and "Fragile Test Scripts". In contrast, the goal of this SLR is to dig deeper into the technical challenges to identify their root causes to acquire further insights into their solution. Finally, the previous SLRs do not present solution attempts, how the challenges have evolved, and if the challenges are possible to solve or mitigate, thereby motivating the need for this SLR that investigates the complexities and longevity of each unresolved challenge in more detail. Knowing how consistently the challenges were described over a more extended time period, and any solution attempts, will make it possible to identify solutions or mitigation strategies for the key (most commonly reported) technical challenges.

The specific contributions of this literature review are:

- The technical challenges of test automation through the GUI reported by academic literature.

- A longitudinal perspective of how the key challenges have evolved.

- To what extent the key challenges can be resolved or mitigated using a technical solution.
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This paper is structured as follows: The research process behind the systematic literature review is described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3.1 contains the results obtained by gathering information from the included publications. Section 2.4 discusses the results presented in Section 2.3.1 and synthesised in Section 2.3.2. We will give our conclusions and some work to consider for the future in section 2.6.

2.2 Systematic Literature Review

The SLR presented in this work is based on the guidelines for conducting systematic literature reviews in software engineering, presented by Kitchenham et al. [87]. An overview of the literature review process is shown in Figure 2.1. The number of included publications after each step is presented in Table 2.1.

![Literature review process](image)

Table 2.1: Overview showing the number of included publications per step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>No included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Search Relevant Publications</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Screen of Relevant Publications</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Include/Exclude Publications</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Snowballing Selected Publications</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Systematic Literature Review

1. Establish Research Goal: The research goal of this SLR is to find the key challenges, based on empirical evidence found in literature, associated with testing a system automatically through its GUI. Knowing the key challenges and their root-causes is crucial for future research to find effective solutions to mitigate them efficiently.

2. Define Research Questions: The research goal has been broken down into the following research questions:

- RQ1: What are the academically reported technical challenges for automated testing of an application through its GUI?
- RQ2: How have key challenges for GUI-based test automation evolved in the last 20 years?
- RQ3: To what extent can the key challenges be resolved or mitigated using a technical solution?

3. Identify Search Strings: The search string sought to find publications that contain empirical results about the challenges of automated testing/checking of software applications/programs through the GUI. Keywords related to benefits were included in the search since a discussion about benefits is likely to contain statements concerning challenges as well.

   The query string was constructed from keywords and synonyms to these keywords, which were formulated based on the authors’ industrial experience and taking keywords used in previous literature reviews into consideration [138, 156]. Below, we present a decomposition of the search string.

   **Focus on software applications or programs:** (software OR application OR program) AND

   **Focus on automated testing/checking:** ('test automation' OR 'automatic testing' OR 'automated testing' OR 'automated test' OR 'automatic checking' OR 'automated checking' OR 'automated regression') AND

   **Focus on user-interfaces or human-machine interfaces:** ('user interface' OR GUI OR 'human machine interface' OR HMI) AND

   **Contains benefits and/or challenges:** (challenge OR benefit OR advantage OR improvement OR limitation OR drawback OR problem OR pitfall) AND

   **Contains empirical studies or experiments:** (empirical OR industry OR industrial OR practice OR "case study" OR survey OR experiment)

   **Resulting in the final query string:** (software OR application OR program) AND ('test automation' OR 'automatic testing' OR 'automated testing' OR 'automated checking') AND ('user interface' OR GUI OR 'human machine interface' OR HMI) AND (challenge OR benefit OR advantage OR improvement OR limitation OR drawback OR problem OR pitfall) AND (empirical OR industry OR industrial OR practice OR "case study" OR survey OR experiment)
OR "automated test" OR "automatic checking" OR "automated checking" OR "automated regression") AND ("user interface" OR GUI OR "human machine interface" OR HMI) AND (challenge OR benefit OR advantage OR improvement OR limitation OR drawback OR problem OR pitfall) AND (empirical OR industry OR industrial OR practice OR "case study" OR survey OR experiment)

Exclude publication released before year 2000: Due to the rapid evolution of the software engineering field, we decided to exclude all publications published before the year 2000. This choice was made to delimit the number of found papers and because papers older than this are considered out-of-date and not applicable to modern software systems.

4. Search Relevant Publications: Four of the most widely used literature databases available today for the software engineering field were selected for the search: Scopus, IEEE Xplore, ACM, and Wiley. The final search string and the filter that excludes all publications published before the year 2000 were used in the selected databases. The database searches resulted in a total of 185 included publications distributed chronologically, as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Search Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th>IEEE Xplore</th>
<th>ACM</th>
<th>Wiley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69 matches</td>
<td>58 matches</td>
<td>35 matches</td>
<td>23 matches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Screen of Relevant Publications: All publications included in the search results were downloaded and imported into the tool Mendeley [170]. Mendeley was used to remove any duplicate publications found in more than one database. Non-research publications, publications that were not peer-reviewed, or not written in English were also excluded resulting in 95 remaining publications.

6. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria: We formulated three tiers of inclusion/exclusion criteria as shown in Table 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. Publications that satisfied all of the inclusion criteria and did not match any of the exclusion criteria for a tier were included and evaluated by the criteria in the next tier until all the tiers were covered. Table 2.3 contains definitions for some of the terms that we used in the inclusion/exclusion criteria.

The three tiers were defined as:

- **Tier 0 - Check Preconditions:** Analysis of paper metadata to ensure that the paper followed the base criteria to be eligible for further analysis.
• **Tier 1 - Check Title and Abstract:** Analysis of the title and abstract of each paper to get an indication that it would include support evidence usable to meet the research objective.

• **Tier 2 - Read Full Text:** Analysis of the complete paper to ensure it would provide evidence to meet the research objective.

### Table 2.3: Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term:</th>
<th>Definition:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peer-reviewed article</td>
<td>Peer-reviewed articles are written by experts and are reviewed by several other experts in the field before the article is published to ensure the article’s quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical evidence</td>
<td>Any result acquired or observed by a human (researcher) in a reported experiment or case study (regardless of size).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical User Interface (GUI)</td>
<td>A form of user interface that allows users to interact with electronic devices through graphical icons and visual indicators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Under Test (SUT)</td>
<td>The system that is being tested for correct operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Object Model (DOM)</td>
<td>A cross-platform and language-independent interface that treats an XML or HTML document as a tree structure wherein each node is an object representing a part of the document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widget</td>
<td>A component of a GUI, that enables a user to perform a function or access a service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Testing</td>
<td>Automated testing or test automation is a method in software testing that makes use of special software tools to control the execution of tests and then compares actual test results with predicted or expected results. Test execution is done automatically with little or no intervention from the test engineer. For this study, automated testing regards only tests of the functionality or features of the SUT, not its quality characteristics (like usability or performance) nor the visual appearance (that widgets are rendered correctly) on the SUT’s user interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Testing through the GUI</td>
<td>Automated testing of a system through emulation of human/user usage of the SUT. The emulation can be performed using physical robotics (e.g. a robot arm) or purely through software (e.g. using OS-level events to type on the keyboard or move the mouse cursor), or a combination of these. Access to widgets is given by the accessibility API of the operating system, DOM objects in the SUT, internal GUI controls or other technical interfaces. These are all considered valid methods for emulating a human/user.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2.4: Inclusion/Exclusion criteria tier 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria:</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Included publications must be peer-reviewed. See the definition of peer-reviewed</td>
<td>Exclude all publications published before year 2000 since they are considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article in Table 2.3.</td>
<td>out-of-date and not applicable to modern software systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude short publications (less than 6 pages).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include workshop, conferences, book chapters, and journal publications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include publications written in the English language only.</td>
<td>Exclude gray literature (non-peer-reviewed books, blogs, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude bachelor/master/Ph.D. theses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Inclusion/Exclusion criteria tier 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria:</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Include publications that indicate that they report empirical evidence about</td>
<td>Exclude publications that do not study automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benefits or challenges of automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude publications that do not cover benefits or challenges of automated testing/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>checking through the GUI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude publications that do not contain any empirical evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude publications where the empirical evidence does not report benefits or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>challenges of automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2.6: Inclusion/Exclusion criteria tier 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria:</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Include publications that contain empirical evidence about the benefits or challenges of automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
<td>Exclude publications that do not study automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude publications that do not cover benefits or challenges of automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude publications that do not contain any empirical evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude publications where the empirical evidence does not report benefits and/or challenges of automated testing/checking through the GUI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Fleiss Kappa Analysis: The leading researcher evaluated the remaining 95 publications using the inclusion/exclusion criteria for tier 0 and randomly selected 20 (more than 20 percent) of the included publications for Fleiss Kappa analysis [64]. The authors of this publication reviewed the randomly selected publications based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria for Tier 1 and Tier 2, marking papers that they believed should be included, excluding the rest. Fleiss Kappa analysis, a measure of the agreement between reviewers (inter-rater agreement), was then calculated. The result was 0.60, indicating a moderate or close to a substantial agreement between the reviewers [92]. This agreement among the three reviewers was considered good enough for the leading researcher to continue to review the remaining publications and gave us confidence that the inclusion/exclusion criteria were suitably defined. Of course, a threat remains that a few papers are overlooked, but we argue that the impact of a few incorrectly excluded or included publications would not likely have a significant impact on the results.

8. Include/Exclude Publications: All publications that were not randomly selected and reviewed during the Fleiss Kappa analysis were reviewed, by the leading researcher, using the inclusion/exclusion criteria for tier 1 and 2.
The review resulted in 39 included publications, counting also the publications there were included during the Fleiss Kappa analysis.

9. Snowballing Selected Publications: There are many possible reasons for not finding a relevant publication during the database searches. One is that the author of the publication uses a different vocabulary than the one used in the search string. Another reason is that the search keywords are not found since most literature databases only search a portion of the publication, like the title and abstract, but not the full text.

To verify that all relevant papers had been captured by the search, backward and forward snowballing, as described by Wohlin [157], was performed on the 39 included publications. Publications identified during the snowballing session that seemed relevant for the study, based on reading their title or abstract, were collected into a set of candidates. The leading researcher then assessed all the candidates using the inclusion/exclusion criteria to ensure that we analyzed all added or discarded candidates with the same rigor and systematic review as previously included publications. Using the existing inclusion/exclusion criteria is perceived to strengthen the approach’s reliability since these criteria had been previously agreed upon by the researchers. This snowballing session resulted in five additional publications that passed the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Additionally, since performing an SLR is a lengthy process, another five publications were later discovered that had been published while writing this paper, resulting in a final total of 49 included publications.

10. Data Analysis and Coding: Analysis of the included publications was performed by the leading researcher using thematic analysis and coding [54]. 186 statements related to technical challenges about GUI-based test automation were identified and extracted from the 49 included publications. A statement is defined as a sentence, quote, or paragraph from the author of the publication based on experience, a conviction, or concluded from a result. All statements are extracted from publications that report empirical results making it more likely that the statements are relevant and valid. The codes (C1...Cn) were formulated iterative, i.e., without any starting set, from the statements, focusing on challenges. Each extracted statement was mapped to an existing code when the leading researcher believed that the statement related to the same challenge or mapped to a new code otherwise. After coding, the codes were analyzed for semantic equivalence and merged if such was found. The merger was done by formulating a new code that replaced both existing codes, or by removing one of the existing codes.

The resulting set of codes and statements were then used as evidence to draw the study’s conclusions and answer its research questions.
2.3 Results and Synthesis

Here we present an overview of the results and answer the first research question (RQ1) in Section 2.3.1. The answers to the remaining research questions (RQ2 and RQ3) are presented in Section 2.3.2 after further analysis and synthesis of the reported challenges.

2.3.1 Results

Table 2.7 contains a list of the 49 included publications that contain one or more statements related to challenges associated with GUI-based test automation. The coded and mapped challenges from the reviewed literature are listed in Table 2.9 with references to this paper’s reference list. This table thereby represents a summary of all the currently known challenges explicit to automated testing through an application’s GUI, representing an answer to RQ1.

To provide an overview, Figure 2.2 visualizes the key (most commonly reported) challenges on a timeline sorted on the year that the publication, which reports the challenge, was published. The criteria for a challenge to be considered "key" is that four or more publications can triangulate it. Each dot in the timeline represents one, or more, publications that were published during that year. An index number specifies the number of publications when more than one. The figure shows that several of the challenges have existed for almost 20 years but that the majority of challenges are newer, i.e., published within the last seven years.

To gain further insights, Figure 2.3 also visualizes what application platform (desktop, web, or mobile), the empirical evaluation was performed on and how these platforms appear over time. As shown in the figure, the first period, from the year 2000 to 2004, only contains two empirical evaluations, both on desktop applications. In the second and third periods (2005-2015), research on desktop applications is dominant, while in the fourth period, web-applications become dominant, and research in mobile applications are on the rise. We also note that the number of published papers increase over time, indicating a growing interest in empirical studies of GUI-based test automation.
Table 2.7: Included publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hierarchical GUI Test Case Generation Using Automated Planning [115]</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Experimental Assessment of Manual Versus Tool-Based Maintenance of GUI-Directed Test Scripts [72]</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Automated GUI Testing for J2ME Software Based on FSM [77]</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Repairing GUI Test Suites Using a Genetic Algorithm [78]</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Debug Support for Model-Based GUI Testing [76]</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Experiences of System-Level Model-Based GUI Testing of an Android Application [149]</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>An analysis of automated tests for mobile Android applications [145]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Introducing automated GUI testing and observing its benefits: an industrial case study in the context of law-practice management software [67]</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Augusto: Exploiting Popular Functionalities for the Generation of Semantic GUI Tests with Oracles [111]</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Using a Pilot Study to Derive a GUI Model for Automated Testing [164]</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Evaluating the TESTAR tool in an industrial case study [37]</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Robust Test Automation Using Contextual Clues [166]</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Obstacles and opportunities in deploying model-based GUI testing of mobile software: a survey [80]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>PESTO: Automated migration of DOM-based Web tests towards the visual approach [101]</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Automatic testing of GUI-based applications [110]</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>An event-flow model of GUI-based applications for testing [114]</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Pattern-based GUI testing: Bridging the gap between design and quality assurance [118]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Model-based Approach to Assist Test Case Creation, Execution, and Maintenance for Test Automation [74]</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Efficient and Change-Resilient Test Automation: An Industrial Case Study [150]</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Reuse of model-based tests in mobile apps [55]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Introducing Model-Based Testing in an Industrial Scrum Project [62]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Automated Test Input Generation for Android: Are We Really There Yet in an Industrial Case? [171]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Using combinatorial testing to build navigation graphs for dynamic web applications [155]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Automating Web Application Testing from the Ground Up: Experiences and Lessons Learned in an Industrial Setting [57]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.8: Included publications, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Combining Automated GUI Exploration of Android apps with Capture and Replay through Machine Learning [33]</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Using Multi-Locators to Increase the Robustness of Web Test Cases [99]</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Call Stack Coverage for GUI Test-Suite Reduction [113]</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>A Black-Box Based Script Repair Method for GUI Regression Test [81]</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>A New Algorithm for Repairing Web-Locators using Optimization Techniques [60]</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Apply computer vision in GUI automation for industrial applications [48]</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>ROBULA+: An Algorithm for Generating Robust XPath Locators for Web Testing [100]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Offline Oracles for Accessibility Evaluation with the TESTAR Tool [56]</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.9: Reported challenges related to GUI-based test automation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Reported by publication no:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 Application changes break execution</td>
<td>1, 3, 10, 12, 14, 21, 24, 27, 29, 31, 35, 39, 41, 43, 44, 46, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Synchronizing/timing between tests and SUT</td>
<td>1, 6, 19, 20, 32, 35, 39, 40, 42, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Robust identification of GUI widgets</td>
<td>2, 7, 9, 20, 23, 24, 29, 42, 44, 45, 46, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 Changed screen resolution</td>
<td>13, 29, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 Test automation of dynamic applications</td>
<td>11, 13, 19, 21, 29, 32, 38, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 Fails for unknown reason</td>
<td>14, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 Non-determinism</td>
<td>40, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 Sensitivity to business logic</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9 Cascading error</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10 Environment/Hardware configuration</td>
<td>13, 21, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11 Tool challenges</td>
<td>9, 11, 12, 13, 19, 22, 24, 29, 36, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12 High maintenance cost of test cases</td>
<td>10, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13 Long setup time</td>
<td>22, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14 HMI must be available</td>
<td>10, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15 Hard to reproduce the error</td>
<td>6, 19, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16 Less effective in detecting faults</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17 Requires workflow changes</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18 Requires automation or programming skills</td>
<td>7, 9, 12, 19, 22, 24, 30, 31, 39, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C19 Creating/maintaining model based tests</td>
<td>6, 8, 11, 16, 22, 26, 27, 28, 31, 34, 40, 48, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20 State space explosion during MBT</td>
<td>1, 4, 5, 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27, 32, 37, 38, 43, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21 Low test coverage during MBT</td>
<td>19, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22 Identify less faults when using an oracle</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23 Limited applicability of models</td>
<td>26, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C24 Slow test execution during MBT</td>
<td>19, 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Why many challenges with GUI Test Automation (will) remain complex.

Figure 2.2: The key challenges mapped on a timeline. Each dot represents a statement from one or more publications published during the year.

Figure 2.3: The type of software application selected for the empirical evaluation distributed over four time-periods.

2.3.2 Synthesis

To answer RQ2, the SLR results were analyzed further and synthesized to identify how consistent the challenges remained (e.g., how consistently they were described) over the studied time period. Four of the challenges were reported repeatedly during 17 years or more, as can be seen in Figure 2.2, and one (C5) was only reported during a four-year-long time-period.
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The analysis also showed that the level of description of the challenges varied and that some reported challenges were so generally defined that it is unlikely that their description can aid in finding any candidate solutions. Such challenges must first be broken down, i.e., further detailed, to be adequately understood. As an example, Mahmud et al. reported in 2014, that practitioners with test automation experience mentioned that automated tests had to be rewritten or re-recorded when the application changed. Mahmud et al. did not document what explicit changes the practitioners perceived to be the underlying reason for tests to be rewritten or re-recorded or if all changes had the same impact. Such information would be valuable in guiding both development and research efforts towards finding candidate solutions to aid the practitioners.

To answer RQ3 and better understand which challenges to address with more focus and effort and which challenges to defer from or focus less effort on, we need to distinguish different challenges. In the book "No silver bullet" by Brooks et al., software engineering challenges are classified as essential or accidental [43]. We argue that a similar analysis can add value here. Essential challenges are inherent in the nature of software, whilst accidental challenges are challenges today but not inherent. This classification implies that accidental challenges can be resolved or mitigated through technical, or other, means. In contrast, essential challenges are not necessarily solvable because they are so fundamental, or significant, that no general solution can be perceived. In the following descriptions of found challenges, we use Brooks et al. definitions to classify the identified key challenges in an attempt to provide guidance for future research. However, we decided to limit the definition of accidental challenges to challenges that can be mitigated using a technical solution to match the scope of this SLR. Therefore, our definition of an accidental challenge is that it can be solved using a technical solution. Also, our definition of an essential challenge is that any technological solution cannot completely resolve it. Hence, excluding challenges related to human, process, or organizational aspects of GUI-based test automation.

**Application changes break test execution (C1):** The most reported challenge for automated GUI-based tests is that application changes cause tests to fail, stated by seventeen publications between 2001 to 2018. Memon et al. wrote in 2001 that regression testing of GUI applications is a challenge since the user interface does not remain constant across successive versions of the software [115]. A similar conclusion came from Jiang et al., in 2018, that scripts made for the previous version of the SUT do no longer work well when the GUI layouts change [81].
This challenge is mainly essential since a significant change of the SUT will, and should, break the test execution. Hence, a prerequisite of any technical solution that seeks to eliminate this challenge must fail the test when the test execution is expected to break, but otherwise pass. In particular, this challenge relates to the oracle problem, i.e. what information, and how much information, to use to determine correct SUT behavior [56].

As an essential challenge, we can conclude that this challenge is present today and likely will not be entirely removed in the future. However, when discussing this challenge, we must also consider the background to why the SUT was changed. Some changes to the SUT are intentional, and the tests might need to be adjusted accordingly to prevent the tests from failing during execution. However, other changes are unintentionally caused by intentional modifications to the SUT and might break the test execution since the tests are not adjusted according to the unintentional changes. Furthermore, different changes range in ease of detection. Significant changes, like a missing widget, are simple for a human tester to spot, while minor changes, like the size or position of GUI widgets, might be impossible for a human to notice. Unintentional minor changes that cause the test execution to fail can be frustrating for the human tester since the automated test scripts seem to break for no apparent reason. Since the human tester would expect an intentional change to impact the tests, further research should focus on finding solutions that reduce failures caused by unintentional, and primarily minor, changes. For example, a technical solution that provides a more robust identification of GUI widgets (C3) might prevent minor changes to the SUT from breaking the test execution.

**Synchronizing/timing between tests and SUT (C2):** The challenge of keeping the automated test scripts, or states in a model, in sync with the tested application was reported by ten publications published between 2001 and 2019. This challenge stems from the need for tests to wait until the SUT is ready to receive the next action, or event, to avoid the risk that the action does not have the desired effect on the SUT. As an example, let us study the following pseudo test script:

**Step 1:** Open the Report Dialog.
**Step 2:** Click on the Create Report button in the Report Dialog.
**Step 3:** Check that the Report has been created.

Since it may take some time to open the Report Dialog (step 1), there is a risk that step 2 is performed before the Report Dialog and Create Report button are visible. The Report might not be created if step 2 is performed before the
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Create Report button is ready to receive the click action, causing step 3 to fail. A human, replicating the failure, would not perceive the same challenge, and we observe that the script, in this case, would have reported a "false positive" test result. However, and regardless, the test result still required investigation, leading to unnecessary root-cause analysis costs. The solution to making the test more robust would be to add synchronization, like static or dynamic delays, between the steps.

However, as stated by Heiskanen et al., in 2010, a common cause of failure in test runs are the delays between executing certain keywords on the SUT [76]. This statement is supported by Cheng et al. [48], in 2019, which stated that "The timing to trigger a series of events may not always be the same between two different runs. So, a straightforward replay is often infeasible."

The synchronization challenge has been reported repeatedly, from empirical evaluations on all types of applications (desktop, web, and mobile), during an 18-year time-period and is likely still a challenge today, supported by two publications published as recently as 2019. Since human testers do not seem to experience this challenge when testing manually, but machines and software often face issues, it is perceivable that this is a purely accidental, and technical, challenge. Debroy et al. [57] suggest that static (or fixed) delays, e.g., a delay of a few seconds, will solve this challenge but at the cost of making the script execution unnecessarily slow. For instance, assume that the transition between GUI states is 1.9 seconds. A delay of 2 seconds would then be sufficient to synchronize the test execution and ensure that the next script action would happen after the GUI state change, with only a penalty of 100-millisecond unnecessary delay. Of course, these penalties should be kept as small as possible, but (1) fine-tuning synchronization is time-consuming [25], and (2) having minor penalties increases the risk that performance degradation in the application leads to new false positives. For instance, in our example above that, the state transition time increases from 1.9 to 2.1 seconds. Debroy et al., therefore instead suggests the use of dynamic waits, e.g., waiting for a specific page title, or until the title changes from a particular title. Another option is to wait for GUI widgets to appear, for example, a headline, a text field, or a button.

The synchronization challenge is related to, or partly dependent on, the challenge of robust identification of GUI widgets (C3) since the test execution needs to be synchronized by waiting for correctly identified widgets. Therefore, we pose that these two challenges (C2 and C3) are connected and that a solution to C3 might also provide a possible solution, or mitigation, for the synchronization challenges (C2).
Robust identification of GUI widgets (C3): As stated, this challenge is possibly related, or even the leading cause of many of the other reported challenges. It might be one of the challenges that cause the test execution to fail when the SUT changes (C1). A more robust widget detection would, per definition, be more tolerant and possibly able to prevent unexpected failure. We differentiate between expected and unexpected failures here since some changes to the application are expected to cause failure while other changes are not. For example, a missing widget is expected to fail the test execution, but a minor change in a widget’s position should not cause the script to fail. Robust widget identification of this type would possibly also mitigate the synchronization challenge (C2) since dynamic waits rely on waiting for located widgets. The challenges related to a changed screen resolution (C4) might also be reduced since a reliable widget identification technique might be able to find the correct widgets even if the widgets have been rearranged. Thummalapenta et al. [150] give the example that some elements (widgets) might not appear in the same location when the screen resolution changes, thus preventing the test execution from continuing. Even tests that fail due to unknown reasons (C6) might be partly caused by non-robust identification of widgets since failure due to timing and widget identification can be hard to understand and explain. Hence, challenges reported in research may be incorrectly classified even though caused by this underlying challenge.

The correct widget, like an input field or a button, first needs to be identified before verifying some of its properties or triggering an action. Failing to identify the correct widget will most likely result in a failed script. The correct widget is, in this case, defined as the widget that the human tester that created the script or model would select in a given situation. Note that the automated test execution should fail when the correct widget is not present since that would have also prevented the human tester from continuing. Widgets can, however, be located in several ways. Alégroth et al. [24] describe three generations of techniques for automated GUI-based testing: coordinate-based, component/widget-based, and Visual GUI Testing (image recognition). These techniques are fundamentally different and, as such, have various benefits and drawbacks. Research has shown that combinations of these techniques can have positive net effects, which represent one possible solution to the problem [29].

Twelve publications reported challenges with reliable identification of widgets from 2002 to 2019. Two of the papers bring up the challenge of using screen coordinates. Four publications mention the challenge with component/widget-based identification, seven of the publications talk about robustness issues related to image recognition, and one does not go into any technical details. Solv-
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ing or significantly reducing the challenges with robust identification of widgets could have a notable impact on the success of the GUI-based test automation field. There have been many attempts to solve or mitigate this challenge over the years. Leotta et al. proposed, in 2015, a new type of locator, named multi-locator, that uses a voting procedure for selecting the best candidate from a set of locators [99]. Multi-locators might be one solution for reducing some of the fragility issues when trying to locate widgets when testing an application through the GUI. Another exciting technique, proposed by Yandrapally et al., for addressing the fragility challenge by improving the reliability of widget localization, is using contextual clues [166]. The idea is to mimic how humans perceive an application by evaluating the target widget and the surrounding widgets. Taking advantage of the surrounding widgets would, in theory, make it possible to locate a widget even in the worst case when all of the locators, associated with a widget, failed by using contextual information about the widget’s neighbors. To automatically compensate for frequent changes and be able to identify widgets in a continually changing GUI would perhaps increase the stability of the automated tests and lower the maintenance cost of automated tests. Therefore, we perceive this challenge to be accidental since it should be possible to come up with a technical solution that can identify widgets with an accuracy comparable to human testers. We base this assumption on recent advancements in oracle and GUI locator research, where significant improvements to test execution robustness can be observed [99].

Test automation of dynamic applications (C5): Controlling the dynamic aspects of an application is not only a challenge for GUI-based test automation but rather a challenge shared by the entire field of test automation and all types of applications. Dynamic aspects include, continuously changing databases, dynamic GUI contents, application state transitions, and dependency of external dynamic applications. The challenge is mentioned by eight publications during a four-year-long time-period between 2013 and 2016. Thummalapenta et al. [150] give an example: "if test setup does not remove such entities created during the previous test run, scripts in the new run fail while attempting to create an existing entity". Hence, an additional complexity with testing dynamic applications is that the tests themselves may also be affecting the system state when tests are executed. This implies that tests might need to be executed in a specific order since the state change of previous states set the preconditions for later tests.

Automating a dynamic application is an essential challenge compared to a static application, placing significantly higher demands on the time and resources needed to handle and prepare tests to deal with dynamic data in a
robust, deterministic way. For instance, the application database might need to be set to a specific state before starting the test execution, external systems might need to be mocked, and test cases might need to be executed in a particular order to lay the foundation for stable test automation. While some of these issues might be mitigated through technological advances, the core challenge of non-deterministic SUT behavior will remain, making this a lasting challenge.

**Tool challenges (C11):** Tool related challenges were reported, for all platforms, by ten publications published between 2012 and 2016. These challenges are however different from each other, ranging from difficult installation [108] [37] or lacking documentation [23] to technical issues like the one mentioned by Alégroth et al. in 2015 [25]: "The main drawbacks are that the tool requires hooks into the AUT's GUI library which means TextTest is currently restricted to Java and Python."

These challenges range from minor drawbacks to severe maturity or stability issues with the software products. While challenges with unique tools might be accidental and possible to solve, the higher-level concept of "tool challenges", in general, is an essential challenge since it is difficult, or even impossible, to find one technical solution that addresses them all. For example, general solutions how to make the user interface more user-friendly or how to make the application more responsive.

**Requires automation or programming skills (C18):** Successful test automation requires knowledge, experience and skills to master. Between 2011 and 2019, ten publications mentioned the lack of skills as a challenge in regards to either test automation, test automation tools, or programming when automating an application through the GUI. The need for development skills were further explicitly specified by eight of the included papers. The need for programming skills were highlighted by five papers [108] [136] [37] [55] [57] and two papers stated a need for experience in writing regular expressions [25] or XPath locators [100].

Minor skills in test automation or programming can be sufficient when only creating a few test cases but, as with the case of software development, more skills are needed when creating and maintaining an extensive suite of tests as complexity increases with size. Many tools have targeted this challenge during the years because skilled resources are typically hard to find and are more expensive to hire. Capture/replay (CR), or record/replay, tools is one approach that attempts to simplify and speed up the process of creating and running automated GUI-based test cases. However, as explained by Moreira et al., the main drawback with CR tools is the cost of script maintenance [118]. Previously recorded tests break easily when the GUI changes and this leads to consider-
able manual labor to repair them. According to Moreira et al., this is often the reason the CR methods are abandoned after a few software releases. Another challenge emerges with CR when newly recorded test cases need to be merged with existing test suites since this generally requires programming and skills to deal with growing code complexity. The lack of skill is mostly an accidental challenge. It might be possible to find a technical solution that makes CR tools capable of creating and maintaining stable test suites that can be used by testers with less programming skills than today. One possible solution could be to create and maintain the tests using an Augmented GUI proposed by Nass et al. [119]. Lack of skills could also be seen as an essential challenge since test automation skills will always be required regardless of any technical advances. Hence, even if user-friendly tools can be developed, the purpose of the tools, and their contextual use, must still be taught to the users.

Creating/maintaining model based tests (C19): The time and cost to create and keep the model up to date with a continually changing GUI application resemble the challenge of maintaining the test scripts to prevent application changes from breaking the test execution (C1). This challenge is probably the main reason why the industry has not yet embraced MBT. Memon et al. wrote, in 2007, that models used for automated GUI testing are expensive to create [114] and was confirmed by Aho et al. [19], in 2014, Patel et al. [136], in 2015, and Moira et al. [118], in 2017. That model-based tests also require maintenance effort, to keep the models up to date when the SUT changes, is also mentioned by three publications [76] [80] [62], from 2010 to 2012.

One option for avoiding the time-consuming work of manually creating the models is to generate the models by traversing the SUT automatically. While this approach makes it possible to generate thousands of test cases quickly, they might not be effective or efficient in finding defects or providing adequate coverage of the SUT. The dilemma is especially valid for GUI-testing since it takes many magnitudes more time to execute tests on a GUI-level than on a unit-level. Gupta et al. claimed, in 2011, that model-based approaches mainly focus on test case generation but that it is not effective in real-life industry scenarios [74]. Aho et al. provide supporting statements to Gupta, in 2014, that industry adoption of model-based approaches for GUI-based test automation has been insignificant despite many academic approaches to target the challenge [19].

The challenge reported on all application platforms, associated with the creation/maintenance of model-based tests (C19), is accidental since automated ways of generating models, like GUI crawling, lower model development cost. It should be possible to find new or improve existing technical solutions that target this challenge through further research. Instead, especially for GUI-based
test automation, the underlying challenge is that the industry can not afford to maintain and run several test technologies at the same time, e.g., script-based and model-based tests. Thus, although the technologies have different benefits and drawbacks, script-based testing is considered less costly and therefore comes up on top. As such, there is still a need to find solutions for efficient modeling of GUI applications to make MBT attractive for the industry.

**State space explosion during MBT (C20):** There are close to infinite paths or scenarios through a typical GUI application. This presents a core challenge for model-based testing in terms of possible state-space to explore during testing (also known as state-space explosion). Memon et al. [115] reported in 2001 that the space of possible interactions with a GUI is high, and twelve other publications have provided supporting observations of the challenge for both desktop and web applications from 2006 to 2018.

As such, the state-space explosion challenge is essential. Any technical mitigation attempt to it must be able to navigate the state-space in such a manner that it only finds scenarios that within the state-space that, for instance, provide the best test coverage of the SUT or the best defect finding ability. However, these solutions are workarounds to the problem since they still do not cover the entire state-space, which, in theory, could be infinite and, therefore, never completely covered. Mariani et al. proposed a machine-learning based solution, called Augusto, that can efficiently and effectively test application-independent functionalities (AIFs) while the rest of the SUT needs to be covered using existing approaches [111]. Examples of AIFs are common user interface patterns, like authentication operations and CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations. While it is still too early to know if the approach, proposed by Mariani et al., works for the industry, it implies that machines can learn from human behavior how to efficiently and effectively navigate through GUI applications and thus avoid the essential state space explosion challenge. However, as the challenge is considered essential, we perceive that even advanced solutions will only avoid the challenge, never solve it entirely.

### 2.4 Discussion

While it might be tempting to find a solution to a challenge, we should first determine if the challenge is possible to solve or if the challenge is inherent. Figure 2.4 contains the key challenges identified in our study related to GUI-based test automation, arranged from essential to accidental difficulties. Challenges are considered as essential if they are inherent to a specific technology
or approach and as accidental when it is possible to eliminate the challenge through technology or improved ways of working [43]. However, as discussed in the synthesis of the results, the view of the challenge as accidental or essential also relates to from what perspective we view the challenge. Therefore, some challenges are arranged in Figure 2.4 in between essential and accidental, for example, tool challenges.

![Figure 2.4: The key challenges related to GUI-based test automation arranged from essential to accidental difficulties.](image)

In the figure, we also attempt to cluster the challenges into three different groups related to (1) test execution fragility, (2) tools and automation skills, and (3) MBT challenges. This grouping is based on the semantic similarities between the challenges of each group, as presented in the literature, e.g., in what papers the challenges are presented. In the following sections, we discuss these groups in more detail.

**Test execution fragility:** Three of the challenges have been grouped together as they are related to the fragility of test execution. As discussed, they may be all caused by the challenge to reliably identify widgets when running automated tests, i.e. (C3). There have been, at least, nine academic papers
that attempt to solve or mitigate the challenge with robust widget identification in the past two decades [166] [99] [21] [102] [60] [49] [150] [100] [172], and publications still report the same challenge. Despite these efforts, the challenges remain, possibly because the academic solutions have been insufficient in solving the challenges faced by the industry. Another possible explanation is that academia has found possible solutions but not communicated these in a suitable way to industry. In the latter case, academia might have failed in transferring the knowledge to the industry, or the industry has not yet been able to incorporate the solution into their products or processes.

**Tools and automation skills:** Three of the challenges form a group related to test automation tools or skills required for efficient/effective test automation or programming (C5, C11, and C18). The challenge that testers need automation and programming skills to succeed with GUI-based testing (C18) is the only challenge, in this group, that we defined as mainly accidental and, therefore, the challenge that should be devoted to the most research efforts in the future. The current solution to the challenge is training the team members or by hiring someone with the required skills. However, people with in-depth knowledge of test automation and programming are difficult to find, and training is both time-consuming and costly. Therefore, the industry would benefit from a GUI-based test automation approach that does not require the same amount of skills as needed today.

CR tools was a good attempt for such an approach since it allowed anyone with domain knowledge to record valid test scripts. However, the challenge with CR tools is that the recorded scripts are fragile and need programming skills to be enhanced or merged into reliable test suites. Also, CR tools can only record new test scripts and require programming or scripting knowledge when maintaining existing test scripts at a high cost. This first challenge, related to the script fragility, can be partly mitigated with a more robust identification of GUI widgets (C3). The remaining challenges could be addressed by a possible future solution for reducing the need for automation and programming skills. It could enhance CR tools with functionality, methods, or processes that can aid the manual tester when merging and maintaining the recorded tests.

Aho et al. divide GUI-based test automation into three levels: Script-based, Model-based, and Scriptless [20]. According to Aho et al., the benefits of scriptless testing are that the initial investment and maintenance effort is low compared to the other approaches. Still, a challenge is effective action selection since actions are typically selected randomly. Combining scriptless with the recording functionality from CR tools would perhaps be an interesting approach to investigate in further research since recorded actions from real test scenarios could
provide useful hints when selecting actions instead of picking actions randomly. Hence, a more machine-learning based approach based on models of the system to be tested, recorded from human users.

**MBT challenges:** The final group is about challenges with model-based testing. Since the state-space explosion challenge (C20) is essential, research should concentrate on possible solutions for creating and maintaining model-based tests (C19). Many of the reported MBT challenges are caused by the large number of possible ways to traverse a GUI application and to be able to extract the paths that provide the best test coverage and the highest chance of finding a defect. Instead of trying to extract high-quality test scenarios by randomly traversing the application, the solution might instead be similar to the one suggested by Mariani et al., that we need high-level guidance from typical patterns of working with GUI applications [111]. Perhaps it is even possible to create the patterns, or the models themselves, by recording or observing actual end-users or testers of the SUT. Recording the models from the users would be a feasible solution to handle both the state space challenge and the high cost of creating the models. Theoretically, these models would include meta information of what the primary states of the application under test are, assuming that they are covered by the human that recorded them. This information would provide guidance for heuristics of how to generate suitable test cases, which could trump existing random approaches.

The challenge that models need maintenance when the SUT changes (C19) are very similar to the challenge that application changes break the test execution (C1), which in turn depends a lot on robust identification of GUI widgets (C3). Finding a solution to C3 might, consequently, have a positive impact on C19.

**Summary:** Synthesis of the acquired results, and grouping of the identified challenges, reveal some challenges to be accidental (solvable) and some essential (only possible to mitigate or solvable in specific contexts). Additionally, many challenges share the common issue of a lack of robust identification of GUI widgets, implying that this is a central and critical challenge to solve.

Furthermore, the grouping of essential and accidental challenges helps us explain why certain challenges are chronologically reoccurring, and cannot be solved, in research on different test techniques and platforms. This conclusion provides interesting insights for both industry and academia. It should influence our mindset regarding what challenges we target and how we reason about the proposed solution- or mitigation strategies in the future.
2.5 Threats to Validity

This section covers some of the threats to the validity of this literature review.

Construct validity: The selection of databases and construction of the query string for the literature search has a significant impact on the publications included in this study and is a threat to be considered. We divided the query string into several parts and tested each part separately to avoid missing any relevant publications that contained benefits or challenges about GUI-based test automation. A search tool was created to perform full-text searches inside the downloaded publications to make sure that they contained all the keyword combinations. This was complemented by manual review to ensure the inclusion of semantically suitable papers. However, four publications were included during the snowballing procedure after checking the inclusion/exclusion criteria and suggests that our search query string was not perfect. However, we decided that it was good enough to continue with the study since we argue that a few missed publications will likely not have a significant impact on the results. We argue that in the worst case, we may have missed some challenge of importance, but given the authors’ extensive empirical understanding of the area, we perceive it as unlikely. However, it cannot be ruled out since the challenges were identified and formulated by the leading researcher based on the statements extracted from the included publications and is therefore affected by the leading researcher’s knowledge and perception. However, the acquired challenges were reviewed by the other authors, and no explicit challenges have been observed as left out.

Internal validity: The extensive industrial experience held by the authors of this study is a threat to internal validity. Bias from industrial experience can undoubtedly affect the synthesis and coding of challenges, even though we were aware of this challenge and actively tried to make unbiased judgments. There is also a risk that the challenges extracted from the literature are biased or that our interpretation of them are affected by our own experience from the field and that it might have an impact on the synthesis.

External validity: We decided to exclude publications that did not contain any empirical evidence to try to reduce the positive-results bias, a type of publication bias that occurs when the authors are more likely to submit positive results than negative or inconclusive results [144].

Also, a well-defined methodology, like a systematic literature review in our case, makes it less likely that the literature results are biased even though it does not protect against publication bias in the primary studies, according to Kitchenham et al. [87]. To eliminate possible bias from our own analysis, the results and conclusions were verified within the research group through...
2.6 Conclusions

Test automation through the GUI is still a challenge despite many emerging tools and technologies during the last two decades. This SLR pinpoints 24 challenges of GUI-based test automation synthesized from 49 publications that build on empirical evidence. Eight key challenges were mapped on a timeline to determine how the challenges have evolved and if there have been attempts to mitigate them.

A novel contribution of this work is that all identified key challenges have been classified as essential or accidental in an attempt to provide guidance for future research and to avoid time expenditure on solutions for inherent challenges that cannot be solved entirely. Instead, we urge a focus on the challenges of a more accidental nature that we can solve by further research. Additionally, we urge a change in mindset, with this new understanding in mind, to approach proposed solutions or mitigation strategies in the future.

We might never find any solutions to four of the key challenges since they are essential. The remaining four are accidental challenges that are possible to mitigate and therefore deserving further attention. The challenge of robust identification of GUI widgets (C3) could be the root cause of the synchronization challenge (C2) and many of the other challenges reported. A solution, to C3, could make the test execution less fragile and reduce the maintenance time and continuous discussion throughout the study process. Although not eliminating analysis bias, this approach mitigates the personal bias of one or several of the authors and thereby improves the validity of the results.

Reliability: Data analysis and coding of challenges are affected by the author’s experience and knowledge in the GUI-based test automation field. They are a threat to the reliability and reproducibility of this literature review. Repeating this literature review would likely result in slightly different descriptions of the challenges, but we consider these potential deviations small and not significantly affect our results. Even though our definitions of essential and accidental challenges were based on the definition by Brooks et al., we decided to limit the definition of accidental challenges as something that can be mitigated using a technical solution to get a clear definition and match the scope of this SLR. Our redefinition and interpretation of essential and accidental challenges impact the classification of the reported challenges. However, we note that it does not affect essential challenges as these, per definition, cannot be completely solved with technical solutions, or otherwise.
cost of both test scripts and models. Both the challenge that GUI-based test automation requires automation or programming skills (C18) and the challenge of creating/maintaining model-based tests (C19) could be targeted by a tool, method, or process that provide scriptless creation and maintenance of the tests instead of recording and maintaining the tests by coding or scripting like a conventional CR tool. A scriptless approach could provide a more efficient and effective way of creating and maintaining automated GUI tests without extensive programming skills.

Future work should be conducted to find solutions that enhance script execution robustness (C2 and C3), reduces the skills required for successful GUI-based test automation (C18), and improves the efficiency and effectiveness of creating/maintaining model-based tests (C19).
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Chapter 3

Augmented Testing: Industry Feedback To Shape a New Testing Technology

Abstract

Manual testing is the most commonly used approach in the industry today for acceptance- and system-testing of software applications. Test automation has been suggested to address drawbacks with manual testing but both test automation and manual testing have several challenges that limit their return of investment for system- and acceptance-test automation. Hence, there is still an industrial need for another approach to testing that can mitigate the challenges associated with system- and acceptance-testing and make it more efficient and cost effective for the industry.

In this paper we present a novel technique we refer to as Augmented Testing (AT). AT is defined as testing through a visual layer between the tester and the System Under Test (SUT) that superimposes information on top of the GUI.

We created a prototype for AT and performed an industrial workshop study with 10 software developers to get their perceived benefits and drawbacks of AT. The benefits and drawbacks will be useful for further development of the
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technique and prototype for AT. The workshop study identified more benefits than drawbacks with AT. Two of the identified benefits were: "Know what to test and what has been tested" and "Less manual work".

Due to these results, we believe that AT is a promising technique that deserves more research since it may provide industry with new benefits that current techniques lack.

Keywords: System Testing, Test Automation, Industrial Workshop Study, Augmented Testing

3.1 Introduction

Manual testing is the most commonly used approach in the industry today for acceptance- and system-testing of software applications. Tests are conducted by the human by communicating through the Human Machine Interface (HMI) or Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the System Under Test (SUT). Manual tests are however time consuming, repetitive and error-prone to perform for a human tester [71, 73]. Test automation, using techniques like unit testing [131] and record-replay [17], has been suggested as a solution to the drawbacks found in manual testing. These techniques also include tools that use image recognition to emulate manual testing [23, 47].

However, all the proposed techniques, especially on the GUI level, have several reported challenges and drawbacks that limit their return of investment for system- and acceptance-test automation.

One common drawback reported, in an industrial case study performed, by Thummalapenta at al. [150] is that the widget recognition failed because of the high degree of dynamism in the application GUI. Another drawback reported by Thummalapenta at al. is that the GUI is affected by changes in the server-side data and gives the example: "there is no guarantee that the book will appear in the second position during playback as well".

Hence, there is still a need for research on efficient and effective testing to mitigate the challenges of both manual- and automated-GUI testing.

In this paper we present a novel technique we refer to as Augmented Testing (AT). AT can be explained as a technique that realizes the concept of human-machine symbiosis [68] for software testing through the GUI. AT is defined as testing through a visual layer between the tester and the SUT that superimposes information on top of the GUI. The superimposed information can be anything from actions to perform, results to check, identified issues, comments, statistics etc. An example of how the augmented information can look like is illustrated
3.2 Background

in figure 3.4. The visual layer, hereby called the Augmentation Layer (AL), relays all information, visual and non-visual, back and forth between the tester and the SUT.

We believe that AT can have a positive impact on the efficiency of testing applications through the user interface since the AL enables a faster and more intuitive communication interface between the human and the machine.

One of the drawbacks of this technique is additional overhead since the AL is placed in between the tester and the SUT and drains system resources. Another drawback is that the interaction with the AL might be slightly different than when using the actual SUT GUI. This drawback might have a negative impact on the usability of the SUT.

A common approach to computer science and software engineering research is to first propose and refine new technology and then later evaluate its effects in industry. Here we aim to involve industry throughout the development of augmented testing and to iterate and refine it based on industry feedback. We thus implemented a prototype and carried out an industrial workshop with 10 participants to collect their perceptions of the technique.

The specific contributions of this paper are:

- A presentation of a novel technique we refer to as Augmented Testing (AT) and its realization in a prototype.

- The collection of perceived benefits and drawbacks of AT from an industrial workshop study that can be used for further development of the technique and prototype.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 3.2 the theory behind AT and the basic features of the prototype will be described. Section 3.3 presents work related to the AT technique. Section 3.4 describes the method of the industrial workshop study were the participants evaluated our prototype for AT. The results from that study can be found in Section 3.5. We will discuss the results in section 3.6 and give our conclusions in section 3.7. Finally some work to consider for the future is presented in section 3.8.

3.2 Background

The workflow of Augmented Testing (AT) is illustrated in figure 3.1. The human-machine interactions can be divided into four steps:
1. The machine retrieves the GUI bitmap and widget information, if available, from the SUT.

2. The Augmented Layer (AL) is displayed for the human and consists of the retrieved GUI bitmap augmented with actions, checks, defects, suggestions etc. from the machine.

3. The human interacts with the AL through the augmented actions, checks, defects, suggestions etc.

4. The machine receives the human interaction and updates the model. The human interaction is also relayed to the SUT normally using mouse or keyboard events but may also interact with widgets directly or indirectly using an Application Programming Interface (API).

A prototype for AT was created in Java. A screenshot of the prototype can be found in figure 3.4. In this example we are testing the Wikipedia [14] website and the screenshot is taken during an ongoing test session.

A typical test session with the prototype starts by entering or updating a few settings like the name of the product, the product version, the name of the
3.2 Background

The tester, the type of application (desktop or web), the type of browser for web applications and the Home Locator. The Home Locator is a URL for a website or the path to an executable file for a desktop application that is launched when the session is initiated. A screenshot of the start session dialog can be found in figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the start session dialog](image)

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the start session dialog

All actions performed by the tester, like mouse clicks and keyboard input, are recorded during the test session. Previously recorded actions are augmented using a blue circle on the AL. Hovering over the augmented action will reveal more information, like the type of action and coverage. The recommended action is larger than the other actions. Suggestions from the machine are indicated using purple circles. The suggestions include scenarios to try in order to improve the test coverage or boundary values to enter. Results to check are indicated

![Figure 3.3: A state model tree](image)

Figure 3.3: A state model tree
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of the prototype for Augmented Testing

by a green rectangle in the prototype. Checks may use image recognition [126] or compare properties retrieved from GUI widgets [99, 101]. Valid results are indicated with a green rectangle and invalid checks are indicated with a yellow rectangle since they are either still valid or invalid. Checks that have not yet been evaluated are indicated with a gray rectangle. Hovering over a check will reveal more detailed information. Issues are indicated with a red rectangle. The issues that cannot be confirmed are indicated by a yellow rectangle since they can either be fixed or still be an issue. Non-evaluated issues are indicated with a gray rectangle.

The tester may either select a previously recorded action displayed in the AL or perform a new action, like a mouse click, double-click, mouse scroll or enter a value using the keyboard. Performing a previously recorded action might reveal a new set of actions to select from while performing a new action will not display any actions to select from since that path has not yet been recorded.

The application state is important in AT since a given sequence of actions must give the same predictable output that can be checked by the tool. An application state is the state of an application and all its dependencies like internal memory, stored data and external applications at a given time. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a state model tree. The home state is the state of the application when the session was started. A bookmark is a known application state that can be useful, similar to a bookmark in a web-browser. Bookmarks can be added at any time during a test session. The tester may at any time select to go back to the home state, or a bookmark, to begin a new path through the SUT. A check
3.3 Related Work

is a result that needs to be verified, by the human or the machine, like a value or an image. Issues are things that should be corrected. Comments are notes that makes the test scenario easier to understand. Checks, issues or comments may be added, by the tester, at any time during a session.

All actions are recorded into the prototypes state model tree, which means that new actions create new branches within the state model tree that upon replay of the test case will become available to the tester. The state model tree has many things in common with a weighted neural network and is used to identify patterns on input data to enable the prototype to give suggestions to the user. Actions with a stronger connection weight are more common paths to take when transitioning from one state to another. Stronger connections are visualized by a thicker arrow in the state model tree in figure 4.2.

The tester has the option to select the Auto button to go from manual mode into auto mode. In auto mode, the prototype will automatically click on the recommended action until done. The tool will automatically go back into manual mode if it finds a check or issue that is different than recorded. A tester may also select the Navigate button to navigate to a previously reported issue or bookmark. The prototype will then highlight the next action to select until the target application state is reached. During auto mode, the tool will auto click on the highlighted actions. The tester can stop the test session at any time by pressing the Stop button.

3.3 Related Work

Mariani et al. [109] presented a technique and a tool, called AutoBlackTest, for automatically generating system test cases for interactive applications. The goal is to generate test cases that exercise the functionalities of the application by navigating its GUI. Aho at al. [19] introduces a process of using Murphy tools to extract models of GUI applications and utilizing the extracted models to support various GUI testing activities, and share their experiences of using that approach in industrial development and testing environments. Pham et al. proposed concepts for linking debugging information with a video/screen-recording of an application. They claim that it is a useful concept for debugging the application under test, that it helped in debugging failures and that it can save a lot of time in the testing and debugging phase of a software development process. Amalfitano et al. [33] presents a technique for detecting, using machine learning, and unlocking something they call a Gate GUI. A Gate GUI is, according to Amalfitano et al., a graphical user interface that prevents a random exploration
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A typical example of a Gate GUI is a login dialog where a valid user name and password have to be entered before allowing access to other features of the application.

We use a combination of all of the techniques mentioned above in the prototype for AT. The prototype records and models valid application scenarios, by observing the end-user, like the tools used by Mariani et al. and Aho et al. The SUT can be recorded very accurately since all interactions go through the AL and never directly to the SUT. Information from the current state is also merged visually with a screenshot from the SUT similar to the concept described by Pham et al. to produce an image that contains the screenshot augmented with information from the current state, like actions, checks, issues, comments etc. Gate GUIs, investigated by Amalfitano et al., can be handled by the prototype without any manual coding or modeling since we know the application state, and all application views, of the SUT and have recorded valid application scenarios that are required to transition between them.

3.4 Industrial Workshop Study

This study was performed at a Swedish bank and finance company, hence forth referred to as "the bank". This study was conducted at one of the banks mobile app development locations, the research site, where 15 developers work.

3.4.1 Company Description

The bank is one of the largest based in Sweden, with almost 8 million customers in 2018, mainly from the northern part of Europe. The bank has more than 14,000 employees and has collaboration with about 60 local banks. The IT organization is a cross-border company with 1500 IT employees spread across all home markets, located in several Swedish cities but also several other cities in northern Europe. The IT organization is responsible for IT management in ensuring the long-term focus of IT and adaptation to the bank's business strategies. The IT organization deliver a range of IT services to the bank, including development and maintenance.

We performed a workshop study with 10 software developers from a team located at the research site. The software developers creates mobile applications, both iOS and Android, used by the customers of the bank. The developers collaborate with other teams in Sweden that provide them with requirements, UX-design and back-end functionality etc.
3.4 Industrial Workshop Study

3.4.2 Selecting an Application to Test

For the workshop we wanted to select an application to test that the developers found relevant and familiar. The most relevant choice would have been to test the mobile applications that they are developing. We could however not use a mobile application since the prototype only supports desktop- and web-applications, but not mobile-applications. Instead, we decided that the developers should create test cases on their own banks public website since that would be familiar to them. However, we did not want to affect the participants choice of test cases too much, so we decided to give the introduction and demonstration on another website, namely a competitor bank’s website. We selected this website since it uses a familiar vocabulary and contained similar functionality, but did not use the same structure as their own banks public website.

3.4.3 Workshop Study

The study consisted of two workshops, guided by the research questions:

- RQ1: What are the perceived benefits in industry of AT as demonstrated by the prototype?
- RQ2: What are the perceived drawbacks in industry of AT as demonstrated by the prototype?
- RQ3: What additional benefits can industrial practitioners perceive with AT as a technique?

Both workshops were performed in the same way and lasted for two hours. Each workshop was divided into four parts:

1. Introduction and demonstration of a prototype tool for AT during 30 minutes. We used the public website of a competitor bank as an example application to test during the introduction and demonstration. The demonstration covered how to start a new test session, how to create actions by using the mouse and keyboard and how to stop the session. The participants also got instructions of how to add checks, issues and how to return back to the home state. We also demonstrated the auto test feature and how to navigate to a previously reported issue.
2. The participants got time to evaluate the tool freely for 30 minutes, but this time using their own banks public website as an example application to test. Only one of the developers could use the prototype at a time but they were allowed to talk, collaborate and switch users at any time during the, 30 minute, evaluation period. They were instructed to remember any observed benefits or drawbacks they saw during the evaluation period but not to disclose or discuss them with the other participants.

3. Each participant was instructed to write down all the observed benefits and drawbacks of the prototype tool or technique for AT. They were instructed not to discuss the benefits and drawbacks with the other participants and were also instructed not to write down any minor defects directly related to shortcomings of the prototype since the main objective is to get feedback on the technique of AT rather than minor problems with the prototype. This part was limited to 30 minutes.

4. The participants were finally instructed to try to imagine a state-of-the-art tool, based on the same technique as the prototype, created by a well known software developer. They were also instructed to stick to technology that existed today in order to avoid speculations about future technologies such as general artificial intelligence. The purpose was to find yet unknown or possible benefits of the technique for AT that might be implemented in future interactions of the prototype. Each participant was then instructed to write down any additional benefits that a user could get when using such a tool. They were also instructed to clearly separate the additional benefits from the benefits they noted in part 3. This part was limited to 30 minutes.

The first workshop had 4 participants and the second workshop was attended by 6 participants. It would have been better to have the same number of participants in both workshops since that would have given the participants the same amount of time per person of evaluating the prototype. However, we overlooked this potential threat since we deemed it more important to let the developers select the workshop that best suited their work schedule to get as many participants as possible.

We decided to begin the workshop with an introduction of AT and the prototype even though we also introduced bias about the presented features of the technique and prototype. To minimize the introduced bias, we demonstrated the prototype and the theoretical concepts that we believed was required to be able to create a few test cases without emphasizing one feature or concept over
another. An alternative workshop design would have been to let the developers figure out how to use the prototype without instructions but that option was discarded since AT is a new concept that would have taken a long time to understand without some kind of introduction.

3.5 Results

The coded and mapped perceived benefits (RQ1) from the two workshops are illustrated in figure 3.5 and figure 3.6. Benefits from a hypothetical state-of-the-art implementation of AT (RQ3) is marked with an asterisk (*). The numbers in the rightmost box are references to the stated benefits or drawbacks from the 10 participants, which can be found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The coded and mapped drawbacks (RQ2) from the two workshops are illustrated in figure 3.7.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 contains all the collected comments about perceived benefits and drawbacks of AT from all of the 10 participants. Comments given in the Swedish language were interpreted into English. Additionally, as can be seen in the third column of Table 1, the comments have all been mapped to codes that aim to group the comments together into higher-level concepts. Benefits from a hypothetical state-of-the-art implementation of AT is marked with an asterisk (*).

3.5.1 Threats to Validity

A threat to the external validity of the study’s results is that all participants in the study were mobile app developers. We would likely have got a different result if the participants belonged to a different role, like testers or requirement engineers, or a combination of all. Another threat to the external validity is that we only performed one study at one location with one company. Additional results from several companies, and especially from different types of companies that does not belong to the bank sector, would have provided us with a more valid result.

Since our prototype for AT did not support mobile applications we also have a treat to the construct validity. All the participants were mobile app developers and would probably have responded differently when testing a mobile app as an example instead of a website.
Figure 3.5: Code mapping of perceived benefits
Figure 3.6: Code mapping of perceived benefits
Figure 3.7: Code mapping of perceived drawbacks
Table 3.1: Identified perceived benefits and drawbacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Benefit or drawback:</th>
<th>Mapped to code:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Consistent tests&quot; and &quot;Reproducible&quot;</td>
<td>Reproducible tests/bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Easy to spot things that changed&quot;</td>
<td>Easy to spot changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Pretty reports (dashboard, coverage mm)&quot;</td>
<td>Useful reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Jira support&quot;*</td>
<td>Sync with Jira*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Collaboration between testers and developers&quot;</td>
<td>Improved team collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Bigger checks (larger than 400x200 pixels), a bug?&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Scope of test unclear, unclear what we are testing, only do relevant tests.&quot;</td>
<td>Unclear test scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;Better feedback on how to reproduce a bug.&quot;*</td>
<td>Reproducible tests/bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;Less manual work.&quot;*</td>
<td>Less manual work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;Lower problems with maintenance.&quot;*</td>
<td>Less test maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;Be able to analyze user behavior.&quot;*</td>
<td>Analyze user behavior*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;A lot of maintenance of tests when the GUI changes.&quot;</td>
<td>Maintenance when GUI changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;Should not test the application through the GUI since our tests change too often.&quot;</td>
<td>Maintenance when GUI changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;Better overview of test scenarios.&quot;*</td>
<td>Better overview of test scenarios*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;Automated tests for manual testers (low technical).&quot;*</td>
<td>Automation for manual testers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;Scroll does not work.&quot;*, &quot;User feedback after a click.&quot; and &quot;Easy to click in the wrong place.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;Hard to know when to use auto or semi auto.&quot;*</td>
<td>Non-intuitive tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;Trace-ability of test and feedback.&quot; and &quot;Need a better overview of test flows and checks.&quot;</td>
<td>Unclear test scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;Testers can create repeatable test cases.&quot;</td>
<td>Reproducible tests/bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;Convenient reporting and overview of available tests.&quot;*</td>
<td>Better overview of test scenarios*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;Auto detect what parts to retest in a new version.&quot;*</td>
<td>Auto detect what to retest*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;Testers can share reproducible defects with developers and others.&quot;</td>
<td>Improved team collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;Recorded flows can easily become fragile (break in new versions).&quot;</td>
<td>Maintenance when GUI changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;The coverage term is confusing (perhaps use touched instead).&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;Hard to create tests with good performance (executes slowly).&quot;</td>
<td>Performance issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>With AI be able to generate specific and grouped change reports.&quot;*</td>
<td>Useful reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Be able to analyze the state of UI widgets from a component library to detect bugs in the layout.&quot;*</td>
<td>Compare with UI standard*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;With AI be able to learn to differentiate between dynamic data and other changes.&quot;*</td>
<td>Learn dynamic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Good and effective for static web-sites and applications.&quot;</td>
<td>Effective for static web sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;A lot of work with maintaining tests in a 'living' program/app.&quot;</td>
<td>Maintenance when GUI changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Sensitive to changes in test data, that changes often in test environments.&quot;</td>
<td>Sensitive to test data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Window in window, better with mouse control + screen-recording?&quot;*</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Difficult to see a good solution/implementation for app (spec iOS).&quot;*</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Heavy on performance.&quot;</td>
<td>Performance issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Nice to have the test cases in the same tool as they are executed by.&quot;</td>
<td>Reproducible tests/bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;Feels like a good way to make sure that we cover everything that needs to be tested.&quot;</td>
<td>Easy to cover what needs to be tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Fast to learn existing tests for new testers.&quot;</td>
<td>New testers can learn how to test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Connection with tools like Jira.&quot;*</td>
<td>Sync with Jira*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3.2: Identified perceived benefits and drawbacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Benefit or drawback:</th>
<th>Mapped to code:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Detect common UI-errors, like misaligned widgets or too small text size.&quot;</td>
<td>Detect minor GUI-errors*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Connection with Invision for retrieving wireframes.&quot;</td>
<td>Detect minor GUI-errors*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Possible to detect spelling errors or incorrect sentence.&quot;</td>
<td>Detect spelling errors*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Detect color schemes unsuitable for color blind people.&quot;</td>
<td>Check if GUI suitable for color blindness*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Detect too long scenarios (too many clicks - bad UX).&quot;</td>
<td>Detect UX problems*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Needs to have better performance than the prototype.&quot;</td>
<td>Performance issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;Unable to handle animations.&quot;</td>
<td>Unable to handle animations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&quot;Show widget sizes to compare with desired measurements.&quot;</td>
<td>Compare with UI standard*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&quot;Get suggestions on widgets to test and list options to select from.&quot;</td>
<td>Suggestions of what to test*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&quot;Actions should be squares instead of rings.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&quot;Action rings could block other elements.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Can test everything in a flow.&quot;</td>
<td>Reproducible tests/bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Good documentation of how to navigate regardless of resolution etc.&quot;</td>
<td>Easy to cover what needs to be tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Be able to show changes on all widgets regardless if you have selected to test them.&quot;</td>
<td>Be able to see all changes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Be able to recognize flows and 'repair' even if there are big changes in the scenario.&quot;</td>
<td>Auto repair tests*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Be able to run parallel flows to save time.&quot;</td>
<td>Reduce time using parallel execution*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Be able to 'learn' new flows automatically on other units.&quot;</td>
<td>Learn from other machines*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;No feedback after performing an action.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;No way of automatically executing the test again without updating the product version.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;Cannot select parameters for test.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;No documentation (like an info dialog) that describes the changes between new product versions.&quot;</td>
<td>Non-intuitive tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;To catch bugs in regression testing.&quot;</td>
<td>Reproducible tests/bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;Detects changes in navigation behaviour.&quot;</td>
<td>Spot navigation changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;Can perform visual repetitive tasks/checks.&quot;</td>
<td>Automatic execution of test cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;Can detect visual changes better than a human.&quot;</td>
<td>Detect minor GUI-errors*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;Large changes in a higher application state might result in a removed sub-tree.&quot;</td>
<td>Tool problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;Cannot check animations.&quot;</td>
<td>Unable to handle animations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Reduces the risk of missing something for repetitive tests.&quot;</td>
<td>Easy to cover what needs to be tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Requires less maintenance for smaller changes in the GUI that traditional testing.&quot;</td>
<td>Less test maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Detects flows after larger GUI changes.&quot;</td>
<td>Less test maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Detect grammatical errors.&quot;</td>
<td>Detect grammatical errors*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Test translations.&quot;</td>
<td>Test translations*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Test for color-blindness.&quot;</td>
<td>Check if GUI suitable for color blindness*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Can give general feedback about the UX or UI, like a non-intuitive GUI.&quot;</td>
<td>Detect UX problems*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Sanity checks based on a library of valid GUI widgets.&quot;</td>
<td>Compare with UI standard*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Gives suggestion of what to check, like an invalid image.&quot;</td>
<td>Suggestions of what to test*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;Plugins makes it possible to tailor the solution.&quot;</td>
<td>Extendable solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&quot;A good complement to other types of tests.&quot;</td>
<td>Complement to other types of tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6 Discussion

Rafi et al. [138] performed a literature review, that identified the benefits and limitations of automated software testing, for example: "Difficulty in maintenance of test automation", "Automation can not replace manual testing" and "False expectations" and included results from both experience reports and empirical evidence.

We compared our results from the workshop study with the results from the literature study by Rafi et al. and identified a few benefits and drawbacks that we could find in both studies, like 'B4. Save time by executing test automatically', 'B2. Less manual work' and 'D1. Maintenance problems' in our study maps well to 'B3. Reduced testing time', 'B7. Less human effort' and 'L3. Difficulty in maintenance of test automation' from the study by Rafi et al. This suggests that AT has benefits and drawbacks in common with test automation.

More interesting is that we find a number of benefits in the study about AT that are not presented in the study by Rafi et al. These benefits were: "B1. Know what to test and what has been tested", "B3. Assisting new testers", "B5. Improved collaboration" and "B6. Auto detection of defects". This result implies that AT can provide new benefits to the field of software testing. Alternatively, the discrepancies between our result and the results found by Rafi et al. can be explained by the closer human-machine interaction that AT enables. This close interaction allows the user to apply cognitive functions on top of the automated scenarios, which effectively augments them to potentially make them more efficient and effective than manual or automated testing by themselves.

The identified perceived drawbacks (D1 and D2) of AT relate to both the tool prototype and the technique. Since the prototype is in a very early stage of development, far from being a full featured product, drawbacks like the ones reported in 'D2. Tool related problems' are expected but should be possible to resolve in future iterations of the prototype. The drawbacks reported regarding maintenance problems (D1) are known problems in the test automation community and was also identified as a limitation (L3) in the study by Rafi et al. Tools based on the AT technique will likely also suffer, to some extent, from this problem since they rely on the same under-laying technologies as current tools for test automation, for example widget identification, image recognition, etc. However, to what extent is still a subject of future research.

Another interesting observation is that we identified more perceived benefits than drawbacks with AT in the workshop. Additionally, the perceived drawbacks were mostly related to the limitations of the prototype or were common drawbacks found in test automation. Due to these results, we believe that AT
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is a promising technique that deserves more research since it may provide industry with new benefits that current techniques lack. Especially since this line of research may uncover solutions to problems common to automated testing.

We also found that the two main perceived benefits (B1 and B2) observed during the workshop were associated more with the AT prototype tool than the technique itself. One possible reason for this might be that the participants did not get enough information during the workshop to evaluate the technique as a technique. Hence, their perceptions of the technique are biased by the AT prototype tool's performance, features and how it was demonstrated. Whilst this conclusion highlights a threat to the validity of this work, the study also did identify AT specific benefits and one drawback which then rules out that the participants were completely unable to grasp the concept of AT as a technique.

One of the strongest perceived benefits "B6. Auto detection of defects", like "Detect spelling errors" or "Detect UX problems", is not implemented in the prototype for AT. This suggest that we failed to anticipate an important use case of the AT technique when creating the prototype. The ability to find defects or issues automatically has been discussed many times before using model based testing techniques [109] [19] and should be considered in more detail in future iterations of the prototype. The workshop study also identified another possible benefit of a future tool: "B5. Improved collaboration". The prototype does not contain team collaboration features today since it is not a key feature in the concept of AT even though the concept could be extended to encompass it. Team collaboration features, like crowd-sourcing of input actions and input data, is interesting since it opens up new possibilities for generation of suggestions to the user. However, since this feature also adds complexity to the tool, future research is required to evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness.

3.7 Conclusions

We presented a novel technique we refer to as Augmented Testing (AT) and performed an industrial workshop study with 10 software developers to get their perceptions about benefits and drawbacks with the technique.

When we compared the perceived benefits and drawbacks collected from the participants during the workshop study with the results from a literature study by Rafi et al. several common benefits and drawbacks were identified. The results indicate that AT has benefits and drawbacks in common with test automation. However, we also found a number of perceived benefits that were
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not present in the literature study by Rafi et al., implying that AT can provide new benefits to the field of software testing.

Some of the perceived benefits reported in the workshop study were: "B1. Know what to test and what has been tested", "B2. Less manual work" and "B6. Auto detection of defects". The perceived drawbacks reported were: "D1. Maintenance problems" and "D2. Tool related problems". The identified benefits and drawbacks will be useful for further development of the technique and prototype for AT.

Since more perceived benefits than drawbacks were identified by the workshop, and the perceived drawbacks were mostly related to the limitations of the prototype or common problems found in test automation, we believe that the technique for AT is promising and deserves more research.

3.8 Future Work

Due to the observed common benefits and drawbacks between automated testing and AT we believe that a more in-depth analysis of such benefits and drawbacks would be beneficial for further research into the technique. In particular, the benefits and drawbacks associated with GUI-based testing, which is currently lacking in academic literature, would give insights into features that AT could focus on to maximize its complementary value to automated testing in practice.

Since we have only identified perceived benefits and drawbacks, future work is also required to identify the actual benefits and drawbacks of AT when used in industrial practice. This work implies analysis of AT in actual use, first in a controlled academic setting but later also in an industrial setting to evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness.

In summary, AT is a novel technique for software testing with perceived benefits that complement current automated testing techniques. These benefits could help solve industrial challenges associated with software testing and therefore warrant future research and development of the technique.
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Chapter 4

On the Industrial Applicability of Augmented Testing: An Empirical Study

Abstract

Testing applications with graphical user Interfaces (GUI) is an important but also a time-consuming task in practice. Tools and frameworks for GUI test automation can make the test execution more efficient and lower the manual labor required for regression testing. However, the test scripts used for automated GUI-based testing still require a substantial development effort and are often reported as sensitive to change, leading to frequent and costly maintenance. The efficiency of development, maintenance, and evolution of such tests are thereby dependent on the readability of scripts and the ease-of-use of test tools/frameworks in which the test scripts are defined.

To address these shortcomings in existing state-of-practice techniques, a novel technique referred to as Augmented Testing (AT) has been proposed. AT is defined as testing the System Under Test (SUT) through an Augmented GUI that superimposes information on top of the SUT GUI. The Augmented GUI
can provide the user with hints, test data, or other support while also observing and recording the tester’s interactions.

For this study, a prototype tool, called Scout, has been used that adheres to the AT concept that is evaluated in an industrial empirical study. In the evaluation, quasi-experiments and questionnaire surveys are performed in two workshops, with 12 practitioners from two Swedish companies (Ericsson and Inceptive). Results show that Scout can be used to create equivalent test cases faster, with statistical significance, than creating automated scripts in two popular state-of-practice tools. The study concludes that AT has cost-value benefits, applies to industrial-grade software, and overcomes several deficiencies of state-of-practice GUI testing technologies in terms of ease-of-use.

**Keywords:** System Testing, Test Automation, Industrial Case Study, Augmented Testing

### 4.1 Introduction

Manual software testing of an application is labor-intensive, requiring both technical and domain knowledge to be effective, and is therefore costly [71, 73]. Test automation has been proposed as a complement to reducing the error-prone, repetitive, and labor-intensive work performed using manual testing. Automation can lead to shorter lead time since automated tests are often executed faster than manual test cases, which is particularly important in agile projects. Automated testing has been proposed for all levels of system abstraction, but testing of an application through its user interface has been reported to have many limitations that reduce its applicability in industrial practice [90, 138, 150]. One of the most commonly reported limitations is test script fragility that in turn leads to a high cost of creating and maintaining automated test cases. These costs then become dependent on the time required to understand, write, or rewrite the tests.

To address these challenges, a novel technique that we call Augmented Testing (AT) [119], has been proposed as a possible solution that enhances and increases the communication speed between the human tester and the machine. The intention is to make it easier for the tester to create effective tests and more easily co-evolve them with the SUT and its requirements.

Previous work on AT has, however, not explored the technique’s applicability in industrial practice, only its perceived applicability [119]. To evaluate the actual applicability, this paper presents an industrial empirical study where Scout,
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A prototype tool for AT, is compared against two commonly used frameworks, in the industry, for GUI test automation.

Following the technology transfer model defined by Gorschek et al. [69], this study aims to evaluate if AT has reached a stage of research to make it industrially applicable.

The specific contributions of this paper are, therefore:

- An overview of a novel technique for GUI test automation, called Augmented Testing (AT).

- Results from an empirical evaluation of AT with industrial practitioners of the efficiency of Scout, a prototype for AT, compared to two state-of-practice approaches for GUI test automation.

4.1.1 Augmented Testing

Augmented Testing (AT) is a novel technique that aims to improve communication between the human tester and the machine to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of GUI testing. AT is defined as testing the System Under Test (SUT) through an Augmented GUI, which contains superimposed information on top of the SUT GUI. The Augmented GUI may be used to highlight important areas as well as give hints to the tester (hereby called Superimposing), but can also observe the testers’ interactions with the SUT GUI and use this to learn how to perform actions and verify conditions (hereby called Observing). Superimposing and Observing are thereby core concepts of AT and mandatory features of any AT tool or framework. AT can be utilized in many potential areas, including giving the tester guidance through suggestions of what to verify, how to test (e.g. new test data) or what to test (e.g. new test paths to explore). This guidance aims to reduce cognitive load by removing, for instance, context switching between the computer monitor and manual test case descriptions, recording automated test scenarios or providing inputs for exploratory testing.

4.1.2 Scout

Scout is a prototype tool that follows the definition of AT and that has been developed for evaluating the technique in collaboration with industrial practitioners. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the core components in Scout.

The Augmented GUI is the only user interface presented to the tester, whilst the actual GUI of the SUT is made unavailable. This implies that all actions performed by the tester are received from the Augmented GUI and is relayed
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Figure 4.1: Scout Overview

Figure 4.2: State Model
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of the Scout Prototype

down to the actual SUT GUI through an application Driver that translates the actions received from the tester to the corresponding actions on the SUT.

An Augmented GUI thereby shows the SUT’s GUI but modified with additional checks, suggestions, issues and other information that is rendered, on top, of it. A sample screenshot of the Scout prototype, during a test session with a web application, can be seen in Figure 4.3. In the figure, the web site is augmented with previously recorded actions (blue squares) and automated checks (green squares).

Unlike conventional test tools that use scripts to store test scenarios, Scout stores actions, checks, suggestions and issues in a Model. The Model is implemented as a weighted graph, where each node in the graph represents an application state. An example of a small Model is visualized in Figure 4.2. We define the application state to be the state of an application, including all its dependencies like internal memory, stored data and external applications at a given time. Nodes are connected by Actions that represent an event performed by the tester, like a mouse press or keyboard input. Utilizing a Model to store
information is suitable for SUT state and user behavior information. However, this is a Scout specific implementation, not necessarily shared by other, future, AT tools that may store information in other ways, e.g. scripts.

Another component within Scout is the State Controller that keeps track of the current application state. Keeping track of the application state is crucial since the augmented information needs to be synchronized with the GUI of the SUT.

The Scout prototype has similarities to previous record and replay (R&R), also called capture and replay, tools but differ in several fundamental areas. R&R tools have several benefits, like the ease-of-use of recording tests. However, they also have many drawbacks, such as a high cost of understanding and thereby maintaining the generated test cases [108]. Another drawback is that many recording tools record human interactions by hooking into the SUT and capturing its responses, which may not be possible to replay, leading to failed test cases. The R&R tools were also limited by their underlying technologies that made the test cases brittle [118, 150]. This brittleness caused tests to require significant maintenance efforts that diminished their return on investment.

Scout addresses the recording challenge by recording actions directly when they are performed by the tester before they are relayed to the SUT’s GUI. In this way, Scout is able to replay the test case in exactly the same way it was recorded. A more important difference between Scout and previous R&R tools is that test cases can be maintained or extended in the same way as they were initially recorded. Hence, by following existing paths, highlighted in the Augmented GUI, and occasionally exploring new ones, the tester can easily create new branches of existing test cases. Albeit sometimes these actions are performed differently than in the real SUT’s GUI due to the implementation of Scout, for instance, text may be written before assigning it to a text field. However, and in contrast to R&R tools that may require manual merging of several recordings through programming, Scout requires no such technical knowledge. The knowledge that was previously required to maintain the recorded test suite by creating reusable, often parameterized, functions or methods [108].

4.2 Related Work

In this section, we’ll present an overview of related work in advanced GUI-based testing with similarities to AT and the Scout prototype. The previous works will then be discussed and related to our work at the end of the Section.
4.2 Related Work

Pham et al. [137] proposed a concept for linking debugging information with a video- or screen-recording of an application. They stated that it is a useful concept for debugging the SUT but also that it helped in debugging failures and that it can save time in the testing and debugging phase of a software development process. Vos et al. [154] presented a technique and a tool, called TESTAR, to reduce the fragility of test scripts caused by constant changes in the SUT GUI by automatically detecting and executing tests generated from the widgets currently available. Aho at al. [19] introduced a process of using Murphy tools to extract GUI application models and using the extracted models to support different GUI testing activities but also share their experiences of using that approach in industrial development and testing environments. Mariani et al. [109] presented a tool and a technique that they call AutoBlackTest, to be able to automatically generate system test cases for interactive applications. The goal of the tool and technique was to generate test cases that exercise the functionalities of the SUT by navigating the SUT GUI. Amalfitano et al. [33] presented a technique for detecting and unlocking something they call a Gate GUI, using machine learning. A Gate GUI is, according to Amalfitano et al., a GUI that prevents a random exploration technique from advancing to relevant parts of the SUT. An example of a Gate GUI is a login dialog where a valid name and password have to be entered before access is allowed to certain features of the SUT.

Scout and AT are inspired by all of the techniques mentioned above. Scout records and models valid application scenarios, by observing and learning from the end-user, similar to the tools described by Aho at al. and Mariani et al. The interactions with the SUT can also be recorded very accurately since all the end-user interactions go through the Augmented GUI. Instead of just selecting actions to perform randomly or using a heuristic, like the TESTAR tool presented by Vos et al., Scout has the benefit of both knowing all available actions in a given state but also the actions it learned from observing the end-user. Furthermore, similar to Pham et al. actions, checks, issues and other information from the current application state is augmented/visualized on top of a screenshot from the SUT to ease failure identification and debugging. Gate GUIs, investigated by Amalfitano et al., can also be handled in Scout without manual scripting or modeling since these are captured in user scenarios and connected to the application’s state. Thus, albeit not providing the same solutions, Scout provides a combined solution similar to the related works and their benefits.
4.3 Methodology

The goal of this study is to evaluate the industrial applicability of the Superimposing and Observing concepts of AT by comparing Scout against state-of-practice (SOP) approaches for testing an application through the GUI. This research goal has been broken down into three research questions where AT is represented by the research prototype tool Scout:

- **RQ1:** How does the efficiency of creating tests using AT compare to scenario-based SOP approaches?
- **RQ2:** How do industrial practitioners perceive the issue finding ability when using AT compared to SOP approaches?
- **RQ3:** How much experience in test automation and programming do industrial practitioners perceive to be required to successfully create tests using AT compared to scenario-based SOP approaches?

We aim to answer our first research question using quasi-experiments. Quasi-experiments were chosen over controlled experiments since the research objective is to evaluate AT’s applicability in practice. This objective infers a need to involve human subjects, within their domain, making it impossible to control for all confounding variables, e.g. the participants’ hardware (computer), previous knowledge and allocated resources (e.g. number of subjects and time). The experiments were however based on guidelines for Software Engineering experiments [159] with dependent and independent variables and aim to test the hypothesis:

- $H_{01}$: The efficiency of creating tests, measured as time, is greater when using AT compared to scenario-based SOP approaches.

4.3.1 Phase 1: Scout vs Protractor

Protractor [9] is an end-to-end test automation framework for Angular [2] applications. Protractor runs tests against an application running in a web browser, interacting with it as a user would. The Protractor framework is commonly used by the industry and therefore a good state-of-practice candidate to compare against Scout.

This phase of the study was performed in collaboration with Ericsson, a telecommunication company that is one of the largest manufacturers of mobile
communication equipment in the world with more than 94,000 employees worldwide. The company was chosen partly due to convenience sampling and because its applications include rich web-GUIs that could benefit from AT. The study was performed using a quasi-experiment on a system developed and maintained by approximately 66 developers in 11 teams at the company. The purpose of the quasi-experiment was to measure the efficiency, measured as time, of creating test cases for the system (dependent variable) using Scout and Protractor (independent variable), and provide support for hypothesis $H_{01}$ to answer RQ1.

The web interface of the system is currently tested using the Protractor framework that uses Selenium WebDriver to perform low-level events, like button presses and sending keystrokes to the application. As such, Protractor is comparable to Scout that uses this same means of interaction and enables us to measure efficiency as a function of the tools’ different means of test case development, i.e. recording through the Augmented GUI (Scout) and scripting (Protractor).

Before the workshop, to make Scout applicable to the system, the tool required some customization since many of the web components in the system were not identified correctly by Scout’s test drivers. As an example, Scout was unable to detect some HTML headings (h1, h2, h3, etc.) as clickable since they were not surrounded by an anchor element. The leading researcher spent approximately 8 hours to identify and add support for the unrecognized web components, which made Scout applicable to most components (estimated to 90 percent). To avoid issues during the workshop, only recognized components were used.

In preparation for the workshop, a test case was defined in natural language text that was relevant to the SUT and representative for tests in the existing Protractor test suite. A constraint for the test was, however, to make it small enough to be created during the limited time, allocated by the company, for the workshop (i.e. 1.5 hours). The leading researcher, in collaboration with one of the developers from the team, used the web interface of the system to specify a test case of 16 steps that were similar, but not identical, to one of their existing test cases.

The comparison of Scout to Protractor was performed in a workshop divided into two sessions, 30 and 60 minutes respectively, with six developers from different teams. During the first session of the workshop, the participants were provided with print-outs of the step-by-step instructions for the test case and were given the task to develop a corresponding test case using Protractor and take note of the time to create a working (i.e. running) test. They were not allowed to take any breaks or consult anyone while creating the test case, however,
using online documentation or forums was allowed. This task was time-boxed to 20 minutes in the first 30-minute session due to the limited time of the workshop. Participants that failed to complete the task during the allocated time (i.e. complete the entire test case) were instructed to estimate how much, in percent, of the test case that was remaining and also how much time that it would take to complete the remaining part. This made it possible to not only get an estimate of the time to create the entire test case but also get a hint of how reliable that estimation was. A participant that, for example, was 90 percent finished would likely be able to make a fairly accurate approximation of the total time since only 10 percent of the work would need to be estimated.

At the beginning of the second session of the workshop, the participants were instructed to download and install the Scout tool. After completing the Scout installation process, the participants were given a short introduction to the tool (10 minutes) and then instructed to create the same test case as in the first session but this time using Scout. However, instead of a manual print-out as in the first session, the test steps were rendered in Scout's augmented GUI as text-boxes beneath the mouse cursor, a feature supported by the tool for superimposing information. The feature automatically traverses the imported, manual, test sequence and displays one step of the sequence for each action the user should make. Since Scout keeps track of the session time automatically, the participants were instructed to simply write down the session time, displayed by the tool, when finished recording the test.

Finally, at the end of the second session of the workshop, the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire survey, with 6 point Likert-scale [40] questions, that contained statements about Scout and Protractor that should be answered with a number where 1 was "strongly disagree" and 6 was "strongly agree". The questions used in the questionnaire are found in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3.2 Phase 2: Scout vs Selenium

Selenium WebDriver [11] is a well-known open-source tool for automating web applications. The tool can be used directly using its application interface (API), which is provided in many different programming languages, or indirectly through some kind of frameworks like Scout or Protractor.

The quasi-experiment was performed as a workshop with Inceptive, a consultant company that is focused on software testing and requirements. The company has a total of 38 employees distributed on two locations in Sweden of which six participated from their Gothenburg office.
Six participants attended the workshop, all with some experience of software development but almost no previous knowledge in test automation, Selenium WebDriver or Scout.

The workshop began with a two-hour seminar about Selenium WebDriver since we decided that the participants needed an introduction to be able to create a test case. Additionally, after downloading and completing the Scout installation process, the participants were given a ten-minute introduction to the tool by the leading researcher.

The quasi-experiment aimed to compare the time to create a test case from a textual step-by-step instruction (dependent variable) using the Selenium WebDriver API and Scout (independent variable) for the same website used in Phase 1. This quasi-experiment aimed to test hypothesis $H_{01}$ and answer RQ1. The participants were instructed to create a test using Scout from a manual instruction that was presented, one instruction at a time, in the Augmented GUI, i.e. superimposed information. Next, the same test instructions, this time in the form of natural language text, were used by the participants to create an automated test using Java and the Selenium WebDriver API. The participants were also instructed to note the time needed to create each test case.

Finally, at the end of the workshop, the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire survey, with 6 point Likert-scale questions, which contained statements about Scout and Selenium WebDriver that should be answered with a number where 1 denoted "strongly disagree" and 6 denoted "strongly agree". The questions can be found in Table 4.4 and 4.5.

### 4.4 Results

The results of the study were acquired by comparing Scout to two different state-of-practice approaches to GUI testing in industrial practice. Protractor was chosen out of convenience since it was the framework currently used by Ericsson. Selenium, was explicitly chosen since it represent a commonly used technique in industrial practice.

#### 4.4.1 Phase 1: Scout vs Protractor

Table 4.1 presents the time, in minutes, for the participants to create one test case using Scout and then by using Protractor. In the table, partly estimated values are marked with an asterisk (*) while completely estimated values are marked with two asterisks (**). The (***)) denotes the result of the leading
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researcher, added to the table as a base-line value compared to the practitioners. The leading researcher did not perform the Protractor tests due to the lack of experience with the tool.

Table 4.1: Create test using Scout and Protractor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part. no:</th>
<th>Scout (min):</th>
<th>Protractor (min):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>90*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>60*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>60**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7***</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average:</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StDev:</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Create test using Scout and Selenium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part. no:</th>
<th>Scout (min):</th>
<th>Selenium (min):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>24.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>14.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>39.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7***</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>10.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average:</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StDev:</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creating a test using Scout required, on average, about 7.5% of the time to create a similar test case using Protractor (3.5/46.7 minutes). Formal statistical analysis with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test also showed this result to be statistically significant different (p=0.03125). Worth noting is the high standard deviation of the time required to create Protractor test cases, which can be explained by the varying skill of the participants, which also influences their estimates. However, even if the average time required to create tests in Scout is compared to the best time for creating the test in Protractor, Scout still only required 21% as much time (3.5/16 minutes). Additionally, we note that the leading researcher’s time (3 minutes) was roughly equivalent to the participant’s average (3.5 minutes).
4.4 Results

4.4.2 Phase 2: Scout vs Selenium

Results from the workshop, that required the participants to create tests using the two tools, are presented in Table 4.2. Creating a test using Scout required, on average, about 11% (2.03/18.4 minutes) of the time to create a similar test case using Selenium. Formal statistical analysis with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test also showed this result to be statistically significant different (p=0.03125). Additionally, we note that the leading researcher’s time to create a Scout test (1.63 minutes) was comparable to the participants’ average (2.03 minutes). However, the leading researcher’s time to create the test case in Selenium (10.27 minutes) was almost twice as fast as the average of the participants (18.4). Thus, it is possible that, on average, more skilled Selenium users would perform better.

One of the Selenium results were marked as NA since the participant failed to create a test case due to problems with the development environment. The (***) denotes the result of the leading researcher, added to provide a base-line value compared to the practitioners.

4.4.3 Survey

A questionnaire survey was performed with a total of 12 participants, 6 from each workshop in Phase 1 and 2, who created test cases using Scout and either Protractor or Selenium WebDriver. Results from the survey are presented in Table 4.4 and 4.5. The participants in Phase 2 also got to answer two additional questions (denoted Question 8 for Scout and Selenium) concerning the ease of understanding Scout and Selenium test cases. The survey contained statements about Scout and Protractor or Selenium WebDriver that should be answered according to a 6 point Likert-scale, where 1 denoted 'strongly disagree' and 6 denoted 'strongly agree'.

The tables also contains calculated averages, hereby referred to as the Likert-average (LA), of the responses from the 12 participants. The LA value gives us a number to use for comparing the responses from the participants, even though we are aware of the fact that numbers in a Likert-scales should not be used like metrics.

When comparing question 3 in Table 4.4 with the corresponding question in Table 4.5 we see that the LA value for Scout is much higher (5.66 vs 1.5) than for Protractor/Selenium and that gives us an indication that the participants perceive that Scout require less programming skills than Protractor/Selenium (RQ3). Question 4 shows a similar result, even though less convincing (5.26 vs 3.25), but gives an indication that the participants perceive that Scout requires
less test automation skills than Protractor/Selenium (RQ3). Question 6 was designed to answer RQ2 and shows that the participants perceive that Scout is almost as good as Protractor/Selenium for locating issues (4.08 vs 4.8). However, this is only based on perception and further research is required to verify the tool’s ability to do so in practice. Question 7 confirms the results, from the quasi-experiments designed to answer RQ1, that the participants perceive that it is less time consuming to create tests using Scout than using Protractor/Selenium (2 vs 5.17). Question 8 indicates that the participants perceive that Scout tests are easier to understand and follow than Selenium tests (5 vs 3.33). Finally, question 1 and 2, are not connected to any research question but, indicates that the participants perceive that Scout is both easier to use and learn than Protractor/Selenium (5.08 vs 3.67 and 5.33 vs 4).

Table 4.3: Comparing all approaches of creating tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches:</th>
<th>Time (min):</th>
<th>Percent:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scout vs Protractor</td>
<td>3.5 vs 46.7</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scout vs Selenium</td>
<td>2.63 vs 18.4</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Survey about Scout. LA - Likert Average, PX - Person X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
<th>P9</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P11</th>
<th>P12</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Scout is easy to use.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Scout is easy to learn.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Scout requires little or no programming skills.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Scout requires little or no test automation skills.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Scout is fun to use.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Scout can spot the same kind of issues as other test automation tools.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Creating automated tests using Scout is time consuming.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Scout tests are easy to understand and follow.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5: Survey about Protractor / Selenium. P1-P6 used Protractor whilst P7-P12 used Selenium. LA - Likert Average, PX - Person X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
<th>P9</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P11</th>
<th>P12</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Selenium / Protractor is easy to use.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Selenium / Protractor is easy to learn.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Selenium / Protractor requires little or no programming skills.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Selenium / Protractor requires little or no test automation skills.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Selenium / Protractor is fun to use.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Selenium / Protractor can spot the same kind of issues as other test automation tools.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Creating automated tests using Selenium / Protractor is time consuming.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Selenium tests are easy to understand and follow.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.4 Threats to Validity

In this section we will go through some threats to the validity of this paper. We stress that the focus of the study was industrial applicability of GUI Augmentation and that, like most industrial studies, resource constraints and other confounding factors played a role in the study’s design and execution.

**Construct validity:** The studies were performed with industrial practitioners on one large industry-grade system but also on a website with a lower complexity than a real system. To be able to only use industry-grade systems would have provided us with more valid results.

**Internal validity:** Due to limited time available for the workshops, we decided not to break up the participants into two groups to enable a cross-experimental design, in phase 1 and 2, even though we would get a learning bias when the participants created the same test cases again but with a different framework. Another threat to the internal validity is that we have not measured the issue finding ability of the tests created using Scout. We have only asked the participants, using a survey question, if they think that Scout can spot the
same kind of issues as other test automation tools. Extending each phase by also measuring the issue finding ability would have increased the time to perform the workshops and since the time, with the participants, was very limited we decided to leave that to further research.

**External validity:** A threat to external validity is that we have only results from testing web applications but not desktop- or mobile-applications, etc., that might give completely different results due to the underlying technology. To also be able to compare Scout with SOP frameworks on a wide variety of industrial applications would improve external validity, something that we aim to do in further research. Another threat is that we have only evaluated AT using one tool, our prototype Scout, since we are not yet aware of any other tool that meets the definition of AT.

**Reliability:** There was a high variance between the results for creating Protractor and Selenium WebDriver tests in phases 1 and 2 even though we could not identify a correlation with the previous experience of the participants. A possible explanation to that observation is that the results depend on a confounding variable, that we have failed to identify, and would be a treat to the reliability since it affects the average results.

### 4.5 Analysis

#### 4.5.1 RQ1: How does the efficiency of creating tests using AT compare to scenario-based SOP approaches?

We performed two quasi-experiments to answer this question and had the hypothesis that; the efficiency of creating tests, measured as time, is greater when using AT compared to scenario-based SOP approaches ($H_{01}$).

A summary of the results from the quasi-experiments, where we compared Scout with other state-of-practice approaches, can be found in Table 4.3. When comparing the Augmented GUI in Scout with two commonly used frameworks for automated GUI testing, the participants were able to create a test case using augmentation in 7.5% of the time, on average, compared to Protractor and in 11% of the time, on average, when compared to Selenium. Both results showing, with statistical significance, that tests could be created quicker in Scout’s Augmented GUI.

These results show that AT, as it is currently implemented by Scout, is more efficient for test case creation than the two state-of-practice approaches that we investigated. However, this claim is delimited to the investigated approaches,
the number of participants in the study and the high variance in the results that prohibit us from confidently stating with what factor Scout is faster. We also stress that the research question only focused on providing a result regarding if AT is more efficient for test case creation, not more efficient overall. Overall efficiency would require additional research, as presented in Section 4.8. This result, regardless, shows initial cost-benefit and industrial value, which opens up for additional research into AT to explore what additional benefits more advanced superimposition and observation of information can achieve. Such research should focus on the overall value of AT as a concept can achieve and also compare Scout to other AT tools (when made available) and similar techniques such and R&R.

4.5.2 RQ2: How do industrial practitioners perceive the issue finding ability when using AT compared to SOP approaches?

We performed a questionnaire survey with a total of 12 participants, 6 from each workshop during phases 1 and 2, to be able to answer this question. The responses from question 6 in the survey give us the answer that the participants find Scout almost as good as Protractor/Selenium for locating issues, with a Likert-average (LA) of 4.08 compared to 4.8 for Protractor/Selenium. This is a logical conclusion since Scout currently utilizes the same driver framework as the other tools, i.e. Selenium. However, since the participants did not rank the tool as high, and have experience with Protractor and/or Selenium but not with Scout, they might need more time with Scout to be able to trust its ability to find issues. An alternative explanation is that the participants are correct in their perception since a tool like Scout has flexibility limitations compared to an API based approach. In the current prototype of Scout it was, for example, not possible to automatically verify the number of rows presented in a table, something that would be fairly easy to do using a programming language.

4.5.3 RQ3: How much experience in test automation and programming do industrial practitioners perceive to be required to successfully create tests using AT compared to SOP approaches?

Questions 3 and 4 from the survey were designed to give us an answer to this question. The LA value for question 3, regarding the requirement on program-
ming skills, is much higher for Scout than for Protractor/Selenium (5.66 vs 1.5). Additionally, for question 4, regarding test automation skills, participants indicate that Scout requires fewer skills in test automation than Protractor/Selenium (5.26 vs 3.25).

Skilled programmers or test automation experts are expensive and a tool or technique, like Scout and AT, which require less technical skills could thereby save a lot of money for the industry. Additionally, the lower skill requirements imply that domain experts, which usually lack the technical skill (e.g. nurses in the medical domain) can perform test automation.

These results are further supported by the fact that practitioners, of varying knowledge and skill, were all able to finish the test creation tasks in Scout in the allocated time-frames, whilst many did not finish them in the compared state-of-practice approaches.

4.6 Discussion

The results and analysis from our first research question (RQ1) show that AT, represented by the tool Scout, was more efficient, in creating tests, than the two SOP approaches that we compared with. We have also indications that the industrial participants think the need for programming or test automation skills are lower for successfully creating tests using Scout compared to the SOP approaches (RQ3). The participants also believe that Scout has almost the same issue finding ability as the SOP approaches (RQ2).

We believe that one explanation of the observed gains in efficiency of creating tests can be that the test steps are created by just clicking, inside the Augmented GUI, instead of typing commands using some form of script or programming language. As an example, a typical action like a click on a button or link is, in most cases, added using one mouse click on the Augmented GUI while it would typically require two or more lines of code to perform the same thing.

That testers, without programming skills, can quickly create effective tests would be valuable for the industry since more tests result in better test coverage that in turn helps improve the quality of the SUT. Also AT would help lower overall cost, not only because of the shorter time to create the tests, but also that less skills and training of the testers, e.g. in programming, is required.

Tests in Scout are however defined on a higher abstraction level than tools that rely on a programming language or scripts, making tests in Scout easier to understand but also less flexible to use. This limitation can however be handled, to some extent, in Scout since it has a modular design that can be customized
for the unique characteristics of the SUT, but the general impact of the modular design is still not known.

In future research, as presented in Section 4.8, the most pressing focus is the need to evaluate the maintenance cost of tests created using Scout since a high cost for maintenance could reduce the tool’s and AT’s viability for industrial use.

4.7 Conclusions

Testing an application through the GUI is important but also a time consuming and costly task to perform in practice. Tools and frameworks for GUI test automation can be used to lower the manual labor but the tests produced requires a substantial development and maintenance effort that reduces the cost savings from the automation effort. Augmented Testing (AT) and the tool prototype Scout has been proposed as a solution to lower the cost of both creating and maintaining test cases for testing an application through its GUI.

We performed two quasi-experiments and a survey with a total of 12 participants from two Swedish companies (Ericsson and Inceptive) to measure the efficiency of Scout’s Augmented GUI, on two different web applications. The results show that Scout requires less programming and test automation skills, that the tests are easier to understand and follow and that creating effective test cases is more efficient compared to the two state-of-practice approaches that we investigated.

4.8 Future Work

Scout uses the same under-laying techniques, as other state-of-practice tools for GUI test automation. Since both Protractor and Scout uses Selenium WebDriver as a driver for executing the tests, we have decided not to measure and compare the time to automatically execute regression tests, in this study, since an optimized tool should, at least in theory, have a similar execution speed. We should however measure and compare the test execution speed with other tools and techniques just to verify our assumptions, by additional research.

The results indicate that AT is a very promising technique for GUI test automation, but before we can draw any conclusions about the industrial viability of AT, we also need to research the long-term maintenance cost of the tests.
since that is one of the most reported problems for similar techniques and tools designed for GUI test automation.

To further improve the effectiveness and quality of the test cases, in Scout, we also need to research how to provide the tester with suggestions of, for example, new paths to try or new values to enter that might reveal an issue or increase the test coverage.
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Chapter 5

Similarity-based Web Element Localization for Robust Test Automation

Abstract

Non-robust (fragile) test execution is a commonly reported challenge in GUI-based test automation, despite much research and several proposed solutions. A test script needs to be resilient to (minor) changes in the tested application but, at the same time, fail when detecting potential issues that require investigation. Test script fragility is a multi-faceted problem. However, one crucial challenge is how to reliably identify and locate the correct target web elements when the website evolves between releases or otherwise fail and report an issue. This paper proposes and evaluates a novel approach called similarity-based web element localization (Similo), which leverages information from multiple web element locator parameters to identify a target element using a weighted similarity score. This experimental study compares Similo to a baseline approach for web element localization. To get an extensive empirical basis, we target 48 of the most popular websites on the Internet in our evaluation. Robustness is considered by counting the number of web elements found in a recent website version compared to how many of these existed in an older version. Results of the experiment show that Similo outperforms the baseline; it failed to locate
the correct target web element in 91 out of 801 considered cases (i.e., 11%) compared to 214 failed cases (i.e., 27%) for the baseline approach. The time efficiency of Similo was also considered, where the average time to locate a web element was determined to be four milliseconds. However, since the cost of web interactions (e.g., a click) is typically on the order of hundreds of milliseconds, the additional computational demands of Similo can be considered negligible. This study presents evidence that quantifying the similarity between multiple attributes of web elements when trying to locate them, as in our proposed Similo approach, is beneficial. With acceptable efficiency, Similo gives significantly higher effectiveness (i.e., robustness) than the baseline web element localization approach.

**Keywords:** GUI Testing, Test Automation, Test Case Robustness, Web Element Locators, XPath Locators

5.1 Introduction

Software testing is vital to ensure a software application’s quality, but it is also time-consuming and costly in practice [71, 73]. Still, numerous reports highlight test automation’s efficiency and ability to lower costs while ensuring high quality of the released application [17, 28, 131].

Although automated testing has been proposed for different types of testing, one of its main application areas in practice is in automated regression testing. Automated regression testing is a way for testers to ensure each software release’s quality. Typically, on higher levels of system abstraction, e.g., Graphical User Interface (GUI) level, it involves creating a suite of test scripts that emulate user scenarios while checking, using oracles, that the application behaves correctly [103, 108]. However, it is natural that new software releases contain changes that can then break the automated regression tests. This necessitates test suite maintenance which incur additional effort and costs to repair the test scripts to ensure the test suite remains up-to-date. This maintenance cost is especially high when testing an application through its GUI, since it frequently changes between releases [26, 58, 152]. Additionally, these tests are affected both by visual changes to the GUI and by changes to its underlying logic and application under test (AUT) architecture. GUIs are also primarily designed for humans, i.e., they are not designed for machine-to-machine communication, which presents additional challenges for automation, e.g., synchronization between scripts and the AUT, which are not as prominent in lower-level test techniques such as unit-testing [131].
5.1 Introduction

There are several different techniques for automated testing of a GUI application [24], but one of the most commonly used approaches in practice when testing websites (i.e., web applications) is to use the Document Object Model (DOM) [4]. Although DOM-based approaches are specific to websites, similar approaches can be found for testing GUI-based desktop and mobile applications, for which meta-information about GUI elements can be accessed via the operating system or GUI library used by the application. In a DOM-based approach, GUI web elements (buttons, anchors, text fields, labels, etc.) are located using DOM properties, which include web element attributes, element text, unique IDs, XPath’s [15], and CSS selectors [3]. DOM properties are, however, sensitive to changes in the GUI of the website, which affect the robustness of the automated test execution as the website evolves from release to release. This observation is often referenced as (test) script fragility (i.e., a lack of robustness) and frequently reported as a challenge by researchers [25, 30, 72, 94, 108, 115, 118, 166], resulting in increased test maintenance, costs, and lower AUT quality.

Naturally, significant changes to the website under test should cause test execution to break since the cause of such test failures may indicate a defect that needs to be addressed. However, minor changes might also break the test execution, even though a manual tester might have considered the test execution to succeed. Such minor changes that cause automated test execution failures are thereby a source of unnecessary debugging and maintenance work, especially since the test execution may seem to break for no apparent reason, e.g., when the change is small and difficult to recognize for the human user. This phenomenon of tests unpredictably failing has, as mentioned in the literature, been summarized as GUI tests being fragile/lacking robustness to AUT changes [60, 121].

There have been many attempts to address the fragility problem in the past two decades [21, 49, 60, 100, 102, 150, 172]. Several approaches try to limit the fragility problem by trying to build robust locators (e.g., [100]), i.e., locators capable of identifying the correct element even if the page has changed. One of the more recent attempts, proposed by Leotta et al., is to use multiple locators, instead of just one locator, to identify a web element [99] in a website. The basis of this approach is to utilize multiple sources of information to triangulate the correct web element. Research has shown that the multi-locator approach can effectively increase the probability of finding the correct web element since it is unlikely that all locators used for localization of the web element are changed simultaneously between two releases of a website.
A web element locator is defined as a method, function, approach, or algorithm that locates a web element in a web page given a locator parameter. The locator parameter is defined as a tuple that consists of a name and a value that the locator can use when locating one or more web element(s). Common types of single-locators use an XPath (path expression) or CSS expression as a parameter but could also use the tag name or a web element attribute e.g., ID, name, or class name. XPath locators select one or more nodes in an HTML DOM-tree when provided with a path expression as a locator parameter.

For this work, we refer to these first level locators as single-locators to avoid confusing it with multi-locators. A multi-locator (ML) approach (e.g., the approach proposed by Leotta et al.) uses more than one single-locator when localizing one or more web element(s) to increase the chance of finding the correct web element(s). Since we refer to Leotta et al.’s approach frequently in the paper, we will refer to it as Leotta’s Multi-Locator (LML) to distinguish it from the more general concept of multi-locator (ML). The LML approach is also our selected baseline (see Section 5.4.2) that we compare with Similo.

To support the reasoning that using multiple sources of information improves the effectiveness of web element localization, Leotta et al. showed in their study [99] that the LML approach could reduce the number of failed localization attempts of existing web elements in six websites, from 12% down to 8%. In their study, they explicitly looked at failures caused by modifications to, or rearrangement of, the GUI’s layout, look and feel, or DOM structure. While the LML approach resulted in an impressive 30% reduction of failed localization attempts, manually repairing locators due to technical limitations in the localization technique is still associated with considerable effort (i.e., cost) and warrants continued research.

This paper proposes a novel approach to web element localization for websites realized in a locator approach that we call similarity-based web element localization (in short Similo). Like the LML approach, Similo takes advantage of information from multiple sources. Similo is not, by definition, a multi-locator since it does not use the result gathered from a selection of single-locators like the LML approach. Instead, Similo quantifies the similarity between multiple attributes (locator parameters) of each candidate web element (i.e., possible candidates) and the target element (i.e., the element with the desired locator parameters) to identify the candidate element with the highest similarity to the target element, i.e., the candidate element with the highest probability of being the correct match for the target element. The Similo approach makes it possible to take advantage of any locator parameters regardless if the locator parameters can find a unique match or not. In comparison, the LML approach can only
take advantage of locators that can identify a candidate web element uniquely. However, since Similo targets the same challenge, and returns the same result, it is natural to compare their performance in an experiment.

In summary, the purpose of Similo is to increase the robustness of locating web elements in a website by comparing the similarity of web element locator parameters to achieve more stable test execution of GUI-based tests over time as the website evolves. In the reported study, we compare our approach with the LML approach (i.e., baseline) in a controlled experiment where we measure how many web elements could no longer be located between two releases, by either approach, in 48 websites. Results of the experiment show that Similo outperforms the baseline approach in terms of web element localization after website change at reasonable execution times for practical applications.

The specific contributions of this paper are:

- A novel approach for more robust web element localization based on comparison of the similarity of web element locator parameters;

- An empirical study that shows the effectiveness and time efficiency of the proposed approach compared to the baseline approach.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 5.2 gives a background of web element locators and presents the LML approach. Section 5.3 covers the details of the proposed Similo approach. The design, research questions, and procedure of the empirical study we conducted are presented in Section 5.4. The results are sketched in Section 5.5 and discussed in Section 5.6. Section 5.7 covers some threats to the validity of this study. We present related work in Section 5.8, and state conclusions and future work in Section 5.9.

A package for replicating the experiment is available for download from [10].

5.2 Locating Web Elements

Listing 5.1 shows an example of a simple test script, implemented in Java using Selenium WebDriver [11], which checks the functionality of a contact form in Figure 5.1. To improve the script’s readability, we removed all the synchronization code needed to synchronize the script execution against the website by delaying the script execution to match website events.
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Figure 5.1: A contact form.

```
1 import org.openqa.selenium.By;
2 import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;
3 import org.openqa.selenium.chrome.ChromeDriver;
4 import static org.junit.jupiter.api.Assertions.*;
5 import org.junit.jupiter.api.Test;

7 public class ContactTests {
9     @Test
10     public void sendMessageTest (){
11         System.setProperty("webdriver.chrome.driver", "C:\...\chromedriver.exe");
12         WebDriver webDriver = new ChromeDriver();
13         webDriver.get("http://mimicservice.com/traveler");
14         webDriver.findElement(By.linkText("Contact")).click();
15         String text = webDriver.findElement(By.tagName("H1")).getText();
16         assertTrue(text.contains("Get In Touch"));
17         webDriver.findElement(By.id("name")).sendKeys("Michel");
18         webDriver.findElement(By.id("email")).sendKeys("michel.nass@bth.se");
19         webDriver.findElement(By.id("subject")).sendKeys("Contact me");
20         webDriver.findElement(By.linkText("Send Message")).click();
21         text = webDriver.findElement(By.tagName("H1")).getText();
22         assertTrue(text.contains("we will contact you shortly"));
23         webDriver.quit();
24     }
25 }
```

Listing 5.1: Sample test script implemented in Java using Selenium WebDriver.

Following is a description of the steps taken by the script in Listing 5.1. The test script begins by starting a new Chrome browser and navigating to the website "mimicservice.com/traveler". Next, the script clicks on the 'Contact' link and verifies that the form’s heading is "Get In Touch". The script continues by finding all the web elements that make up the form and fills it in by sending a
text to each input field. Finally, the script clicks the 'Send Message' button and checks that the 'we will contact you shortly' message appears on the webpage before, finally, closing the browser. As such, the script evaluates the webpage behavior by assuming that certain labels, i.e. the oracle, can only be checked if the website is operating correctly.

As can be seen from the test script example, the findElement method in Selenium WebDriver is used frequently for locating each of the web elements that the test script interacts with. In fact, the method is used every time an action is performed, a web element retrieved, or the value of a web element acquired to check (or assert) the AUT's behavior. The findElement method locates and returns the first web element that matches the supplied locator parameter. When there is no match in the current webpage, the findElement method throws a NoSuchElementException that breaks script execution.

Broken locators occur due to one out of two primary reasons; (1) that the web element is no longer present, or that the DOM-structure (or HTML code) of the application has been modified such that the web element has other properties [60, 81, 99], or (2) that the requested web element is not yet available during runtime of the application (synchronization between application and test runner) [37, 57]. We can address the first problem by deleting the reference to the removed/changed web element in the test or by updating the locator parameter (By class option) used by the findElement method, e.g., updating the ID attribute. A tester can correct the second problem in an automated test script by adding or modifying its synchronization code (generally a wait command, Implicit, Explicit and Fluent Wait in Selenium WebDriver), i.e., halt the test execution for a more extended time period to ensure that the locator is available.

Both types of problems are common in practice and also the leading cause of script maintenance costs [121]. Therefore, to reduce these costs, it is crucial to select locators that are resilient to changes in the AUT to make them robust.

Figure 5.2 shows a newer (to the left) and older (to the right) version of the same website (the homepage of YouTube.com). Some target web elements are marked using colored rectangles in the old version of the website (to the right). In this paper, we refer to the web elements in the older version, which we are trying to locate in the newer version, as target web elements. All the web elements in the newer version of the website are referred to as candidate web elements (i.e., the candidates that might be our target). In the example, each target web element has a corresponding candidate web element in the newer version of the website (marked with the complementary color).

There are eight different locators available in Selenium WebDriver, designed for finding elements by ID, name, class, tag, link text, partial link text, XPath,
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Figure 5.2: Web elements present in both the newer (left) and older (right) versions of the YouTube.com website. Some of the content is blurred since it could be sensitive or copyrighted.

and by CSS. We refer to these locators, individually, as single-locators since they try to locate one or many web elements using only one locator parameter (e.g., a single XPath expression or 'ID' value).

Locating a web element using an absolute XPath is a common use of single-locators. In the example illustrated by Figure 5.2, we observe that an absolute XPath extracted from the YouTube logo in the older website is likely to work also in the newer version of the website since the GUI has a similar appearance. However, we cannot guarantee that the absolute XPath needed to locate the web element is identical among the two versions of the website without looking at the DOM structure. We also note that the History menu item, marked with a black rectangle, has been moved from the third item in the older menu to the fifth item in the newer menu. Therefore, it is likely that the absolute XPath has changed for that web element (since the child index changed, such as, for example, div[3] to div[5]). Any change in the absolute XPath, used by a single-locator, would result in a failed localization attempt and a failed test script. Some studies [95] shows that absolute XPath locators are very fragile since they contain the entire specification of how to traverse the DOM tree, from the root to the target element. However, the other kinds of locators that are more robust (e.g., the ones based on the ID attribute) can be broken by some web app evolution patterns (e.g., a modification to the app’s IDs). This happens since they all represent a single point of failure, even if with a lower associate probability w.r.t. absolute XPath. For this reason, considering multi-locators can help further reduce the fragility of the web element localization steps.
5.2 Locating Web Elements

5.2.1 Multi-Locator (LML) approach

Leotta et al. proposed the Multi-Locator (LML) approach [99], which, instead of using a single-locator, takes advantage of the results from several single-locators and a voting procedure to combine their outputs and improve the accuracy of locating the correct web element across website’s or app’s evolution. In the worst case, even one working single-locator might be enough to find the desired web element. This approach is valuable since a more reliable way of locating web elements improves the robustness of test execution which, in turn, reduces the need for script maintenance and thereby cost.

The idea of Leotta et al. is based on the assumption that the various algorithms for the creation of locators have different strengths and weaknesses; they often exhibit complementary performance. For this reason, their approach uses a voting decision procedure to aggregate the results of multiple alternative locators for producing a consolidated locator.

Leotta et al. experimented with four different variants of the voting decision procedure for the LML approach: (1) unweighted worst order, (2) unweighted best order, (3) weighted, and (4) theoretical limit. These variants produce slightly different results. For the unweighted variants (1 and 2), each kind of single-locator is of equal importance (one vote each), and both will only give a different result when more than one candidate receives the same number of votes (a tie). Each kind of locator in the weighted variant (3) is assigned a weight based on resilience to change, i.e., computed on a corpus of web applications for which successive versions are available. Each vote is proportional to that weight. The candidate web element with the highest sum of weighted votes will be selected as the best matching web element. The theoretical limit (4) is a particular case where we assume that the approach can pick the correct web element if any single-locator returns the right web element. As the name suggests, this variant is only possible in theory but is still something to aim for and compare against since it is guaranteed to perform at least as good as the other three (i.e., the best absolute performance achievable with the LML approach). In their study, Leotta et al. confirmed that the weighted LML approach performed better (about 30% fewer broken locators) than the most robust single-locator included in the experiment (i.e., ROBULA+ [100]), thus confirming the hypothesis that using multiple sources of information is valuable for web element localization. As expected, the theoretical limit variant performed the best results, with about 16% fewer broken locators, than the weighted variant. We decided to compare our proposed approach against the theoretical limit variant of the LML approach in our experiment to avoid the
possible bias of selecting or calculating a new set of weights required by the weighted variant.

Even though the LML approach increases the robustness compared to the best of the single-locators with up to 30 percent w.r.t. the state of the art solutions, with our further studies we discovered that, in certain cases, the approach still fails to find a significant number of web elements. As such, further research is warranted since advances in locating the correct web elements impact test script robustness and, thereby, maintenance costs.

5.3 The Similo approach

The similarity-based web element localization (Similo) approach attempts to increase the robustness even further than the LML approach. Similar to the LML approach, Similo tries to take advantage of multiple sources of information instead of just one as a single-locator. When comparing Similo with the LML approach, Similo can take advantage of locators that pinpoint more than one web element, unlike LML, which can only be used with locators that can identify one unique web element. For example, an XPath locator pinpoints an element within the DOM $D_1$ model by defining a set of predicates on such element properties. The DOM can change during the app evolution ($D_2$), and the web element of interest can have some of its element properties changed. In such a case, the single-locator returns no web element. Contrary, Similo looks separately at each of the properties (in this paper called locator parameters) of each element in the DOM $D_2$ model. It returns all web elements that have a partial match. The core functionality of the approach consists of finding the web element among a set of candidate web elements (e.g., web elements extracted from a webpage), which has the most similar locator parameters to the target web element (i.e., desired capabilities). This is achieved by comparing the locator parameters of the target web element (from the DOM $D_1$) with the locator parameters of each of the candidate web elements (in the DOM $D_2$). Each comparison results in a similarity score, a sum of the outcomes of the individual comparisons multiplied with a weight. The candidate web element with the highest similarity score is returned as the most similar web element found in the DOM $D_2$.

Figure 5.3 contains an overview of how locator parameters are compared, weighted, and summarized into a similarity score. A locator parameter can be any feature, visible or non-visible, of the web element, e.g., text, ID, XPath, size, or location. Each locator parameter from the target web element is compared with the corresponding locator parameter in the candidate web element.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of how to calculate the similarity score between two sets of locator parameters.

using a comparison operator. A comparison operator can be any function that can compute the similarity of two locator parameter values and return a value between zero and one (or binary zero or one). Zero if there is no similarity between the compared locator parameters (target and candidate), one when the compared locator parameters are identical, and, if reasonable for the specific operator, a value between zero and one if there is some degree of similarity between the compared locator parameters. The outcome from each comparison is multiplied by its weight (representing the reliability across DOM version of each kind of locator parameter) and summarized into the similarity score. Weights can be based on experience, be calculated, or learned from empirical data. A high similarity score indicates high similarity between the target and candidate web element. When all candidate web elements have been associated with a similarity score, the candidate web element with the highest score is selected as the most similar (i.e., best matching locator parameters) web element.

Algorithm 1 Similo finds only the best candidate

Require: targetWebElement
Require: candidateWebElements
mostSimilarWebElement = null
highestSimilarityScore = 0
for all candidateWebElement in candidateWebElements do
    similarityScore = calculateSimilarityScore(targetWebElement, candidateWebElement)
    if similarityScore > highestSimilarityScore then
        mostSimilarWebElement = candidateWebElement
        highestSimilarityScore = similarityScore
    end if
end for
return mostSimilarWebElement
Algorithm 2 Similo finds all candidates and ranks them

Require: targetWebElement
Require: candidateWebElements

rankedCandidates = new List()

for all candidateWebElement in candidateWebElements do
    similarityScore = calculateSimilarityScore(targetWebElement, candidateWebElement)
    rankedCandidates.add(candidateWebElement, similarityScore)
end for

sortedCandidates = rankedCandidates.sort(highest similarity score first)
return sortedCandidates (highest similarity score first)

There are, at least, two ways of realizing the Similo approach. The first is to iterate through all the candidate web elements, compare each candidate with the target (i.e., using the locator parameters computed for each web element) to get the similarity score, and remember the candidate with the highest score, as in Algorithm 1. Another way is to calculate a similarity score for all the candidates (i.e., by comparing locator parameters) and then sorting all the candidates based on the similarity score (highest score first), as in Algorithm 2. While the first variant is slightly more efficient (no need to sort the list of candidates), the second variant will not only give us the most similar web element (i.e., highest similarity score) but also the runners-up. A ranked list of similar web elements could be helpful when evaluating or exploring other candidates, e.g., when the most similar web element is not adequate (e.g., a test raises an error following the interaction with such element).

5.3.1 Selecting Locator Parameters and Comparison Operators for Similo

In the study presented by Leotta et al., all the XPath locators were designed to identify single web elements uniquely. However, Similo is not restricted to this behavior; locator parameters that do not identify unique matches can also be used. Hence, the locator parameters selected for the experiment include absolute XPath that can uniquely identify one web element in a webpage and the Tag locator that can only locate one unique web element when there is only one web element with a specific Tag present in the entire webpage.
5.3 The Similo approach

We selected 14 different locator parameters that could be of value when calculating the similarity score and a corresponding comparison operator to use when comparing the locator parameter values. The selected locator parameters aim to cover the majority (with a few exceptions explained below) of commonly used properties from various tools and approaches for web element localization and script repair. Selenium WebDriver API [11] contains eight locator types (id, name, class, tag, link text, partial link text, XPath, and CSS), while Selenium IDE [11] selects the first unique locator from a prioritized list (id, link text, name, and various XPaths). Test script repair tools WATER [49] and COLOR [86] used ten (id, xpath, class, linkText, name, tagname, coord, clickable, visible, zindex, and hash) and nineteen properties respectively (id, class, name, value, type, tag name, alt, src, href, size, onclick, height, width, XPath, X-axis, Y-axis, link text, label, and image) when suggesting a repair for the broken script. WATER and COLOR are further described in Related Work (Section 4.2).

Table 5.1 contains a mapping of locator parameters used by the four approaches to the selection used by Similo. We decided to use DOM properties only in this study, leaving out the image hash (respectively called hash in WATER [49] and image in COLOR [86]) created from the pictorial user interface [24] (i.e., the page rendering produced by the browser) for two reasons: (1) the pictorial user interface is not present in the DOM and could not be generated by our Javascript function that extracts locator parameters (as said is generated by the browser and so could show minor differences across browsers or even different versions of the same browser); (2) taking a screenshot of each of

![Figure 5.4: Overview of how to calculate the similarity score between two sets of locator parameters in our experiment.](image-url)
the web elements (required for comparing all the possible candidate elements) would have taken a significant amount of time (a few tenths of a second per screenshot), reducing the time efficiency of Similo by orders of magnitude. The locator parameters and their corresponding comparison operators are visualized in Figure 5.4. We decided to use the Java String method equalsIgnoreCase (denoted equals) to compare some of the selected locator parameters (e.g., Tag, Id, Name, and IsButton) since they are only similar when the compared values are identical. While Tag, Id, and Name are commonly used attributes in a web element, the IsButton parameter (inspired by the clickable property in WATER and onclick in COLOR) was calculated to the value true or false based on the attributes Tag, Type, and Class.

View the replication package [10] for details on calculating the value of the IsButton locator parameter. Texts, links, and XPaths (e.g., Class, HRef, Alt, Absolute XPath, ID relative XPath, and Visible Text) were compared using Levenshtein distance (normalized and inverted to get the similarity) since they could be similar even if the compared locator parameters are not identical. Visible Text was constructed by extracting the first non-blank text from the Text, Value, and Placeholder (in that order) attributes of the web element. We did not include the type and src properties from COLOR since they are only applicable to some types of elements. We used Euclidean distance (normalized and inverted to get the similarity) for comparing the area and shape of the web ele-
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ments since width and height is likely to remain unchanged in between software releases according to the COLOR study by Kirinuki et al. [86]. Area was calculated by multiplying the width with the height and shape by dividing the width by the height. We decided to use the Euclidean distance (normalized and inverted) between the upper and left location of the compared web elements since a web element is likely to be close to its original position on the screen (again, based on the study by Kirinuki et al.). The Location comparison returns one when the web elements have the same location, zero when the distance exceeds 100 pixels, and a value between zero and one linear to the difference in distance. Web browsers interpret margins slightly differently, resulting in different coordinates for the same web element. The value of 100 pixels was chosen based on our experience with GUI-based test automation to give some flexibility in the browser layout of the web elements. Neighbor Texts contain a space-separated text of words collected from the visible text of nearby web elements (including the target or candidate web element). Instead of comparing Neighbor Texts using Levenshtein distance, we assumed to get a better result by comparing how many words the compared locator parameters have in common since the words gathered from the neighbor texts are unordered (all web elements have a different set of neighbors) making the Levenshtein distance less useful. For example, web element A has two neighbors with the texts: "OK" and "Cancel", resulting in the Neighbor Text: 'OK Cancel'. Web element B has three neighbors: "Cancel", "Help", and "OK," resulting in the Neighbor Text: 'Cancel Help OK'. Calculating the similarity using Levenshtein distance results in the value 0.21, while the similarity is 0.66 when using the word count since two out of three words are present. As an example, five common words out of 10 possible would result in a value of 0.5. We did not include WATER’s visible and zindex properties since Similo only uses visible web elements. Note that all distance functions have been normalized (zero to one) and inverted (1 - normalized distance) when calculating the similarity. We refer to the replication package [10] for further details on implementing the comparison operators and extracting the locator parameters from the web elements. We want to stress that Similo can use any selection of locator parameters, comparison operators, and weights and that the choice (illustrated in Figure 5.4) will impact the results. For this paper, we did initial experiments and selected ones that give generally robust results. Future work should perform more systematic experiments to understand the effect of these choices.
Table 5.2: Locator parameters in newer and older version of the YouTube.com website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Newer YouTube.com version</th>
<th>Older YouTube.com version</th>
<th>Simil.</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tag:</td>
<td>SPAN</td>
<td>SPAN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text:</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/div[1]/div[1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/ul[1]/li[1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/div[1]/ul[1]/li[3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/a[1]/span[1]/span[2]/span[1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class:</td>
<td>title style-scope ytd-mini-guide-entry-renderer</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 Selecting Weights for Similo

We initially assigned all the weights of the 14 locator parameters to the value one. Next, we divided the locator parameters into two groups. We placed the locator parameters that are (according to the COLOR study by Kirimuki et al. [86] more stable (i.e., less likely to break between software releases) in the first group and the remaining in the second group. The first group contains the locator parameters Name, Id, Visible Text, and Neighbor Texts since they got the highest weights (based on a combination of stability and uniqueness) in the COLOR study. The locator parameter Tag was also added to the first group since it has high stability, according to the COLOR study. All the other locators parameters were placed in the second group. Finally, we added 0.5 to the locator parameter weights in the first group and removed 0.5 from the locator parameter weights in the second group. The resulting locator property weights are illustrated in Figure 5.4. Bold connector lines represent a weight of 1.5, and the thinner lines represent a weight of 0.5. We realize that it would likely be possible to attain more optimal locator parameter weights. Still, we assumed a simple approach (motivated by prior work in the industry) would be sufficient for the experiment and so to evaluate the effectiveness of the Similo approach.
5.3.3 Example of Calculating a Similarity Score

As an example of how to create a similarity score, five locator parameters extracted from the History menu button (indicated by a black rectangle) in Figure 5.2 are listed in Table 5.2. We note that the Tag and Text parameters are identical in both website versions. XPath and ID-based XPath have, however, changed between versions, and the Class parameter was unassigned in the older version of the website. In this example, we assume using the Levenshtein distance as a comparison operator for all the locator parameters. We use the normalized version of the Levenshtein distance (GLD \( NED_2 \)) in this paper as defined by Yujian et al. [169], and the similarity is calculated as the inverse (1 - distance) of the normalized Levenshtein distance that returns a value between zero and one. The comparison operator would return one when comparing the newer and older version of the Tag parameter since they are identical (SPAN). We get the same result when comparing the Text parameters in both versions since they are also identical (History). Comparing both versions of the XPath parameter would result in a value between zero and one since the XPaths in both versions begin and end in the same way, even though they are not identical. The comparison result is zero when comparing the Class parameters (both versions) since they have nothing in common (the older version is blank). Assuming that (1) the comparison operator returns the similarity specified in the Similarity column and (2) we use the weights from the Weight column in Table 5.2; the resulting similarity score, computed between the old target element and a possible candidate from the new page, would be 3.74 computed as \((1 \times 1.5 + 1 \times 1.5 + 0.41 + 0.33 + 0)\).

5.4 Experimental study

This section presents the research design, the research questions, the research procedure of the performed empirical study. The first objective of the experiment is to evaluate the difference in robustness between Similo and the baseline approach by comparing the ratio of located and non-located web elements in two different releases of the same webpage. We used public webpages for the experiment where changes to the pages include addition, change, and removal of web element attributes and web elements. As a secondary objective, we evaluated the efficiency of Similo to make sure that its performance is viable for practical use.
5.4.1 Research Questions

The study aims to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: What is the robustness (measured as the ratio between located and non-located web elements) of the Similo approach compared to the baseline LML approach?

- **RQ2**: How well does the Similo approach perform in terms of time efficiency?

The first research question (RQ1) is answered by looking at the ratio of located and non-located web elements on two different versions of 48 websites (801 web elements in total). We figured that 801 web elements in 48 websites would be enough since a previous study, performed by Leotta et al., evaluated the LML approach using six websites and a total of 675 web element locators [99]. Similo is more robust than the baseline if Similo can correctly locate more web elements than the baseline approach. Research question 2 (RQ2) is answered by measuring the execution time of locating web elements using Similo. The time efficiency of Similo would be acceptable if Similo could be of practical use for the industry. An order of magnitude lower average execution time (to locate one web element using Similo) than the expected execution time of a typical test step (as part of a test case) would likely be sufficient since the gain in robustness would likely outweigh the loss in time efficiency.

5.4.2 Selecting the Baseline Approaches

Our previous literature review revealed several different approaches and algorithms targeting the problem of robust localization of web elements [121]. You can find more information about some of the approaches and algorithms in Related Work (Section 4.2). Two approaches stood out as the most predominant (i.e., the most robust). The first one was the Multi-Locator approach proposed by Leotta et al. (LML), and the second one was the ATA approach proposed by Thummalapenta et al. [151], later refined by Yandrapally et al. [166] (now going by the name ATA-QV).

We decided to compare our proposed approach with LML, but we also planned to use the ATA-QV [166] algorithm as a baseline in our empirical evaluation since its contextual clues share some similarities with both the LML approach and our proposed approach. However, the ATA-QV system is not
openly available\textsuperscript{1} and not trivial to implement based on the descriptions in the papers that presented it. For this reason, we contacted the authors of the ATA-QV paper and, with their helpful guidance, tried to re-implement its core elements. However, when trying our implementation, we could not prove (due to the lack of an oracle) that our version performed to a level consistent with the original experiments, and we had to exclude the re-implementation from our experiments.

5.4.3 Selecting single-Locators for LML

Leotta et al. used five XPath locators in a previous experiment \cite{99}. The locators were: absolute XPath, relative ID-based XPath, Selenium IDE, Montoto, and Robula+. In consultation with two of the original authors, also co-authors of this paper, we decided to use the same selection of locators in our experiment.

We decided to use a similar, but not identical, implementation of the XPath locators as the ones used by Leotta et al. since we intended to automatically generate all the XPath locators using Java code instead of manually creating them from the browser to reduce some effort. Instead of relying on the (discontinued) FirePath browser plugin \cite{98}, we created the corresponding JavaScript code for generating both absolute and relative ID-based XPaths. The TypeScript code for ROBULA+, publicly available online\textsuperscript{2}, was manually translated into JavaScript code \cite{100}. We created JavaScript code for generating the XPath locator proposed by Montoto et al. from the pseudocode presented in their work \cite{117}. Since the algorithm proposed by Montoto et al. is not guaranteed to result in a unique XPath, we decided to ignore that locator when this instance occurred and instead focus on the four remaining locators for the LML approach. We constructed the Selenium IDE \cite{12} locator based on the open-source code publicly available in GitHub \cite{6}. The Javascript source code for all XPath generators was too large to include in this paper (about 400 lines of Javascript code) but is available in the replication package \cite{10}.

\textsuperscript{1}It is under copyright of a commercial entity and it was not clear if we could get full access to and use the source code in a reasonable time (or ever). The full implementation is extensive, encompassing more than 10K lines of code and is no longer maintained; it is thus questionable if we would be able to compile and execute it without considerable investment of additional time.

\textsuperscript{2}https://github.com/cyluxx/robula-plus/blob/master/README.md
5.4.4 Selecting Websites

Figure 5.5 visualizes the procedure that we adopted to select websites, website versions, and target web elements for the experiment, further detailed in this and the following sections.

Alexa.com is a site that ranks websites based on global traffic [1]. The rank is calculated from unique visitors and page-views over the past three months. We selected the top-rated websites in the United States for our experiment to avoid websites that default to a language that we, the authors, could not fully understand (e.g., Chinese or Russian). The benefit of selecting websites from Alexa.com is that the top-rated websites are well known and that the selection is unbiased since we have no control over the ranked websites. Still, they represent commonly used websites that, most likely, have extensive testing to ensure consistent quality to its many users. Another benefit of selecting websites with heavy use and traffic is that older versions of these sites are more likely to be available on archiving sites; see further on this aspect below. We selected the top 50 websites (publicly listed on Alexa.com without a paid subscription) with two exceptions; (1) the website Force.com was excluded since the browser forwarded it to the included website Salesforce.com (both URLs...
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point to the same website), and (2) the website Chaturbate.com was excluded since the first page warned the visitor about adult content resulting in a total of 48 included websites. Chaturbate.com was excluded based on two motivations: (1) the URL did not point to the actual homepage, and (2) a website with adult content goes against the ethical guidelines prohibiting adult or discriminating content.

5.4.5 Selecting Website Versions

To determine the robustness of each approach, two versions of the 48 websites from Alexa’s list were required for the experiment, i.e., to determine if the web elements in the newer version could be located using the locator parameters extracted from the web elements in the older version. The Internet Archive website [7] was used to acquire the versions since it stores previous versions of a large selection of websites. The later versions of the websites were acquired in December of 2020 within a span of a few days, primarily affected by the sampled web sites availability on the Internet Archive.

In the previous work by Leotta et al., the time difference between versions of the subject websites was 12 to 60 months and about 36 months on average. We decided to replicate this design and sampled the older websites using a random number, R, in the interval of 12 to 60 months backward in time for each website. Specifically, we sampled the version of the website available on the archive site and as close to R months older than the newer version. Versions that were exactly R months older could not always be acquired since the Internet Archive does not back-up the websites daily.

5.4.6 Selecting Target Web Elements

We manually selected target web elements from each of the 48 website homepages that: (1) were possible to perform actions on (e.g., anchors, buttons, menu items, input fields, text fields, check-boxes, and radio-buttons); (2) can be used for assertions or synchronization (e.g., top-level headlines); (3) belong to core functionality of the website homepage; (4) are present in both versions of the website homepage. A homepage is, in this context, the start webpage, in a website, loaded by the browser when using the URL extracted from Alexa.com. Figure 5.2 shows an example where target web elements in the newer (to the left) and older (to the right) versions of the YouTube.com website are indicated with rectangles of the same color. Each rectangle indicates one target web element. Note that these images were generated manually for the purpose of showing the
reader examples of changes that can occur on a website. Hence, the images are not outputs from Similo, nor essential to the approach in any way.

We generated an absolute XPath for each target web element in the older and newer versions of each website. The XPath from the older website version will be used when retrieving the web element used for generating single-locators and extracting locator parameters for Similo. We will use the XPath from the newer version as an oracle to verify that the correct web element was located.

The number of target web elements selected (801 in total) from the 48 websites are listed in Table 5.3 along with the date of the older and newer website versions and the number of randomly chosen months between the releases.

Note that the number of selected target web elements ranges between two and 45. Some homepages are very similar between versions, while others are completely redesigned with almost nothing in common between the older and newer versions. While the Internet Archive provides us with a convenient way of retrieving and comparing different website versions, a drawback with this service is that the websites are static (frozen in time). As such, there is no guarantee that the websites will respond to interaction (e.g., clicking a link) in the same way as a dynamic website (not frozen in time). To mitigate the risk of issues due to the static behavior, we used only web elements from the homepage (start page) of each website. This design choice poses a potential threat to our study since the web elements on the homepage might not contain the complete variety of tags as the entire website. We created a list of tag names that we expected to find in a good enough sample of websites to address this threat. The list included the following tags: input, button, select, a, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, li, span, div, p, th, tr, td, label, svg. We gathered this list of commonly used tags from our previous experience of extracting web elements from websites [120]. Next, we extracted and counted the tag names of all the web elements for each application included in the study. We discovered that the only tag that is not represented by our sample of applications is the th tag, that five websites use the related td tag, and the tr tag is used by three. One possible explanation for the lack of th tags might be that the th tag is no longer needed since modern websites use style sheets when formatting the appearance of tables. As such, we concluded that only one out of 18 (5.6%) of the tags were unrepresented in the sample, which was considered reasonable for continued evaluation.

5.4.7 Locating Web Elements

Until this step, the preparations were performed manually. Still, this final step, to try to locate all target web elements in the newer version of the website, was
Table 5.3: The number of target web elements selected from the older and newer versions of each website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Older version</th>
<th>Newer version</th>
<th>Target elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adobe.com</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2018-07-02</td>
<td>2020-11-02</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliexpress.com</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2017-04-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon.com</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2017-04-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple.com</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2017-10-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bestbuy.com</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2018-04-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing.com</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2019-12-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase.com</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2018-12-02</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN.com</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2018-04-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craigslist.com</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2016-03-31</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropbox.com</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2019-12-02</td>
<td>2020-12-04</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebay.com</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2018-06-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espn.com</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2019-12-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etsy.com</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2019-10-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook.com</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2016-11-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity.com</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2018-01-02</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google.com</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2018-08-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulu.com</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2019-12-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imdb.com</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2019-06-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeed.com</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2015-12-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram.com</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2018-06-02</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructure.com</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2017-11-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuit.com</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2019-04-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkedin.com</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2017-08-02</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live.com</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2017-08-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft.com</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2016-06-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoftonline.com</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2019-08-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myshopify.com</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2016-01-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix.com</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2016-10-03</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nytimes.com</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2018-12-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office.com</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2019-03-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okta.com</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2017-11-02</td>
<td>2020-12-04</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paypal.com</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2019-07-02</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit.com</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2017-03-04</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesforce.com</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2019-02-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotify.com</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2017-10-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target.com</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2017-06-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitch.tv</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2016-03-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter.com</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2017-07-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ups.com</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2017-06-29</td>
<td>2020-11-27</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usps.com</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2017-12-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmart.com</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2017-09-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellsfargo.com</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2019-10-02</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia.org</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2017-09-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo.com</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2018-11-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube.com</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2019-08-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zillow.com</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2017-08-01</td>
<td>2020-12-01</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom.us</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2016-05-01</td>
<td>2020-12-02</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
executed automatically using Java code to improve the accuracy and speed of the experiment. We initially intended to run all the 40 websites at once but decided to execute one website at a time since the Internet Archive website is slow and unreliable. This design choice makes it possible to rerun a website in case of a browser timeout.

Figure 5.6 shows the process of locating a candidate web element, in the newer version of a website, from the absolute XPath of each target web element, in the older version of the same website. First, the target web element, in the older version of the website, is located from its absolute XPath retrieved manually (described in Section 5.4.6). A collection of five single-locators (absolute XPath, relative ID-based XPath, Selenium IDE, Montoto, and Robula+) are then created from the identified target web element. The voting mechanism in LML uses this collection of single-locators. Next, each single-locator is executed in the newer version of the website, trying to locate the correct candidate web element. For each single-locator that identifies precisely one candidate web element, the absolute XPath of the identified candidate web element is compared to the correct absolute XPath (i.e., the oracle that is the absolute XPath of the web element in the newer version that actually corresponds to the target web element in the older version of the same website) previously retrieved in Section 5.4.6. The theoretical limit version of LML, which we compare to Similo, is successful (i.e., located) if any of the five single-locators can identify the correct web element.

Fourteen different locator parameters for Similo are also created from the target web element. The approach and the locator parameters for Similo are described in Section 5.3 and 5.3.1. Similo compares all fourteen locators pa-
Table 5.4: Description of the localization result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization result</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Located</td>
<td>The localization approach is able to pick the correct candidate web element with an XPath matching the oracle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Located</td>
<td>The localization approach is unable to find a match among the candidate web elements, or it finds a match among the candidate web elements, but the XPath is not matching the oracle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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rameters of the target web element with the corresponding locator parameters in each candidate web element and returns the most similar candidate (the one with the highest similarity score). As with LML, the XPath of the most similar candidate web element is compared to the correct absolute XPath to evaluate if the target web element has been (correctly) located or not.

Table 5.4 contains a summary of the two possible outcomes after a localization attempt. The absolute XPath of the candidate web element is compared with the absolute XPath of the correct target web element (i.e., the oracle) using string comparison. Since a modified web element in a webpage can result in a slightly altered XPath, even though it is still the same visual GUI component, we decided to add some tolerance in the string comparison. Two identical XPaths are, of course, considered a match. We also decided that two XPaths match if only one element has been added (or removed) at the end of the XPath. In our case, the XPath: "/html[1]/body[1]/main[1]/section[1]/ul[1]/li[1]/a[1]" matches the XPath: "/html[1]/body[1]/main[1]/section[1]/ul[1]/li[1]" but not the XPath: "/html[1]/body[1]/main[1]/section[1]/ul[1]". Using a tolerance in the XPath comparison is not as reliable as a manual oracle. Still, it is faster and unbiased since the outcome of both approaches is validated in the same way.

To provide an example that highlights the complexity of the oracle and the choice of our comparison strategy, we examined the YouTube logo marked with a blue rectangle in Figure 5.2 in more detail. The HTML code from the YouTube logo in both the older and newer version of the YouTube.com homepage is listed in Listing 5.2. Let’s assume that we manually selected the anchor tags (a) in the older and newer versions as the target web elements. A locator approach that can use information extracted from the older version of the HTML DOM to locate the anchor in the newer version is successful in locating the target web
element. But is it also correct if the locator approach identified the "div" element inside the anchor (in the newer version) as the best matching web element? Such a situation could happen with Similo since the "div" element has many locator parameters in common with the target anchor that we are trying to locate. We note that the "id" and 'class' attributes share some similarities with the target anchor in the older version. Also, the location, size, and shape are likely to be very similar. It might be possible for the "div" element to get an even higher similarity score than the anchor (in the newer version) and would therefore be selected as the most similar candidate web element. By simply comparing the Absolute XPaths, the "div" element would not be correctly located unless we allow some tolerance in the comparison, as in our selected oracle. The tolerant comparison method was used when comparing an XPath with the correct XPath (the oracle) for all the single-locators, LML, and Similo.

Listing 5.2: HTML extracted from the YouTube logo in the older and newer version of YouTube.com.

```html
1  <!-- YouTube logo in the older version of YouTube.com: -->
2  <a class="masthead-logo-renderer yt-uix-sessionlink" id="logo-container" title="YouTube Home" href="/web/20190802000022...">
3    <span title="YouTube Home" class="logo masthead-logo-renderer-logo yt-sprite"></span>
4  </a>

6  <!-- YouTube logo in the newer version of YouTube.com: -->
7  <a class="yt-simple-endpoint style-scope ytd-topbar-logo-renderer" id="logo" title="YouTube Home" href="/web/20201201235946...">
8    <div id="logo-icon-container" class="yt-icon-container style-scope ytd-topbar-logo-renderer">
9      <svg class="style-scope ytd-topbar-logo-renderer"...></svg>
10  </div>
11  </a>
```

5.5 Results

In this section we present the results of the experimental study we conducted by answering the two research questions.

5.5.1 RQ1 - Robustness

Table 5.5 contains the number of located and non-located web elements for all the single-locators, LML, and Similo. As can be seen from the Table, Similo
Table 5.5: The total number of located and non-located web elements for all websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locator</th>
<th>Located</th>
<th>Non-Located</th>
<th>Non-Located %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute XPath</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative ID-based XPath</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium IDE</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montoto</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robula+</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LML (theoretical limit)</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similo</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

failed to locate 11% of the web elements while the theoretical limit variant of LML failed to locate 27% out of 801 target web elements.

Robula+ was the most robust of the single-locators (39% non-located), while absolute XPath was the least robust (83% non-located). This result correlates well with the results gathered in the experiment performed by Leotta et al. that also concluded that Robula+ was the most robust single-locator and absolute XPath the least robust. The only notable deviation between the studies was that the Montoto locator was slightly more reliable (47% non-located) than the Selenium IDE locator (51% non-located) in our experiment. In contrast, the case was the opposite (i.e., Selenium IDE performed better) in the study performed by Leotta et al. Detailed results per website can be found in the replication package [10]. Similo performed better (more located web elements than LML) for 32 of the websites, LML worked better in four cases, and there was a tie when using the 12 remaining websites. LML was only able to locate one additional web element for all the websites where LML performed better.

Manual Analysis of one Failing Case

To better understand why the Similo approach can, in some cases, fail to locate the correct web element, we studied a simplified example from the Aliexpress.com website. Table 5.6 shows a comparison of the locator parameter values for the target web element, the selected candidate, and the correct candidate that we chose to use as an example. We decided to include four locator parameters (Tag, Visible Text, Absolute XPath, and ID-based XPath), compare all the locator parameters using Levenshtein distance, and use the same weight for all locator parameters. Note that we truncated the beginning of the Absolute
Table 5.6: Comparison of the locator values for the target, the selected candidate, and the correct candidate web elements. The locator values were extracted from the Aliexpress.com website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web element</th>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Visible Text</th>
<th>XPath</th>
<th>ID-based XPath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 5.7: The similarity (between 0 and 100) when comparing the target with the selected, and correct web element locator values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locator</th>
<th>Selected cand. similarity</th>
<th>Correct cand. similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tag</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible Text</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPath</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-based XPath</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total similarity</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XPath and ID-based XPath values to save space in the Table since the leading path was identical in all cases.

In the simplified example, Similo located the web element on the second row in the table instead of the third row that is the correct one (according to the oracle). When comparing the XPath, ID-based XPath, and Text values, we note that none of the selected or correct candidates are identical to the target web element. The only locator parameter value they all have in common is the Tag name (the candidates are all anchors).

Table 5.7 presents the similarity when comparing the locator parameter values using Levenshtein distance with a weight of one. The Tag locator receives the value 1 since all the values are identical. Both the XPath and ID-based XPath values of the target locator parameters are slightly more similar to the correct candidate (0.91 vs. 0.89). Still, the difference was not big enough to compensate for the fact that the Levenshtein distance function evaluated that the Visible Text "Home & Garden" is more similar to "Home Improvement" than to "Home" (0.43 vs. 0.30).

In summary, the candidate selected by Similo got a similarity score of 3.21, while the correct candidate got only 3.12, resulting in an incorrect match.

To study how the distribution of similarity scores differs between candidate web elements, we picked a random application (Ups.com, using a digital dice). We extracted the calculated similarity scores between each target element and all the candidates. Figure 5.7 contains a scatter plot of similarity scores when
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Figure 5.7: Similarity scores in a scatter plot containing all candidate web elements and the correctly located one on the Ups.com website.

Comparing the first of the correctly located targets with all of the candidates. The scatter plot shows that the similarity score of the correctly located target (7.6) is separated from the remaining similarity scores (less than 4.7). All the correctly located targets follow the same pattern (clearly separated from the rest) with one exception where two similarity scores were close but separated from the remaining similarity scores. Next, we analyzed another target element and picked the first of the incorrectly located targets, visualized in Figure 5.8. In this case, the correct candidate web element (according to the human oracle) only got the fifth highest similarity score. We note that the correct candidate web element was not separated from the remaining candidates.

To summarize, for what concerns research question RQ1, we can say that, for the considered applications, the adoption of Similo results in a significant reduction (from 27% down to 11%) of the number of broken locators, which is expected to be associated with a corresponding reduction of the maintenance effort required to repair the test scripts using such broken locators.
5.5.2 RQ2 - Performance

Table 5.8 shows the average time to locate all the target web elements among the candidates using Similo on ten websites (randomly selected from the 48 included websites using a digital dice). The performance measurements were clocked on a Windows machine with an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X processor equipped with 12 cores running 20 simultaneous threads (out of 24) at 3.79 GHz. In this experiment, we used 20 threads only, leaving some threads available for other tasks, e.g., our development environment and the operating system, to avoid being interrupted. The 'Locate all targets' column contains the total time (in milliseconds) to locate all the targets among the available candidates. Time per target is calculated by dividing "Locate all targets" by "Target count". We calculated the average time to locate one target web element using Similo to be four milliseconds on this machine (based on all the 48 included websites). As we can see in Table 5.8, localizing a target web element typically take more time when there are more candidate web elements. This result is natural since the Similo approach (described in Section 5.3) compares the target with each candidate to identify the best match resulting in a longer time to locate a target.
Table 5.8: The average time (in milliseconds) to locate a target among the candidates on ten randomly selected websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Locate all (ms)</th>
<th>Target count</th>
<th>Cand. count</th>
<th>Time/target (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple.com</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix.com</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espn.com</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon.com</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1762</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity.com</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paypal.com</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram.com</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit.com</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1223</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usps.com</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter.com</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

when there are more candidates. Note that we have not included standard deviations in Table 5.8 since the Similo calculation is performed in memory isolated from other threads or network delays resulting in a predictable result and, therefore, a negligible standard deviation.

To summarise, with respect to the research question RQ2 we can say that the time required by Similo for selecting a web element is undoubtedly acceptable (in the order of milliseconds).

5.6 Discussion

The result that the Similo approach is more robust than the baseline approach is promising since it indicates that such novel approach can lower the maintenance cost of web-based test automation by reducing the manual effort to repair broken test automation scripts. The Similo approach can, for instance, be used as a foundation to create tools and frameworks for web-based test automation that can execute tests more reliably without sacrificing performance. With a more robust automated test execution, the human testers could focus on other tasks, e.g., test strategies or exploratory testing, instead of putting a lot of the effort into script maintenance. Tools or frameworks that rely on Similo could also aid the human tester by storing and automatically repairing all the web element locators, thus reducing the manual labor when application changes occur.

The average time to locate one web element in the evaluated websites is roughly four milliseconds using the Similo approach. This search time should be compared to the time for performing GUI interactions, which for automated GUI tests is typically measured in the order of hundreds of milliseconds or
even seconds. Also, for websites, network latency, etc., can be considerably larger than on the order of milliseconds. As an example, Mahmud et al. [108] report that in their study, automated tests are about six times faster to execute compared to a manual tester but that it still takes about ten minutes to run a test script with an average size of 45 test steps (13 seconds per test step in average). Therefore, we do not believe the Similo approach’s performance will be a limitation for either future academic research or industrial application.

However, no solution comes without drawbacks. In the case of the Similo approach, see Section 5.3, one possible drawback is that it will always return a matching web element as long as there are candidates unless a threshold is used that rejects matches with a lower similarity score. Without a threshold, the Similo approach will return a matching but incorrect web element even if the target web element is not yet present or available on the webpage. This is a typical case of the synchronization problem that can occur on websites due to latency where parts of the webpage are loaded faster than other parts. The consequence is that not all elements are available for localization, increasing the chance of a faulty web element being matched with the target. Hence, using the Similo approach, a test script could attempt to perform the next action in a scenario on an incorrect web element instead of waiting for the correct target web element to appear/load. This problem, to synchronize the test execution with the webpage (or AUT), is also present for the LML approach and is a well-known challenge present in GUI-based testing in general [33, 36, 37, 57, 66, 76, 90, 115]. A possible solution to this challenge is to use a threshold, representing the lowest acceptable similarity score a target web element must have. For example, suppose that the threshold is not achieved with the current candidate web elements when expected to include a correct match. In this case, we can draw the likely conclusion that not all web elements have been loaded, triggering a rerun of the localization. If the rerun fails and the threshold still not obtained, we can continue to rerun the search or conclude that no matching elements are available, e.g., due to website failure. However, this solution presents some additional questions, for instance, how many times should the approach search and how much time should it wait between searches? We cover optimization of weights and other possible enhancements in Section 4.7.

Regardless, defining a suitable value for the threshold is non-trivial. If the threshold is set too high, that might eliminate valid matches, and if it is set too low, incorrect matches may be chosen due to the aforementioned synchronization challenge. The challenge is present during test execution of scripted test sequences, where dynamic waits are appropriate to minimize total test execution time, and therefore a common challenge that warrants more research.
Despite not resolving all challenges of effectiveness and efficiency, we claim that Similo shows great potential for improving web-based testing in industrial practice. The approach is currently implemented in Java and can, with minimal effort, be integrated into existing Java-based Selenium test suites. A possible solution would be to create a plugin that uses Similo to locate a Selenium WebElement given a set of locator parameters. Furthermore, the approach is agnostic to the AUT’s programming language and implementation details, as long as there is an available GUI structure (e.g., the Android SDK or the Windows accessibility framework). While evaluating Similo on mobile and desktop applications would be interesting for future work, this research focused only on evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of Similo on websites.

Similo can be used to improve the robustness of test execution (of websites) by making it tolerable to minor changes to the web elements and thereby mitigating locator maintenance costs. However, this additional robustness also presents an interesting but very relevant challenge. By increasing the robustness of the localization, the test scripts can identify web elements that have been, to some extent, or even significantly, modified. This tolerance helps the scripts carry out their purpose of testing the application on a scenario-level of abstraction. However, at the same time, this makes the scripts less sensitive to unintentional or faulty changes to the web elements that could, as an example, cause erroneous behaviors when the AUT is fully integrated with other applications or services. Hence, while Similo provides more robust scenario-based test execution, from a human perspective, it lowers the script’s capabilities of finding technical issues such as incorrect tags, IDs, etc. However, this trade-off is considered acceptable since the purpose of most scenario-based GUI tests is to test the user scenarios and not the correctness of the GUIs architecture/implementation.

In summary, Similo utilizes the triangulation of multiple locator information to identify correct web elements. The approach is shown to be more effective at finding elements than the baseline solution and efficient enough for practical use. The approach thereby advances baseline but does not fully solve the problem of perfect element localization. Further research is warranted in the area, which should also investigate what locator parameters to use, how to weight locators, set suitable threshold values to evaluate if the approach can mitigate the synchronization challenge.
5.7 Threats to Validity

Selecting the target web elements to locate in our experiment, i.e., establishing the "ground truth" for our experiments, is a threat to the internal validity. We tried to minimize this threat by selecting all the web elements present on both versions of the website homepage that belonged to specified categories of web elements. However, some of the websites were redesigned or had almost nothing in common with the older version, resulting in few web elements in common between versions. We decided to include redesigned websites or websites containing few web elements since that occurred in public websites and is a realistic scenario. The choice of locator parameters included in our study is also a possible threat since we used 14 locator parameters with the Similo approach and only five localization algorithms with LML. We, however, consider this to be a realistic scenario since Similo supports a wide range of locator parameters while LML only works with locators that can identify unique matches. To reduce this threat to the internal validity, for LML, we decided to use the same selection of locators in our experiment as well as adopted in the paper [99] and in consultation with the original LML authors (also authors of this work).

The applications and versions selected for the study might also pose a threat to external validity. We decided to pick the top 48 sites from Alexa.com to reduce this threat since we have no control over the websites listed on that site. The website versions selected affect the number of failed localization attempts since a long time between two releases is likely to contain more changes. We reduced this threat by selecting the same interval (one to five years) between website versions as Leotta et al. [99] and picking a random number for each website that specifies the time in months between versions.

That we only selected web elements from the homepage (the start page) of each of the websites can also pose a threat since the homepage might not contain the same distribution of web elements as the entire website. To reduce this threat, we extracted and counted all the web element tags in all the homepages to check if any of the most commonly used tags were missing in our sample of homepages. We concluded that only one of the tags was unrepresented and that this was considered reasonable.

The choice of web element types to extract from the homepages could pose a threat to the validity of our study. Similo, and the LML approaches are, however, agnostic to web element types. For the approaches, the tag name and the attributes of a web element are just a collection of parameters that should be compared. Therefore, we argue that this design choice has a minor impact only on this study’s external validity.
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Since the similarity score is highly dependent on the weights chosen for the comparison, illustrated in Figure 5.4, they also affect the results. We decided to compare Similo against the theoretical limit variant of the LML approach and used only two different weight values (0.5 and 1.5) to mitigate this threat, even if we might have got an even better result by comparing with the weighted variant of LML and optimized the weights for Similo. Therefore, we perceive that the experiment was conducted non-optimally (from the Similo perspective) and, therefore, the results obtained are underestimations. This conclusion is logical as previous work on weight optimization has provided better results with optimized weights [86]. This actually highlights the high effectiveness and potential of the Similo approach.

5.8 Related Work

Although there are no established proposals, the problem of maintaining and evolving test scripts is well considered in both industry and academia. In practice, two categories of approaches, opposite but not mutually exclusive, exist: approaches that apply post-repair techniques when a locator fails to select the correct locator and others, more preventive, aiming to generate robust locators.

5.8.1 Automatic repair of broken locators

A category of approaches that shares the same goal of Similo, i.e., reducing the overall test suite maintenance effort, is the one based on automatic repair of test scripts and in particular of broken locators. This category has been investigated by various researchers (e.g., [49, 75, 86] and the contained approaches are often based on algorithms similar to those used to generate robust locators.

In this category we found WATER, proposed by Choudhary et al. [49], a tool-based approach able to repair web application test scripts. The authors of this paper claimed that test scripts mainly break for three reasons: structural changes (i.e., related to the DOM tree), content changes (i.e., attribute or web page changes), and blind changes (related to server-side changes). The approach is based on the concept of differential testing, i.e., comparing the execution of the test scripts on two different releases: one where test cases fail and one where they pass. Even though WATER is designed for script repair, the underlying algorithm contains an algorithm used to locate the most similar web element based on weighted locator parameters. Differently from us, the algorithm only considers six locator parameters (XPath, coord, clickable, visible, index, and
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hash), where XPath’s are compared using Levenshtein distance [8] and the rest of the locator parameters are considered correct only if their values are (exactly) equal. The similarity check is used when selecting the best web element among elements identified using id, XPath, class, linkText, or name when there is more than one candidate.

Another representative of this category is WATERFALL [75], built starting from WATER, but which improves its idea and effectiveness. The algorithm implemented in WATERFALL is based, similarly to WATER, on differential testing, and uses exactly the same heuristics to executes the repairs. However, it does take into account the intermediate minor versions occurring between two major releases of a web application. This modification to the original idea has improved its effectiveness, as shown by the experiments conducted (209% improvement of the number of correct repairs being suggested).

Recently, a novel tool, named COLOR, for repairing broken locators have been proposed by Kirinuki et al. [86]. The approach considers various properties such as attributes, positions, texts, and images to propose a repair. From an experiment conducted by the authors it can be seen that COLOR is more effective w.r.t. complex changes (e.g., page layout changes) than WATER, the state of the art tool in this context. Results shows that COLOR ranks the correct locator with a 77% - 93% accuracy.

Erratum is the name of another recent approach proposed by Brisset et al. [42] that utilizes a DOM tree matching algorithm to repair broken locators in a website. Their results indicate that Erratum has a 67% better accuracy of locator repair than WATER.

GUIDifferEntiator (GUIDE) is a non-intrusive, platform-, and language-independent tool proposed by Grechanik et al. [70, 163] that can identify changes in the GUI trees of two successive releases of a web application. Testers can use the tool to identify DOM changes to provide guidance or estimates for test planning and repair.

As already mentioned Similo does not belong to this category of approaches that carry out the repair of locators but approaches the same problem in a preventive way.

5.8.2 Generation of robust locators

The problem of generating robust locators is considered mainly in the context of information retrieval and data mining, for extracting information from semi-structured sources (e.g., XML and HTML pages). However, the same problem is also relevant in the context of automated browsing of web applications and in the
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context of automated E2E testing for web application. In this section, we limit ourselves to this last context but the previous ones are also very important and often the techniques proposed in the testing field have been produced starting from the first ones.

Several algorithms for generating robust locators (we will call it single-locator generation algorithms to differentiate it from the concept of multi-locator) have been proposed in the literature.

Among these algorithms we find that of Montoto et al. [117]. This algorithm generates XPath change-resilient expressions iteratively, following a bottom-up strategy. It starts from a simple XPath expression and then extend it by concatenating sub-expressions until a target element is identified. First, the algorithm tries to identify the target element using text and the value of its attributes. Then, if the generated XPath is not a unique locator, its ancestors and the value of their attributes are considered one after the other until the root is reached.

Other algorithms for generating robust XPath’s are ROBULA [98] and ROBULA+ [100], proposed by Leotta et al. The ROBULA+ algorithm [100] (ROBULA was its antecedent) is considered the state of the art algorithm for automatically generating robust XPath expressions. The intuition behind ROBULA+ is simple and effective: to combine XPath properties using ad-hoc heuristics in order to maintain the locators as short as possible and so robust. The algorithm, similarly to the one proposed by Montoto et al., produces the locators iteratively starting from the most generic XPath locator that selects all nodes in the DOM tree (\texttt{//*}). Subsequently, it refines the generated XPath expression until only the element of interest is selected. In such iterative refinement, ROBULA+ applies a set of transformations, according to a set of specialisation steps, prioritisation and black listing techniques.

Another approach for increasing the robustness of a locator is to not only consider the attributes of the target web element, but also its neighboring web elements, as proposed by Yandrapally et al. [166]. Using neighbour information, a web element can be partly or entirely located based on the attributes of the neighboring web element through an approach similar to triangulation. As an example, assume that the web page contains a text field with a label above it. In this case, the text field can still be located even if it is replaced, given that the label above it can still be identified. The work by Yandrapally et al. is a suggested enhancement (called ATA-QV) to the technique and tool proposed by Thummalapenta et al. [151], simply called ATA. ATA is a commercial tool developed at IBM that aims to improve the robustness of locating web elements compared to using absolute XPath’s by associating web elements with neigh-
boring labels. The idea underlying the tool is that robustness of locator can be pursued by relying more on labels (i.e., the visual landmarks) and less on page structure. When there is more than one web element with the same label, ATA uses an XPath complemented with additional attributes, such as index or class, and can, in many cases, relocate web elements even when they moved in the subsequent version or their attributes changed.

These last two approaches (ATA and ATA-QV) are promising for generating robust locators because they take advantage of multiple aspects of the representation of the application under test and eliminate almost entirely the usage of the web page structure. Although ATA is a promising approach, differently from Similo, it uses only one locator parameter (a text label) that will only result in a match when there is one unique label on the web page and when the label names match exactly. This drawback can be reduced by using contextual clues, as proposed by Yandrapally et al., making the localization more tolerant to changes since it might be possible to locate the web element based on the labels in surrounding web elements.

Recently, some commercial state-of-art testing tools — such as e.g., Testim\(^3\) and Ranorex\(^4\) — apply and use locators generation algorithms based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) to improve robustness. This seems to be the new frontier in the context of E2E testing of Web applications and the results are promising, as evidenced also by some recently proposed academic papers (SIDEREAL tool [96] and the algorithm proposed by Nguyen et al. [128]). SIDEREAL [96] is a statistical adaptive algorithm able to learn the potential fragility of HTML properties from previous versions of the application under test and thus producing robust locators specific to a given web application. SIDEREAL, based on the property of adaptivity that distinguishes it, outperforms ROBULA+'s heuristics in terms of robustness. The other recent generation algorithm has been proposed by Nguyen et al. [128] and is based on a combination of two methods: a new XPath construction method and a rule-based selection method of the 'best XPath' for a target element. The former method uses the semantic structure of a Web page as starting point to build neighbor-based XPaths. Similarly to ATA, it also relies on textual presentation that is visible to users.

Similo is inspired by these related works, combining several technical solutions to improve locator robustness. In common with the LML approach, Similo tries to take advantage of multiple sources of information instead of just one as single-locator algorithms. Unique to the Similo approach is that it collects loca-

\(^3\)https://www.testim.io/blog/why-testim/
\(^4\)https://www.ranorex.com/blog/machine-trained-algorithm/
tor parameters from all visible web elements on a web page before making any comparisons. This information allows neighboring web element information to be used similarly to the approach proposed by Yandrapally et al. Additionally, our approach allows all locator parameters to be compared, weighted, and tallied into a combined similarity score for each web element compared against all candidate web elements to find the best suitable match. Our approach also enables using a threshold value to filter how similar candidate web elements have to be considered a match. In contrast, for instance, the LML approach returns a set of candidate web elements that could all match the target web element. However, since the LML approach does not provide any additional information (other than the locator weight), it’s more challenging to determine which of the candidates is the most probable match.

5.9 Conclusions and Future Work

Test script fragility, caused by unreliable localization of web elements, is one of the dominant challenges in GUI test automation [141]. We propose a novel approach, Similo, that identifies the web element, from a set of candidate web elements, with the highest similarity to the locator parameters of the target web element. We compared the robustness and performance of Similo against the baseline approach, identified in the multi-locator presented by Leotta et al. [99]. Experimental results show that Similo only failed to correctly locate 91 out of a set of 801 web elements, while the baseline approach was unable to locate 214 of the web elements from the same set. The time needed to locate one web element was roughly 4 ms for Similo and should not be a major performance problem when executing GUI-based test scripts since the time to perform a test case is typically measured in the order of seconds.

A benefit of the Similo approach is that we can use any locator parameters regardless of the locator is able to uniquely identify a web element or not. We used fourteen locator parameters in this experiment, but we might have got an even better result with a more extensive set of locator parameters. However, more research is needed to identify the locator parameters that give the best contribution to the robustness.

The locator parameters, comparison operators, and weights (here referred to as properties) selected for the empirical study are all merely initial selections and values. We emphasize that we do not claim the properties to be optimal for any website. While the experiment shows that the properties selected resulted in less failed localization attempts, that does not mean that we cannot find an
even better set of properties. A more optimized set of properties would perhaps result in fewer failed localization attempts and a higher margin between the best matching web element and the second best, making the Similo approach even more robust. In future research, we aim to optimize the properties used in this study to improve the Similo approach results. This research includes looking at the possibility of dynamically adjusted weights and comparison methods using feedback-based optimization. Such techniques are considered suitable since the optimization of this problem is perceived to be context-dependent, i.e., the best combination of properties may be unique to each application.

In this paper, we have deliberately ignored the problem that it takes some time to transition from one application state to another after performing an action (e.g., a mouse click). The test execution needs to wait for the next application state to avoid the potential risk of fetching the candidate web elements before they are all available. Failing to fetch the complete set of candidate web elements might cause a script that relies on the Similo approach to fail if the correct web element is not present among the candidate web elements.

In conclusion, Similo, inspired by previous works, has been shown in this study to provide more robust web element localization with perceived suitable execution time to make the solution applicable in practice. Additionally, several possible improvements to the approach are discussed, and we outline future research based on these ideas. Hence, future research is warranted in this area to continue to address the fundamental challenges with GUI testing regarding robust web element localization and synchronization. In this study, the focus has been on websites only. Still, we see no reason why Similo cannot be used on any application with a GUI (e.g., desktop or mobile apps), not just websites, where locator parameters can be extracted from GUI widgets and used for localization.
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Chapter 6

Robust Web Element Identification for Evolving Applications by Considering Visual Overlaps

Abstract

Fragile (i.e., non-robust) test execution is a common challenge for automated GUI-based testing of web applications as they evolve. Despite recent progress, there is still room for improvement since test execution failures caused by technical limitations result in unnecessary maintenance costs that limit its effectiveness and efficiency. One of the most reported technical challenges for web-based tests concerns how to reliably locate a web element used by a test script.

This paper proposes the novel concept of Visually Overlapping Nodes (VON) that reduces fragility by utilizing the phenomenon that visual web elements (observed by the user) are constructed from multiple web-elements in the Document Object Model (DOM) that overlaps visually.

We demonstrate the approach in a tool, VON Similo, which extends the state-of-the-art multi-locator approach (Similo) that is also used as the baseline for an experiment. In the experiment, a ground truth set of 1163 manually
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collected web element pairs, from different releases of the 40 most popular web applications on the internet, are used to compare the approaches’ precision, recall, and accuracy.

Our results show that VON Similo provides 94.7% accuracy in identifying a web element in a new release of the same SUT. In comparison, Similo provides 83.8% accuracy.

These results demonstrate the applicability of the visually overlapping nodes concept/tool for web element localization in evolving web applications and contribute a novel way of thinking about web element localization in future research on GUI-based testing.

Keywords: component, formatting, style, styling, insert

6.1 Introduction

In modern software engineering, test automation is a key activity, where automated tests are used to continuously monitor the software’s quality and provide frequent feedback to developers [108]. However, much of this automation has been restricted to lower-level testing such as unit and integration tests [131]. Higher level testing, particularly with graphical user interface (GUI) tests, are still mostly manual and therefore a costly activity in practice [71, 73].

While GUI tests can be used to verify the correctness of the GUI’s appearance, the focus of many GUI tests is on verifying functional correctness of the system under test (SUT) [30], i.e. system testing through the SUT’s GUI [39]. However, despite continued research since the 1980s, several key challenges remain and limit the widespread adoption of automated GUI testing [121]. One of these challenges is the robust identification of GUI elements. This issue has been described for many domains, and several approaches have been proposed to increase the robustness of GUI element localization [98, 100, 117, 166]. Robustness is, in this instance, defined as the correct identification of a web element when it is available and reporting no match when a web element is unavailable. This property is particularly important as automated web application tests are typically used for regression testing as software systems, and their GUI elements, change and evolve [61].

Despite its importance, research has had marginal success in solving the challenge of robust GUI element localization [121]. Instead, much research has been focused on extending GUI testing technologies, only utilizing the already available web element localization solutions—example of such extensions are test generation and GUI ripping [127, 154]. Some research, however, has been
made investigating new types of locators, e.g., image recognition [168], or multi-
locators [100]. However, we still consider web element localization an unsolved
challenge [121], warranting more research to improve the general robustness and
maintainability of available GUI testing techniques and tools.

Nass et al. proposed an approach called similarity-based web element local-
ization (Similo) [122], which calculates a weighted similarity score between the
target web element in a previous version, and all web elements (candidates),
in a revised version, of a web application. The target web element contains
the desired properties (e.g., attributes) that are compared with each candidate.
They compared the Similo approach with the multi-locator approach proposed
by Leotta et al. [99] and found that Similo can correctly locate more target web
elements than the multi-locator when evaluating web elements extracted from
40 commonly used homepages.

This study presents the novel concept of Visually Overlapping Nodes (VON).
The concept makes use of the structure of how modern web applications are con-
structed (i.e., as hierarchies of components with specific attributes and charac-
teristics) and how this structure is formalized in the document object model
(DOM) [160]. Our investigations show that multiple DOM nodes often point to
the same visual element in the rendered GUI, implying that any of these nodes,
if found to be a match to the sought visual element, will constitute a valid match
if used for a graphic validation of the SUT. DOM nodes (typically arranged in
a hierarchy) that represent the same visual element (e.g., a button or menu
item) are, in this paper, referred to as visually overlapping nodes (VON). As an
example, a menu item that is represented by an anchor tag (<a>) containing
two span tags (<span>) in the DOM. All three DOM nodes visually appear as
the same element (as observed by the user) even though they are three separate
nodes. The benefit of this approach is that it increases the chance to find at
least one good match for a provided target, thus leading to more robust web
element identification.

While many other essential activities need to be in place for robust GUI-
based test automation, we here focus on the vital aspect of GUI web element
identification. If the identification is not robust, later steps of the chain cannot
compensate for this. This focus is visualized in Figure 6.1.

As such, the main contributions of this work are:

• Insights into the relative power of different web element attributes for web
element localization;

• A generally applicable, yet novel, concept called Visually Overlapping
Nodes (VON);
Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of the GUI test case execution process, highlighting the step (web element identification) that is studied in this work.

- An improved version of similarity-based web element localization (Similo) that implements VON (VON Similo).

The continuation of this paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 6.2, we present related work and give more detailed descriptions of the technologies evaluated in this study. Section 6.4 then explains the study’s experimental setup. We present the results in Section 6.5.1, which describes the findings of our experiment. These findings are discussed in Section 6.6 before the paper is concluded in Section 6.7.

6.2 Background and Related Work

In the GUI-based web application testing discipline, a web-element locator is defined as a method, function, approach or algorithm that can locate a web element in a given web page according to a specific parameter. State-of-the-art techniques and tools typically make use of conditions on the attributes of the web elements in the HTML DOM tree (e.g., ids, attributes, or class names). Popular testing tools (e.g., Selenium) provide the possibility to use XPath or CSS expressions to locate elements on the web page [44]. We refer to these types of locators as single-locators.

Single-locators are a reported source of fragility for test suites. Fragility is defined as the lack of robustness of the locators to changes in the GUI definition of the SUT. Test script fragility typically manifests through test cases that fail not because of functional misbehaviors in the SUT but because of the inability of the testing engine to find the web elements needed during the test sequences.
using existing locators [53]. When a locator cannot be found in the DOM tree of the current web page, it is typically referred to as a *Broken locator* [99].

Given the increased complexity and high pace of change of modern web applications, it is highly likely that the attributes or the XPaths of web elements are modified between two versions of the same web application. If single-locators are used, any such change would result in failed localization attempts and require additional effort by the testers to repair the broken test suites.

Leotta et al. proposed the multi-locator approach [99] to limit the fragility of single-locators in web application testing. The approach evaluates multiple locators and uses a voting procedure between the single-locators to improve the accuracy of locating the correct web element in a web-page, thereby improving the robustness and reducing the script maintenance cost.

Similo is another approach of multi-locators based on a weighted similarity score computed on the differences between the locator parameters of the web element to locate and each of the web elements on the current web page [122]. Unlike the multi-locator approach proposed by Leotta et al. [99], which uses five single-locators that uniquely identify precisely one (or none) web element each, Similo combine comparisons on multiple attributes in a single score. Such score can then be used to rank the possible candidate widgets for the current target, thereby finding multiple possible alternatives instead of a single result as Leotta’s multilocator. The algorithm can then select as valid matches all the candidates for which the score is above a given threshold, or select the highest-rated candidate as the single match for the target.

Similo can take advantage of locators that pinpoint more than one web element. For example, Similo can use an absolute XPath that pinpoints exactly one web element in the DOM, but unlike the multi-locator proposed by Leotta et al., Similo can also use the CSS selector ".name" to find all web elements that contain a specific class name even if the query results in several matching web elements.

In the Similo study [122], currently available as a preprint at arXiv, the authors used 14 different locator parameters with corresponding comparison operators and weights summarized in Figure 6.2. The locator parameters Tag, Class, Name, Id, HRef, Alt, XPath and ID relative XPath, Location, Visible Text are collected directly from the DOM-tree. IsButton is a derivate boolean parameter, that was set to true or false according to the values of the attributes Tag, Type, and Class. Neighbor Texts contain a space-separated text of words collected from the visible text of nearby web elements. Specific comparison operators that return a value between zero and one (or exactly zero or one) were selected for each locator parameter. Some locator parameters were compared
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by the Java method equalsIgnoreCase (e.g., Tag, Name, and Id). Others were compared using Levenshtein distance, word comparison, or Euclidean distance. Detailed information about the comparison operators can be found in the Similo paper [122].

The weights for each locator parameter (and comparison operator) were assigned based on their respective stability and uniqueness found by the COLOR study by Kirinuki et al. that used a similar selection of locator parameters when evaluating four open-source web applications [86]. The COLOR approach considers various properties such as attributes, positions, texts, and images to propose a repair unlike Similo that approaches the same problem in a preventive way (i.e., before the script failure occurs). In Similo, the locator parameters were divided into two groups based on the corresponding weights from the COLOR study. Locator parameters with a higher stability and uniqueness were assigned the weight value 1.5 (bold lines in Figure 6.2) and the remaining were assigned the value 0.5 (thin lines in the graphical representation).

6.3 Visually overlapping nodes approach

In this section, we propose an approach to enhance the current state of the art in multi-locators for web application testing with an improved version of similarity-
6.3 Visually overlapping nodes approach

Figure 6.3: A visualization of a hierarchy of web elements represented both visually and from a DOM perspective. It shows that although W2 and W3 are unique entities, they appear to be the same visual component or, at least, overlap visually.

based web element localization (Similo) that implements visually overlapping nodes (VON Similo).

A characteristic of modern web applications is that they are built from elements that contain other elements, e.g., a text label can be contained in a button that is itself contained in a div tag, which in turn may be placed in another container, such as a frame. This hierarchical structure is modeled within the DOM, which is used by web browsers and GUI testing tools to render, identify or interact with elements. From a DOM perspective, each element is considered a unique entity, as it is described by a DOM node identifiable through a unique absolute XPath. However, from a visual perspective, multiple nodes — due to size, placement, and content — represent the same visual element, e.g., a button. This feature of modern web applications thereby implies the existence of a many-to-one connection between DOM nodes and visual elements. In this paper, all the DOM nodes that belong to the same visual element are referred to as visually overlapping nodes (VON).

Fig. 6.3 visualizes this many-to-one correspondence, showing how web elements can be contained in other web elements yet, from a visual perspective, occupy the same area of the screen. In this case, while web elements W2 and W3 are represented with different XPaths in the DOM, both visually point to the same (or nearby) screen area or web element. This phenomenon implies that both web elements (W2 and W3) are equally correct candidate elements
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(i.e., elements available on the current web page) for a target element (i.e., the element that contains the properties that we are looking for) pointing to that screen area. We refer to this phenomenon as visually overlapping nodes (VON), where property-based localization approaches, like Similo, can utilize VON to increase the number of correctly located candidate web elements. Hence, rather than relying on finding one specific DOM node, or absolute XPath, any located DOM node that belongs to the same visual element is deemed a correct match. This approach mitigates test execution fragility by, as mentioned, increasing the number of candidate DOM nodes that can be matched when identifying one and the same web element. Essentially, the approach will be more robust as long as only one or a subset of these nodes change between two revisions.

Formally, we define the approach to identify equivalent web elements as:

Given a web element W1, we define the set of equivalent web elements $e_0, \ldots, e_N$ as the set of web elements that satisfy the following properties:

1. The ratio between the overlapping areas of the web elements on the screen, and the union of the areas of the two web elements, is higher than a set threshold value. Such ratio is computed as,

   $$\frac{\cap(R_1, R_2)}{\cup(R_1, R_2)}$$

   where: $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the rectangles occupied on the screen by the two web elements; the set intersection symbol indicates the size (in pixels) of the common area occupied on screen by $R_1$ and $R_2$, and the set union symbol indicates the size (in pixels) of the union of $R_1$ and $R_2$.

   By experimenting with different threshold values to identify visually overlapping nodes, we finally selected 0.85 as a value for the threshold that allowed us to avoid a definition of visual overlap that was too loose (thereby considering visually separate GUI elements as overlapping) or too strict (thereby finding none or a few visually overlapping nodes).

2. The center of the web element W1 is contained in the rectangle R1.

The addition of the VON concept transforms the locator parameters (e.g., tag, id, or xpath) that are stored and utilized by the Similo algorithm. Each locator parameter value is no longer a single value but is instead substituted by a list of equivalent values collected from all the visually overlapping web elements of a DOM node.
The VON Similo score substitutes the comparison functions of the original Similo, with the following function:

Given the set $ew_1$ (set of web elements equivalent to $w_1$: $e_{1.1}, e_{1.2}, \ldots, e_{1.N}$) and $ew_2$ (set of web elements equivalent to $w_2$: $e_{2.1}, e_{2.2}, \ldots, e_{2.M}$), and the values for a specific attribute of the equivalent web elements, VON Similo computes the similarity between all the possible combinations of visually overlapping web elements for a specific attribute. The maximum of these similarity values is the VON Similo similarity score for that attribute in the comparison, representing the best possible match to the target web element. However, while the match may not be the target web element, this approach ensures that the coordinates of the match overlap with the intended target. As such, from a visual perspective, the target element is identified.

Figure 6.4 presents a visualization of the process of how visually overlapping nodes are utilized in VON Similo. In the first step, denoted A in the figure, a set of target web elements (denoted $T_x \in TS$) and candidate web elements (denoted $C_y \in CS$) are available, where $|TS| \leq |CS|$. In the second step, denoted B in
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the figure, a pre-analysis of TS and CS is performed, clustering all target and candidate web elements according to the visual web elements they are associated with, using the formula presented previously in this section. The outcome of the pre-analysis are clusters TS\_i-TS\_i and CS\_j-CS\_j containing components with overlapping target areas on the screen but otherwise with an unknown overlap in terms of locator properties. In step 3, denoted C in the figure, each target web element T\_x ∈ TS\_i is compared to every other candidate web element C\_y ∈ CS\_j, and a similarity score is calculated. After the comparison, the maximum similarity score of each cluster is kept and associated with all target web elements T\_n-T\_m ∈ TS\_i, resulting in a mapping between T\_i and C\_j as visualized in the last step of the figure, denoted D. This mapping implies that (from a DOM perspective) a given target web element T\_i may not be mapped to the candidate component C\_i = T\_i that was initially used when the target was set in the previous version of the SUT. In Figure 6.4, T\_1 is equivalent to C\_9 but is mapped to its parent component C\_6. However, from a visual perspective, this is irrelevant since both C\_6 and C\_9 point to a visual area that is overlapping with the one containing T\_1.

The benefits of this approach is that the number of valid matching candidates increases, implying that for clusters where a target web element can not be mapped to a suitable candidate, a candidate can still be associated. This increases test robustness by reducing the number of failed test actions caused by minor changes to components that would otherwise be considered false positive test results. One could argue that this approach would increase the number of false positives, or false negatives, by mapping targets to incorrect candidates. However, as we will show, no such trends were identified.

6.4 Empirical Evaluation

In this section, we report the goal, the research questions, the methodology, and the results of the empirical evaluation we performed when comparing VON Similo to the baseline. Similo was selected as the baseline since a previous study [122] (currently only available as a preprint) showed that it was able to locate more web elements when compared to the multi-locator approach proposed by Leotta et al. [99].
6.4 Empirical Evaluation

6.4.1 Goal
The study’s high-level goal is to evaluate the efficiency of VON-based web element locators when applied to web applications. The results are interpreted from the perspective of software testing procedures needing methods to automatically locate web elements in evolving GUIs with high levels of accuracy.

To perform a comparison with the state-of-the-art, we performed an analysis of the accuracy and effectiveness for the base Similo algorithm, that was not performed in the original paper. We also complement the original study with an analysis of the aptness of DOM attributes for widget localization.

6.4.2 Research Questions and Metrics

- **RQ1**: Which are the most frequently used element attributes in web applications?
- **RQ2**: What is the effectiveness of similarity-based web element localization (Similo)?
- **RQ3**: What is the effectiveness of VON-based web element localization (VON Similo)?
- **RQ4**: Which type of multi-locator (Similo or VON Similo) performs better in terms of accuracy?

The objective of RQ1 is to corroborate the selection of an optimal set of attributes for the multi-locator approach employed in Similo (attributes shown in Figure 6.2). We chose these attributes based on related literature. Still, it is unknown how often the attributes are populated with data on a generic web page and, thereby, what value they give to the employed calculation of similarity. It is further unknown if any attribute, which could provide value, is not part of this set. To answer RQ1, we compute two different metrics: the Relative Non-null values for each attribute and the Variability of each attribute.

The objective of RQ2 is to extend and complement the original study performed on Similo [122]. Our purpose is to compute Accuracy, Precision, and Recall for the original similarity-based web element localization approach, to serve as a baseline for our further evaluations. Real-world web applications are used, where we can observe minor and significant changes to the site’s appearance and functionality. The standard Accuracy, Precision, and Recall measures are calculated based on the use of a human oracle by mapping target web elements from the old version of the web application to the new web application.
The objective of RQ3 is to evaluate the accuracy with which VON Similo can locate the correct web element (from a visual perspective), given a target web element, on a new release of the same web application. To answer RQ3, we resort again to measuring three standard measures, Accuracy, Precision, and Recall.

Finally, the objective of RQ4, as a side-objective of the measurement of the Accuracy, Precision, and Recall provided by both types of locators, is to provide a comparison between them.

6.4.3 Methodology
This section presents the steps we took to evaluate the research questions in a controlled experiment.

A replication package is available as an open-source repository.

We will present threats to the validity of the study design in Section 6.6.1.

1. Application Collection: To gather a set of experimental subjects for our evaluations, we collected pairs of versions of the same webpage inside the same web application. The objective was to emulate the maintenance of web application by using target web elements from an old site version and identifying them on a new version.

To avoid biased selections, we selected the 40 top-rated web application in the United States from the Alexa ranking web application. Since the list contained one case of mirrored sites (different URLs leading to the same web application), we used only one of them. We also excluded one web application with adult content due to ethical reasons. The final list of 38 web applications can be found in the replication package.

2. Application Version Selection: The Internet Archive web application was used, to acquire the old version of the web application chosen in the previous step. To further reduce potential biases, we choose to replicate a design employed by Leotta et al., selecting as the newer version (v2) of each web application a version published in December 2020 and as the older version (v1) a version dated R months backward in time (with R

---

1. https://figshare.com/s/e63c3679e925730397ac
3. Since the experiment, the web application (i.e., alexa.com) has been discontinued and is no longer publicly available.
randomly varying between 12 and 60 months, 36 months on average). This choice ensured enough time had elapsed between releases to see graphical and functional differences between the two versions of the web application, enabling us to evaluate the web element finding ability of the approach over time for both minor and significant changes. We perceive minor changes to have higher construct validity for regular operations in practice. Still, we do not want to exclude more significant changes, which can occur when companies re-brand or make more extensive technological updates to their web applications.

3. **Application scraping**: We developed a Selenium-based web scraper to analyze the distribution of the most commonly used web elements and attributes and their distribution among web applications. The scraper collects all attribute values for all web elements for a web page and stores them for further analysis. This scraping is achieved by a script that cycles all web elements in the DOM tree and extracts values defined in the W3C list of HTML attributes. The scraped information is stored in CSV files. Based on the scraped information, we were able to collect the following statistics to answer RQ1: (i) the number of occurrences of non-empty attributes, i.e., different than "" (empty) or `null`; (ii) the variability of the values, i.e., the ratio between the number of different values divided by the total number of non-null, non-empty values. We recognize that the latter metric has more or less inherent variability for specific attributes, e.g., labels. Still, since we did not look at the content for this evaluation, only the variation in content, we perceive this effect to be minor.

4. **Correspondent web element Selection**: To acquire target web elements and oracles for the automated evaluation, we manually selected web elements from each of the 40 web application homepages. We only selected elements from the start page since the Internet archive only stores static pages, meaning that javascript, databases, etc., do not always work. We were only interested in the web element finding ability of the approach and perceived that it is unlikely that web elements on other pages on a web application have a significantly different distribution than those in the home pages. The sample of web elements was also analyzed to verify that we had acquired a comprehensive set of different types of web elements. The web elements that were chosen for the evaluation had to comply with one or several of the following attributes: (i) were possible to perform actions on (e.g., anchors, buttons, menu items, input fields, text fields,
check-boxes, and radio-buttons); (ii) can be used for assertions or synchro-
nization (e.g., top-level headlines); (iii) belong to the core functionality of
the web application homepage; (iv) are present in both versions of the
web application homepage. The rationale for (iv) is given by the study’s
objective to look at the approach’s ability to find web elements over dif-
ferent versions of the web applications. Through this manual selection,
we devised a set of 442 matches (pairs of corresponding web elements) for
the experiment.

5. **Equivalent web elements Selection**: The number of manually-identified
matches is then expanded by applying the equivalence definition according
to the formula in Section III of the present paper. By considering the set
of equivalents of both web elements in each of the 442 pairs, we came up
with an extended set of 1163 matches.

We finally define a balanced test set for applying the Similo and VON
Similo algorithms. To build the test set, we include the aforementioned set
of 1163 matches and 1163 randomly-selected non-matching web element
pairs. We take the same number of matching and non-matching web
element pairs for each considered web application.

6. **Match Definition**: In the experiment step, for each pair of web elements
(either matching or non-matching), we compute the Similo similarity score
and the VON Similo score. The scores are normalized in the range [0, 1].

No normalization step was performed in the original formulation of the
Similo locators. The algorithm, instead, computed the similarity scores
for all candidate web elements and ranked them with no normalization
steps. For our purposes, it was necessary to add a normalization step to
compare the performance of Similo with that of VON-based locators.

A web element of the new web application is considered a match to the
target web element if the Similo (or VON Similo) score is higher than a
threshold. The threshold is provided as a variable parameter to the algo-
rahithm, which is necessary since both algorithms would otherwise always
return a web element (even with a meager similarity score).

7. **Analysis**: The results were then analyzed using formal and descriptive
statistics to identify the metrics used to answer the study’s research ques-
tions. For this study, we use the target web element \(W_t\) to describe
the sought web element taken from the older web application version. In
turn, the correct candidate web element \(W_c\) is sought in the new version
of the web application such that $W_c \in WS$, where $WS$ is the set of all web elements in the newer version of the web application. Given these definitions, we get the following outcomes of a web element localization:

- **True positive (TP)** - When there is a found match such that $W_t = W_c$ when $W_c \in WS$.
- **False negative (FN)** - When there is no match found such that $W_t \neq W_c$ despite $W_c \in WS$.
- **True negative (TN)** - When there is no match found such that $W_t \neq W_c$ when $W_c \notin WS$.
- **False positive (FP)** - When there is a match found such that $W_t = W_c$ despite $W_c \notin WS$.

Counting the occurrences and distributions of the above measurements provides us with the information required to answer all the study’s research questions. Based on such definitions we in fact compute the following derived metrics: *Precision*, as $TP/(TP+FP)$; *Recall*, as $TP/(TP+FN)$; *Accuracy*, as $(TP+TN)/(TP+FP+TN+FN)$.

## 6.5 Results

In this section we report the results measured to answer the research questions defined for the study.

### 6.5.1 RQ1 - Ideal set of attributes for VON Similo

To analyze and justify the selection of attributes for the multi-locator-based algorithms, we computed statistics on the distribution of the attributes on all the included web applications. We computed statistics for all the 170 standard HTML attributes listed by W3C\(^5\).

In the considered web applications, we utilized only 35 attributes (i.e., they were assigned at least a non-null value). In Figure 6.5 we report the percentage of present, empty ("") or absent (*null*) values for each attribute. For the sake of readability, we only report the attributes for which the percentage of times a value is present is above the median for all attributes (0.7%). We distinguish between *null* and *empty* values since for specific attributes (e.g., the textual

\(^5\)https://www.w3.org/wiki/Html/Attributes/_Global
Figure 6.5: Distribution of absent, empty and valued attributes in the selected web pages
Figure 6.6: Top attributes for weighted variability in the selected web pages
content of a web element, identified by the attribute `visible_text`), the absence of a value is itself a piece of information that we can use to locate a web element.

We compute the variability of each attribute as the ratio between the number of different values present in the set of considered web elements for a given attribute and the number of times the attribute is valued (i.e., other than null or empty). To assign a weight to the variability with the relevance of the web elements in identifying web elements, we multiply it with the percentage of valued occurrences measured in the previous step. In Figure 6.6 we report the top attributes for variability in the considered web pages. This result validates the original selection of attributes performed in the original Similo paper since only the XPath, ID XPath, class, text, href, id, and tag attributes were those with the highest variability.

It is worth noting that the XPath and ID XPath attributes have a value equal to 1 for the variability multiplied by the valued occurrence ratio, meaning that they are the only two attributes valued for every web element and for which no pair of web elements can have equal values.

**Answer to RQ1**: The analysis of Non-Null values and variability for attributes in web pages identify XPath, ID XPath, class, visible text, href, id, and tags as the attributes that are most likely to change when present with non-null values in elements of DOM models. The selection of attributes for the Similo algorithm is therefore confirmed as optimal for web elements multi-locators.
Table 6.2: Mean (SD) values of Precision, Recall and Accuracy over the five test sets for VON Similo at varying thresholds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.680 (0.011)</td>
<td>0.991 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.760 (0.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>0.40</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.968 (0.007)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.922 (0.110)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.941 (0.052)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.000 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.475 (0.210)</td>
<td>0.738 (0.105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.030 (0.042)</td>
<td>0.515 (0.021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6.5.2 RQ2 - Similo Performance**

Having finalized the selection of attributes to consider for comparing target and candidate web elements, we evaluated the original Similo over the set of 1163 matches as defined in section C.5.

We performed 5-fold cross validation and optimized the threshold value, used to detect a match, on a training set and then evaluated at that threshold on the hold-out test set. The optimal threshold values were very stable over all folds; for simplicity we thus report results for the full set of web elements.

Table 6.1 reports the mean and standard deviation of precision (P), recall (R), and accuracy (A) at varying thresholds. The optimal threshold, selected to maximize accuracy on the test sets, is shown in bold.

With minimal variations between different folds, the optimal threshold for the algorithm is a rather low value of 0.28. Raising the threshold of the algorithm, in fact, lowers the number of comparisons that are signalled as matches, which reduces the number of false positives. This low value for the threshold may suggest that few attributes with stable values (over the selected set of 14) are sufficient to identify a match between the original and the new web element. Raising the threshold over 0.40 guarantees a high precision for the algorithm (over 90%) at the expense of a rapidly increasing number of false negatives (i.e., number of candidates that are not matched while being correspondent to the target).

**Answer to RQ2**: applied on the test dataset, the original version of the Similo algorithm is capable of providing a mean 82.3% accuracy when a match threshold of 0.28 is used.
6.5.3 RQ3 - VON Similo performance

In Table 6.2, we report the results for VON Similo, in the same format as for Similo above. Also here, the optimal threshold value was stable over the five folds.

By comparing the results in the two tables, it is clear that the optimal threshold is higher for VON Similo. This is likely since the comparison of multiple attribute values — instead of the one-to-one comparison of the original Similo algorithm — increases the likelihood that a candidate web element is deemed as matching with the target one. In other words, the increase of the size of the candidate space, as described in section III, requires a larger threshold or the number of false positives increases.

Even in this case the number of true positives found decays rapidly with increasing threshold, however we can observe a precision of 100% at a threshold of 0.60, supported by a 47.5% recall. We note that practitioners can choose to select a different threshold level that favors either precision or recall depending on the risks and costs they judge a false positive or a false negative to have. However, it is clear that VON Similo can achieve higher accuracy scores than the original Similo algorithm.

Answer to RQ3: applied on the test dataset, the Visually Overlapping Nodes-based version of the Similo algorithm (VON Similo) is capable of providing 94.1% accuracy when a match threshold of 0.40 is used.

6.5.4 RQ4 - Comparison between Similo and VON Similo

In Figure 6.7 we report the comparison of the two ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves drawn for Similo (blue) and VON Similo (red). The ROC curves show the trade-off between the true positive rate (i.e. sensitivity) and the false positive rate (i.e. specificity) of an algorithm, plotted at varying thresholds. For simplicity, we report the ROC curves computed over the whole set of matches without applying the 5-fold split on the data set.

We also report in the graph, as a baseline, a random classifier, which is expected to provide points along the diagonal (i.e., number of true positives equal to the number of false positives). An ideal classifier would instead provide a single point where TPR = 1.00 and FPR = 0.00. In a ROC curve, the closer the curve is to the main diagonal of the ROC space, the less accurate the test.
Figure 6.7: ROC comparison for Similo, VON Similo, and the baseline corresponding to a random classifier
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Table 6.3: Comparison of the mean (std deviation) of precision, recall and accuracy of Similo vs. VON Similo, per subject application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Similo</td>
<td>0.799 (0.130)</td>
<td>0.772 (0.243)</td>
<td>0.783 (0.157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VON Similo</td>
<td>0.965 (0.061)</td>
<td>0.790 (0.915)</td>
<td>0.879 (0.153)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For our purposes, there is no benefit in obtaining a Precision-Recall curve over a ROC curve since, by construction, the data are equally distributed between positives and negatives.

By visual comparison, it is evident how both the algorithms, Similo and VON Similo, provide ROC curves that are significantly distant from the main diagonal (corresponding to a Random classifier). At the same time, it is visually evident that the VON Similo algorithm is overall better than that of Similo. This advantage in using VON Similo can be quantified by computing the area below the ROC Curve (Area Under Curve, or AUC).

As a final comparison, in Table 6.3, we report a comparison of the performance of the two approaches in terms of average accuracy, precision and recall over the set of 33 web pages used in the experiment. From the comparison we notice that VON Similo has globally better values for all the measures on the set of apps, with 88% accuracy against 78.3% accuracy for Similo. We also observe rather high std. deviation values for the computed measures, caused by a variable number of matches and performance obtained with the tool on individual applications.

One can also perform a Wilcoxon (paired) signed rank test [140] of the accuracy values per app which supports (p-value of 0.0001614) the hypothesis that VON Similo (mean accuracy, over the apps, of 88.0%) performs differently than Similo (78.3%). Since the argument has been made that Bayesian statistical analysis can have benefits [65] we also compared the two approaches with a Bayesian signed rank test [38] which gave a probability of 99.9% that VON Similo has a higher accuracy than Similo.

---

6There were clear differences also for precision and recall. We used Python 3.10 and the library baycomp for the Bayesian SignedRankTest and (base) R 4.2 for the Wilcoxon test.
6.6 Discussion

This study has shown that multi-locator-based approaches, using web element attributes, can provide robust web element localization, in the real world, for evolving web applications. When coupled with visually overlapping node based (VON-based) locators, the method is robust with a 94 percent success rate in finding the correct web element.

This result is significant, especially when put into context of how tests are maintained in industry. The study results are acquired from a random sample of web applications with both larger and smaller amounts of change between versions, controlled by the time in the past a web application was sampled (from 6 months to 5 years). In a real scenario, in industry, the probability of only more minor changes between versions is theoretically higher than the scenario presented here since test suites would be run daily or at least weekly. This leads us to the logical conclusion that; in an authentic setting, the average accuracy of the proposed approach would be higher than 94 percent. We base this discussion on the attribute-based locator technology, which precision is affected by change. For example, if only one attribute is changed, the accuracy will be higher than if two or more attributes have changed. For shorter iterations between test runs, the number of changes to the application will be less and, as such, the solution accuracy increases. However, although logically sound, future work is required to verify this conclusion, e.g., through empirical and industrial research.

Regardless, given the result of the study, an interesting question becomes what industry is willing to accept in terms of false test results, since, as stated in Section 6.1, robust web element localization is one of the core challenges with automated GUI testing and perceived a root-cause to its lack of general use in practice. Hence, although the presented results are significant, compared to, for instance, state of the art research by Leotta et al., which reported a success rate of 33-93 percent (93 percent being a theoretical best case limit) [99], a philosophical question remains if 94 percent success rate is good enough? A 94 percent success rate still implies that six web elements will not be found every 100 test actions, or one faulty test behavior every 17 steps of script code.
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run on modified parts of the SUT. For a test suite ordering in the hundreds of test cases, 94 percent success rate would still constitute a significant amount of root-cause analysis and test script maintenance. However, once more, the selected time elapsed between tests of the web application versions were in the experiment abnormal when compared to the time between executions of a GUI-based regression test suite in industrial practice.

However, as a speculative counterpoint, since any accuracy below 100 percent seems to be an issue for larger test suites, the question arises if 100 percent robustness is even achievable. Keeping in mind that web element localization implies searching for a target web element in a context where there is often not an exact match, only a partial match, due to changes in the attributes, appearance, or behavior of the sought web element. Under these circumstances, we also see humans having less than a 100 percent success rate, so the question is how far an automated approach can reach.

Additionally, the attribute-based approach shows that with impartial data, we can still identify web elements with high probability. When one of these web elements is identified, the attributes that are no longer valid can be automatically repaired—Repair, in this case, implies updating attributes that are no longer valid. Thus, mitigating much of the maintenance costs associated with test scripts. Consequently, keeping the delta between test script versions and the SUT low implies a larger probability of web element identification success. Thus, once more speaking towards the potential of the approach’s ability to reach higher than 94 percent success rate in a real scenario in industrial practice.

Conceptually, VON-based locators can work for any DOM-based multi-locator approach, i.e., on other platforms not used in this paper, such as Android or desktop. However, VON-based locators only work with multi-locator approaches and would not work for single-locator (e.g., Selenium-based) scripts due to a lack of information. Consider a Selenium action based on an XPath locator, but said XPath is no longer available in a new version of the target web application. All candidate information can be acquired from the new site, but if additional information is not available for the target web element, there would not be a way to map the target to any of the candidates reliably. This is a limitation of the approach since, a priori, the amount of information to reliably locate a single-locator web element in a different version of the web application is not known. This is a subject of future work that entails ranking the attributes based on their relative power to be used as locators.

Furthermore, the analysis of the attributes used for this work shows that the 14 attributes that Similo used are the most frequently populated ones on
modern web pages. Thus, implying that these provide the most value for web
element localization. This result is significant, as previous works have presented
lists of suitable attributes [49, 75, 86], but not provided empirical evidence to
support these claims. The list of attributes provided in this work, although only
contemporary, thereby provides insights into how to design more robust GUI
testing tools for the foreseeable future. Future work could also investigate if
there are notable dependencies, or even domain aspects, to how these attributes
are populated and how, for further improvements into web element localization
and automated repair. Such analysis should also look at the relative power of
different attributes. Looking at the list of attributes in Figures 6.5 and 6.6
we note some interesting observations. ID is an often mentioned attribute for
web element localization [22, 99, 147]. However, as shown by the results, ID
is seldom used in practice, implying that reliance on this attribute would have
detrimental effects on web element localization. Hence, from a practical per-
spective, the attributes need to be weighed in terms of power versus availability.
One or several commonly available attributes, e.g., XPath or tag, have a higher
probability of being useful than a perceived more powerful attribute, which is
seldom available, such as ID. Further research is, however, required to evaluate
this relative power between attributes.

Another finding concerns the contents of the attributes of the web elements.
In Similo, locator parameters are compared with various comparators such as
equals, Levenshtein distance, and integer distance. These are utilized in this
research based on expert judgment, but other comparators, e.g., euclidean dis-
tance, could also be used. In future work, a valuable analysis would investigate
the types and variability of attribute data to assign the most suitable com-
parators. For instance, XPath strings are unique to each candidate and are
represented as Strings of longer length. This paper uses Levenshtein distance
for their comparison, but other approaches would likely work equally well or
even better. This mapping between key web element attributes, the character-
istics of the attribute data, and comparators could theoretically be done using
machine learning, e.g., using learning to rank [162]. Similarly, we can also op-
timize the weighting of each comparator-attribute tuple. However, this is once
more a subject of future research.

6.6.1 Threats to validity

In this section we discuss the threats to the study and its results pertaining to
the internal, external and construct validity of the research.
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**Generalizability:** The paper provides two contributions; (1) analysis of web element attributes used in industrial practice and (2) VON-based locators. For (1), we perceive the results to be generally valid, as they are gathered from commonly used web pages from larger companies that should be perceived as adopters of best state-of-practice approaches. However, for (2), the results are delimited to web element localization with multi-locators as discussed in Section 6.6. This diminishes the result’s industrial applicability since most industrial frameworks, like Selenium, utilize a single-locator approach. As such, adopting VON-based multi-locators would also require a technological shift in approaches or tooling for developing such test cases. Although scripts that use multi-locators can be developed manually, we perceive recording such tests as beneficial from an efficiency perspective.

**Subject selection:** We took the subjects for this analysis from the Alexa.com web application (as of writing, the site has been discontinued), which reduces bias in the sampling as the web applications on the list are outside the researchers’ control. However, we chose only a subset of the list, i.e., the top 40 pages (33 used after excluding, for instance, broken and duplicate sites). This set is still perceived as significant when compared to other studies in this area of research. However, it is unknown how representative the result is to any general web application on the internet. Analysis of the tags used in the web elements of these web pages does, however, provide us with confidence that all types of web elements that can, theoretically, be encountered have been identified. We stress, however, that this research only focused on web element identification, and therefore detrimental effects that may arise during test execution were not covered. An example of such an effect is the acquisition of web element attribute data during a state transition. A lack of synchronization between the test script and AUT could result in missing attributes if pre-analysis of web element information begins before the AUT is fully loaded.

**Comprehensiveness:** VON Similo was designed with flexibility in mind to optimize its potential use in practice. A drawback of this design is that the comparators and attributes used in this study are a subset of possible attributes and comparators, as discussed in Section 6.6. While not reducing the validity of the results presented in this work, this implies that we could achieve better results with other constellations of parameters. We defend this unorthodox statement by the presented results that indicate a considerable increase in precision and recall compared to state of the art. As such, although there is no threat to the validity of the results of the current implementation, given the set of analyzed web pages, we cannot state if this is the best implementation of the approach.
Further research is thereby required with other constellations and contexts to optimize the approach.

6.7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel location algorithm for web elements in web applications, i.e., Visually Overlapping Nodes (VON). We applied this approach by extending an existing multi-locator approach (Similo), thereby obtaining the VON Similo approach.

To investigate the accuracy of the algorithm, we performed an empirical investigation by manually identifying a set of matches between mutated widgets in different releases of the same application and then measuring the effectiveness of the original and extended approaches to determine correct matches. This analysis led us to measure a +9.9% increase in accuracy for VON Similo with respect to the original approach. It is worth underlining that the original Similo was already proven as better performing than state-of-the-art multi-locator algorithms (e.g., Leotta’s ROBULA+ [100]).

This work first assessed the possible benefits introduced by the concept of Visually Overlapping Nodes when performing GUI testing of web applications. Therefore, fine-tuning the approach can be obtained by empirically finding the optimal values for several fixed coefficients and variables employed by the algorithm.

The algorithms evaluated and compared in this study used only static weights defined in the original Similo algorithm and were compatible with state-of-the-art tools like COLOR[86]. Selecting a different set of weights for the attributes used in the comparison can lead to significantly different results in terms of precision and accuracy. The same reasoning applies to selecting the attributes involved in the score computation.

In our immediate future work, we plan to employ machine learning-based approaches to identify the optimal set of attributes, and related weights, to maximize the accuracy of Similo. As a further improvement of the algorithm, it is possible to consider returning as output not only a single matching web element but a ranked list of the most matching candidates. This evolution of the algorithm can also benefit from the application of machine-learning-ranking (MLR or Learning to Rank) techniques.
Chapter 7

Improving Web Element Localization by Using a Large Language Model

Abstract

Context: Web-based test automation heavily relies on accurately finding web elements. Traditional methods compare attributes but don’t grasp the context and meaning of elements and words. The emergence of Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT-4, which can show human-like reasoning abilities on some tasks, offers new opportunities for software engineering and web element localization.

Objective: This paper introduces and evaluates VON Similo LLM, an enhanced web element localization approach. Using an LLM, it selects the most likely web element from the top-ranked ones identified by the existing VON Similo method, ideally aiming to get closer to human-like selection accuracy.

Method: An experimental study was conducted using 804 web element pairs from 48 real-world web applications. We measured the number of correctly identified elements as well as the execution times, comparing the effectiveness and efficiency of VON Similo LLM against the baseline algorithm. In addition, motivations from the LLM were recorded and analyzed for all instances where the original approach failed to find the right web element.
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**Results:** VON Similo LLM demonstrated improved performance, reducing failed localizations from 70 to 40 (out of 804), a 43% reduction. Despite its slower execution time and additional costs of using the GPT-4 model, the LLM’s human-like reasoning showed promise in enhancing web element localization.

**Conclusion:** LLM technology can enhance web element identification in GUI test automation, reducing false positives and potentially lowering maintenance costs. However, further research is necessary to fully understand LLMs’ capabilities, limitations, and practical use in GUI testing.

**Keywords:** GUI Testing, Test Automation, Test Case Robustness, Web Element Locators, Large Language Models

### 7.1 Introduction

Software testing plays a vital role in ensuring the quality of software applications. However, testing is often a time-consuming and expensive process in practice [71, 73]. By leveraging automation, organizations can run tests more frequently, improve test coverage, and thereby identify more defects faster, with positive impacts on software lead times and software quality [17, 28, 131].

Automation is applied in various types of testing, but one of its primary uses in practice is in automated regression testing. Regression testing allows testers to evaluate the quality of each software release. Typically, at higher levels of system abstraction, such as the Graphical User Interface (GUI) level, testers create a suite of test scripts that simulate end-user scenarios and verify the application under test’s (AUT) correct behavior by using automated oracles [103, 108]. However, it is common for new software releases to introduce changes that can break existing automated regression tests, which require maintenance efforts and costs to update and repair the test scripts. The maintenance cost is exceptionally high when testing an application through its GUI, as GUIs frequently change between releases [26, 58, 152]. In addition, GUI scripts are subject to breaking from changes to the underlying logic and architecture of the AUT that modifies its behavior.

Furthermore, GUIs are primarily designed for human interaction (i.e., not machine-to-machine communication), which presents additional challenges for automation, such as synchronization between the test scripts and the AUT. These challenges, although present, are not considered as prominent in lower-level testing techniques like unit testing [131].

Test script robustness is one of the most reported challenges in web test automation [121]. The challenge involves making tests resilient to smaller changes
to the AUT that should not affect the test execution while still allowing the tests to detect significant differences that could potentially be defects. Many solutions that increase the robustness of locating web elements have been proposed for mitigating this challenge [49, 98, 99, 100, 117, 151]. Some of the more recent approaches use similarity scores to identify the most similar web element to a target. This is done by using previously stored properties (i.e., extracted from the corresponding web element in a previous version of the web application) and comparing the stored properties to the updated web elements [122, 125]. The web element with the highest score is assumed to be the most likely web element to use in an interaction (e.g., a click or type action). While conventional algorithms (i.e., non-AI) can be used for finding similarities between web elements, they still typically lack knowledge about how web applications work and the semantic meaning of texts (i.e., skills possessed by a human tester). Being able to tell if different words or sentences have the same meaning or that two different web elements have contextual similarities (e.g., are closely located or are interchangeable solutions) could be a powerful feature in a testing tool. For example, assume a button in a web interface that changes the caption from 'Submit' to 'Send' in an updated version. A script that relies on the button caption to identify the next action would likely not find the new caption identical to the old caption without some form of semantic understanding, causing a false positive (i.e., a failed script execution). On the other hand, if a test tool could reason that the captions still have the same meaning (i.e., in that specific context), they could perceptively carry on without failing the test execution.

Large language models (LLMs) are trained on vast amounts of data and utilize deep learning techniques to capture linguistic patterns and dependencies [153]. We have only begun to explore the possibilities of using LLMs in test automation. One such example is SocraTest, a vision of a framework for conversational testing agents that could aid a human software tester by performing tasks autonomously [63]. Recent studies utilize natural language processing (NLP) with heuristic search and the DOM structure to identify web elements in web applications [85] or use LLMs to generate text inputs for GUI applications based on semantic understanding and GUI application context [105, 106, 161]. The proposed solution in this paper is based on the hypothesis that we can improve web element localization even further by combining an LLM with a traditional algorithm to take advantage of some of the benefits of the LLM, e.g., its assumed semantic understanding and contextual awareness, while utilizing the speed of the conventional algorithm.

The specific contributions of this paper are:
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- A novel approach that can improve web element localization by utilizing a large language model.

- An empirical study that shows the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach compared to the baseline approach.

- A qualitative content analysis on the motivations gathered from the LLM, explaining the main aspects used when comparing the similarity of two web elements.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 7.2 gives a short introduction to large language models. Section 7.3 covers the details of both previous versions and the proposed enhancement to the Similo algorithm. The design, research questions, and procedure of the empirical study are presented in Section 7.5, and the results in Section 7.6. We then discuss results in Section 7.7 and state conclusions and future work in Section 7.10. Section 7.9 presents related work.

A package for replicating the experiment is available for download from [16].

7.2 Large Language Models

Large language models (LLMs) like GPT-4 have revolutionized Natural Language Processing (NLP) by leveraging the Transformer architecture [153]. This groundbreaking approach replaced traditional recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with a self-attention mechanism, enabling the models to capture long-range dependencies efficiently. These models are pre-trained on vast amounts of data, allowing them to grasp the meaning of input prompts and generate text. Notable examples of recent LLMs include OpenAI’s Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-3, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4) [45] and Google’s Pathways Language Model (PaLM) [50]. ChatGPT is a sibling model to the InstructGPT model, which is an improved version of GPT-3 that has been fine-tuned and trained with human feedback [51] to improve its ability to follow instructions [133]. We can also use ChatGPT as an interface to the newer GPT-4 model, which is several magnitudes larger (i.e., about 1000 times) than previous GPT models and performs close to human-level on some tasks [45]. We have included a more detailed comparison between the two latest versions of GPT in Section 7.5.4.
7.3 Similo

VON Similo is a web element localization algorithm that uses a multi-locator approach, similar to previous works, e.g., Leotta et al. [100]. In contrast to single-locator solutions, multi-locators use multiple properties of a web element, such as ID, XPath, label, and tag, to find a target. This is achieved by comparing the properties of each candidate web element on a web-page with the desired properties of a target element (i.e., the correct candidate), resulting in a similarity score. A heuristic is then applied that the web element with the highest similarity is the most likely candidate to be a match.

VON Similo also utilizes the concept of visually overlapping nodes (VON), which makes use of the hierarchical structure of web elements in modern web applications and their representation in a document object model (DOM) [160]. The VON concept considers that multiple DOM nodes (i.e., web elements) are often visually overlapping (i.e., displayed in the same visual area in the web browser) and conjointly represent the same visual web element to the user. These conjoint elements share or have similar properties, e.g., overlapping areas, coordinates, and similar XPaths. This implies that interactions (e.g., a click) on the area represented by any of these overlapping nodes will yield the same GUI state transition (i.e., event). As such, any of the nodes can be used to execute an automated test case, effectively increasing the number of valid web elements for an interaction from a single element to the number of overlapping elements in a visual area. This increase in targets improves the probability of finding a web element after changes to the tested application, thereby increasing the test execution robustness.

In this paper, we use the following nomenclature:

- **Properties**: attributes and other information (e.g., location, size, XPath, etc.) that can be extracted from a web element.

- **Candidate**: a web element containing properties that can be evaluated by VON Similo. Candidates are typically captured from the currently active (i.e., visible) web page.

- **Desired properties**: the properties we are looking for in a candidate. The desired properties are often captured or recorded from a target in a previous version of the SUT (i.e., when the test script was created or maintained).
Figure 7.1: Graphical representation of the computation of similarity score between two different sets of web element properties.

- **Similarity score**: a score representing the distance in similarity between two sets of properties, where a higher score represents higher similarity between two web elements.

- **Visual web element**: one or many DOM nodes that overlap visually, according to the Visual Overlap heuristics defined by the VON-Similo algorithm (described in Section 7.3.2).

### 7.3.1 Standard Similo

VON Similo is based on the initial version of the Similo multi-locator algorithm proposed by Nass et al. [123]. Similo attempts to identify the web element among a set of candidates that is most similar to the desired properties. The desired properties are often gathered or recorded from a previous release of the same AUT but can be any set of properties. Candidate web elements are typically retrieved from the current (i.e., visible) web page. The standard version of Similo used 14 properties, listed in Figure 7.1.

Each property is associated with a comparison operator and a weight (also included in Figure 7.1). The comparison operator compares the property value of a candidate with the desired property value and returns an output value.
between zero and one (or binary zero or one). Using the output values, a similarity score is then calculated for each candidate by summarizing the weight multiplied by the result from the comparison operator for all 14 properties. After comparison of all candidate element scores, Similo then returns the candidate with the highest similarity score, assumed to be the most similar web element to the target element with the desired properties. Optionally the algorithm can output a ranked list of candidates from higher to lower similarity scores.

### 7.3.2 VON Similo

The concept of visually overlapping nodes (VON) can be applied to Similo to increase the likelihood of locating the correct web element (i.e., according to the oracle) [124]. To illustrate the VON concept with an example, Figure 7.2 contains a picture of the search bar on YouTube.

The light-blue area of the image contains two DOM elements in a hierarchy. A simplified version of that DOM structure is shown in Listing 7.1.

```html
<div class="sbib_b" id="sb_ifc50">
  <input id="search" name="search_query">
</div>
```

Listing 7.1: DOM hierarchy of the YouTube search bar.

As can be seen from this example, what visually appears to be only one element is actually represented by a div element containing an input element (i.e., two DOM elements in a hierarchy). This exemplifies how modern web pages are structured and presents a problem when selecting an oracle that represents the correctly located DOM element (i.e., web element) since there is more than one to choose from. The VON concept handles this problem by treating both of the DOM elements as equally correct by merging the properties of both elements together into one visual web element (i.e., a new virtual element). Listing 7.2 illustrates how such a visual web element could be represented where the double pipe (i.e., “OR” operator) denotes that an attribute could have more than one value.

```html
<div class="sbib_b" id="sb_ifc50">
  <input id="search" name="search_query">
</div>
```

Listing 7.2: Virtual DOM representation.
There are two benefits to the VON approach. First, it reduces the number of candidate web elements (i.e., since there are typically fewer visual web elements than DOM elements on a web page), resulting in a higher probability of locating the correct one. Secondly, merging the properties of all the DOM elements belonging to the same visual web element will result in a higher (or the same) similarity score than distributing the score on several DOM elements in the hierarchy (i.e., any contributions to the similarity score, when comparing the properties, is concentrated on the same visual web element instead of being distributed over several DOM elements).

Two web elements (W1 and W2) are considered to belong to the same visual web element if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The ratio between the overlapping areas of the web elements on the web page, and the union of the areas of the two web elements, is higher than a set threshold value (0.85 was selected by Nass et al. [124]). The ratio can be computed as:

\[
\frac{\cap(R_1, R_2)}{\cup(R_1, R_2)}
\]

where: \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) are the rectangular areas—Calculated using the coordinates (i.e. \(x\) and \(y\)) and size (i.e. \(width\) and \(height\))—where the elements are visible on the web page. The intersection of these areas thereby represents the size (in pixels) of the common area occupied by \(R_1\) and \(R_2\), and the union represents the size (in pixels) of the total area occupied by \(R_1\) and \(R_2\).

2. The center of the web element \(W_2\) is contained in the rectangle \(R_1\). Note that this condition is always true if the threshold is greater than 0.5.

VON Similo (i.e., the VON concept applied on Similo) uses the same set of properties as in Figure 7.1 with the difference that each property value can take multiple values instead of just one, as in the Similo case. A property that holds more than one value is compared several times (i.e., one time per value). Assuming we would like to compare the Tag property in the web elements \(W_1\) and \(W_2\), we would need to perform \(N*M\) comparisons assuming that the Tag
property in W1 contains N values and the Tag property in W2 contains M values. The highest (i.e., best) comparison outcome of the N*M comparisons is selected as the result and appended to the similarity score. As such, the final score can be comprised of the comparator outcomes of property values from multiple DOM elements joined in the new virtual element.

For example, assume that the Tag property values are 'div' and 'span' for W1 and that the corresponding property values are 'span' and 'button' for W2. Comparing all the combinations (i.e., four) will result in a match (i.e., 'span') and return the value one from the equals comparison operator (See Figure 7.1).

7.3.3 Limitations of Similo and VON Similo

While Similo and VON Similo increase the tolerance to changes (i.e., robustness), there are still situations where the algorithms fail to find the web element specified by the human oracle. Our hypothesis is that humans possess reasoning capabilities, e.g., semantic, logical or contextual, about language and web applications that the algorithms lack. For example, assume that a button changed the caption (i.e., visible text) from 'Save' to 'Store'. A human would likely consider them to be equivalent buttons since the semantic meaning (i.e., purpose) is still the same, while the algorithm would struggle since the calculated distance between the two captions, e.g., using Levenshtein distance, would be quite large, negatively impacting the similarity score. Another example is when a button changes from {tag: 'input', type: 'button'} to {tag: 'button'}. If the tags were compared using the equals comparator, or even a distance comparator, the algorithm would not spot any similarities, while a context-aware human might know that a 'button' is a common replacement for an input field of type 'button' (i.e., an older standard). The core hypothesis of this work is thereby that large language models (e.g., GPT-4), trained on a vast amount of texts and websites, possess some form of reasoning, akin to humans, which can complement conventional algorithms to improve their robustness.

7.4 VON Similo LLM

VON Similo LLM is an attempt to take advantage of the speed and determinism of a conventional algorithm, VON Similo, but improved by the language understanding/processing and assumed reasoning capabilities of a large language model (LLM). In VON Similo LLM, we begin by ranking all the candidates present on the current web page with VON Similo. This is done by comparing
Figure 7.3: The VON Similo LLM process.

1. The first step in the process is to extract all the candidate web elements from the currently visible web page and rank them, based on similarity, using VON Similo. VON Similo compares the desired properties with the properties of each of the candidates and produces a similarity score, as shown in Figure 7.1. The candidates are now sorted on similarity score, and the top ten continue to the next step. We decided to limit the number of candidates to ten for our experiments to prevent the prompt from exceeding the usage quota and also reduce the runtime cost of utilizing the LLM API. A usage quota is a limit of tokens spent over some time. Quotas prevent a user of GPT-4 from accidentally paying too much money on prompts.

2. The next step is to convert the ten candidates into a format that the LLM should be familiar with since that enables us to create a prompt without explaining the format. We decided to use JSON since that is a commonly used format when communicating over the Internet. Instead of creating an array, we decided to place each JSON structure on a separate line. Listing 7.5 shows an example of a prompt containing ten candidates encoded in JSON format.

3. The third step is to create a prompt that contains instructions on what we expect the LLM to do and what we would like as output. Listing 7.3 shows
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the prompt structure we used. The first eleven rows of the prompt contain one line of instruction and ten lines of candidates in JSON format. We also provide a unique widget id (i.e., incremental count) with each candidate to simplify the output. Next, we add the instruction that we expect the LLM to return with the widget id to the candidate most similar to the desired properties, also converted into JSON format. Listing 7.4 shows an alternate prompt structure used when asking the LLM to provide us with motivations explaining why this candidate is considered the most similar. We have included a more complete example of the second prompt version in Listing 7.5.

4. The final step is to send the prompt to the LLM. The widget id of the most similar candidate and, optionally, the motivation of the choice, depending on the prompt used, are retrieved as output.

---

Given the following candidate web elements (|| means that an attribute can have multiple values):
<10 candidates in JSON format>

find the one that is most similar to the element:
<desired properties in JSON format>

Answer with the widget_id number(digits) only, no explanation or text characters

Listing 7.3: Prompt structure used in experiment when asking for widget id only.

---

Given the following candidate web elements (|| means that an attribute can have multiple values):
<10 candidates in JSON format>

find the one that is most similar (answer with the widget_id of the most similar and motivate why using a list) to the element:
<desired properties in JSON format>

Listing 7.4: Prompt structure used in experiment when asking for widget id and motivations.

7.5 Methodology

This section presents the research design, the research questions, and the research procedure of the empirical study performed to evaluate the benefits and
drawbacks of VON Similo LLM compared to VON Similo in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

The first objective of the experiment is to evaluate the difference in effectiveness between VON Similo LLM and the VON Similo approaches (i.e., when finding web elements in two different releases of the same web application). The second objective is to compare the runtime performance (i.e., efficiency) of using the two approaches. Finally, the third objective is to evaluate the motivations returned from the LLM to explain why the LLM found the chosen candidate element to be the most similar match to the correct candidate.

### 7.5.1 Research Questions

The study aims to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** What is the effectiveness of VON Similo LLM compared to the VON Similo approach in terms of finding correct web elements?

- **RQ2:** What is the efficiency, measured as execution time, of VON Similo LLM compared to the VON Similo approach?

- **RQ3:** What main aspects does a large language model use to improve web element identification when the conventional approach fails?

The first research question (RQ1) was answered by running both approaches on a set of 804 web element pairs extracted from old and new versions of 48 real-world web applications. With a new version, we refer to a later iteration of a particular web application that has been subject to changes to its code or visual appearance that differentiates it from the older version (Further described in Section 7.5.2). Our hypothesis is that VON Similo LLM, using its reasoning capabilities, e.g., of semantic equivalence, logical patterns, or contextual information, would be able to correctly identify more correct candidates than VON Similo.

Next, research question 2 (RQ2) was answered by measuring the execution times of both approaches to determine the best matching web element. We measured the execution time as the time taken from calling an approach (i.e., by providing it with the desired and candidate properties) and returning the most similar candidate. Our hypothesis was that VON Similo would outperform VON Similo LLM in this aspect since VON Similo LLM utilizes the GPT-4 API (selected in Section 7.5), which, at the time of conducting the experiment, is relatively slow and restricted (i.e., in terms of requests per minute). In addition
to the actual overhead cost, this metric is assumed to give insights to allow us to discuss the current technology’s industrial applicability.

Finally, we answered research question 3 (RQ3) by conducting a qualitative content analysis of the motivations gathered from the LLM, which aims to explain why the LLM found one candidate to be more similar to the correct candidate with some desired properties in more complex cases, i.e., in cases where the conventional approach (i.e., non-AI) failed to locate the correct candidate. This analysis was restricted to cases where the conventional solution failed out of cost constraints, i.e., the output from the GPT-4 API is associated with a monetary cost per output token.

7.5.2 Selecting Web Applications and Extracting Properties

The web applications chosen for this experiment are the same 50 websites used by Nass et al. to evaluate previous versions of Similo [122], taken from the Alexa top 50 list. One of the applications from the top 50 list was deemed inappropriate due to its adult content, and one was a duplicate (i.e., two URLs pointing to the same web application), resulting in a final set of 48 web applications. Additionally, we used the same web application versions, a new one and one 12 to 60 months older, as in the previous study [122], accessed through the Internet Archive website \(^1\). A scraping tool (developed in Java by the authors) was then applied to extract properties from all pairs of web elements that were perceived to be equivalent and available in both the old and new versions of each application. These elements were chosen manually through inspection of the applications and then used as oracles for the study. We manually included web elements for which the following criteria are met: (1) it is possible to perform an action on the web element, (2) the element can be used for assertions or synchronization by an automated testing tool, (3) the element belongs to the core features of the AUT, and (4) the element is present in both versions of the AUT’s homepage (i.e., the page that the main URL points at). Criteria (4) was necessary since the Internet Archive only stores static pages, meaning that javascript, databases, etc., do not always work. Because the pages are static, they often, unintentionally, have diverse behaviors to newer versions of the AUTs. Whilst this design choice of only using the homepage may delimit the generalizability of the results, we perceive this to be a minor threat since most homepages contain the same elements as other pages of an AUT.

\(^1\)http://web.archive.org
Furthermore, this selection process implies that if a human could identify the web element in both versions of the web application, it was likely included. This further implies that some web elements, which had been changed beyond recognition but which were still available, may have been overlooked during sampling. However, due to the size of the sample set and the efforts spent to capture all pairs in the extraction process, we find this threat to be negligible.

We wish to highlight that the experiment only concerns the web element finding ability of the approaches. We were not concerned with the types of interactions that can be performed on the elements nor how to utilize them for synchronization. This objective further justifies our delimitation of only choosing web elements on the homepage of each website since we perceive these to be representative of other pages as well. A perception that may not hold true for actions.

7.5.3 Applying the VON Concept on the Extracted Properties

In the next step of the research procedure, we applied the VON concept, described in Section 7.3.2, on each of the 804 web element pairs to add more values (i.e., from overlapping elements) to the target web element properties. Due to the VON concept, property values of visually overlapping web elements will be merged (i.e., using an “OR” operation) if the ratio between the intersection and the union of the areas exceeds the threshold value (i.e., 0.85 in our case). After applying the VON concept, many properties will contain several values (i.e., options) instead of just one, as when using the standard Similo approach.

7.5.4 Selecting the Large Language Model

Large Language Models (LLMs) are evolving quickly, and new versions are frequently released. For our experiment, we decided that effectiveness (i.e., in identifying the correct candidate) was the most important aspect to evaluate (i.e., before efficiency and cost) since we expect the performance, availability (i.e., allowed requests per minute), and price to change in time as the services mature. This design choice has a direct impact on RQ2, but we still perceive the results as valuable to get a snapshot of the currently available technology. We also expect the effectiveness of LLMs to improve, but evaluating the effectiveness today will still provide us with a baseline for the future. Therefore, we decided to select the most powerful LLM, in terms of effectiveness, available regardless of its efficiency, monetary cost (within reason), and limitations in
Table 7.1: Comparison between OpenAI GPT-versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPT-version</th>
<th>Max tokens</th>
<th>RPM</th>
<th>TPM</th>
<th>Cost 1K tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5-turbo</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>90000</td>
<td>$0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>8K</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40000</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

requests per minute. We also decided to go for an LLM provided by OpenAI due to its reputation and ease of access. Table 7.1 contains a comparison between the different versions currently provided by OpenAI (in April 2023, when we initiated the experiment). As seen from Table 7.1, GPT-3.5-turbo is better in all aspects (e.g., cheaper and more requests allowed per minute), except for max tokens (4K vs. 8K for GPT-4). The model size of GPT-4 is, however, 1000 times larger in size (170 trillion parameters vs. 175 billion parameters), hinting at enhanced capabilities and accuracy [89]. In our case, the additional number of tokens available for GPT-4 is welcome since the prompts of the solution are quite large since they include many web elements, encoded in JSON format, with the prompt. We expect each JSON representation of one web element to be close to 1K characters, meaning that each prompt, with ten web elements, would constitute around 10K characters or 2500 tokens (1 token \( \sim \) 4 characters). This size is also feasible when using GPT-3.5-turbo since it is less than the allotted 4K tokens per prompt. However, since a JSON structure includes many special characters and digits, we expect a lower ratio than four characters per token (i.e., lower than the expected ratio for pure text). A ratio of two characters per token results in 5K tokens for the ten JSON representations alone, motivating our selection of GPT-4 that can receive 8K tokens in one prompt. In conclusion, we choose to use GPT-4 in our experiment even with the drawback of a higher cost, lower RPM (i.e., requests per minute), and lower TPM (i.e., tokens per minute) since increased accuracy and max number of tokens are more important for our evaluation.

7.5.5 Prompt Engineering

Prompt engineering is the intentional construction and refinement of prompts used in natural language processing tasks. It involves formulating precise instructions or queries to produce desired responses from large language models.

We experimented with larger and smaller prompts with or without examples to maximize the correctness of the output while trying to keep the prompt length
Table 7.2: The number of located (and not located) web elements when using one or zero examples included in the prompt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Located</th>
<th>Not located</th>
<th>% Located</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zero-shot</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-shot</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

short enough to be of practical use (i.e., since the prompt size is limited and is associated with a cost).

Initially, the experiment was performed with a minimal prompt with no examples (zero-shot). Hence, each prompt only contained instructions, the ten web element candidates, and a target element in JSON format. Each JSON element contains the property names and values of one web element. We created the JSON elements from the following properties: Tag, Visible Text, Class, Id, Name, HRef, Location, Area, Shape, Alt, Is Button, XPath, and Neighbor Text. Each candidate is also given a unique id to make it possible to ask GPT-4 to return with the id instead of the entire JSON element. The prompt asks GPT-4 to return the id of the candidate that is most similar to the target web element (also provided in JSON format) and specify a list of reasons for the decision. Listing 7.5 shows an example of such a prompt, including the response from GPT-4.

Next, we reran the experiment with a more descriptive prompt that contained one set of example inputs (one-shot) and the corresponding output. The one-shot approach was hypothesized to help train the LLM in how to perform the comparison and thereby provide a better result.

Table 7.2 presents our findings from evaluating the zero- and one-shot approaches. These were calculated on a subset of 70 web element pairs where VON Similo failed to identify the correct target (i.e., by running VON Similo in all the 804 cases). These cases were chosen because they were perceived of higher complexity since the conventional algorithm failed to identify them. As can be seen from the last column in the Table, including one example improved the result from 37 to 41 (i.e., 52.9% to 58.6%), representing a 5.7 percent reduction in not located web elements. Based on this result, and since the additional data for the one-shot did not significantly extend the prompts’ token size, we decided to include one example in all the prompts used in the full experiment, i.e., all 804 web element pairs.

To improve the results even further, we tried to increase the number of candidates sent to the LLM (i.e., a larger list of top candidates proposed by
VON Similo. We observed several drawbacks with increasing the number of candidates: (1) increased cost due to a larger prompt, (2) failure to identify the most similar web element due to many candidates, and (3) GPT-4 needed more detailed examples sticking to the instructed output format (i.e., got confused by the increased prompt size and did not return with the widget id and motivations in the format specified by the prompt). Instead of exhaustively exploring (i.e., with a different number of candidates), we decided that ten candidates and one set of examples (one-shot) would be sufficient for our experiment. Thus, concluding that finding an optimal balance of the number of elements is out of scope for this study. The impact of this design choice results in 13 cases where the correct web element (i.e., according to our oracle) was not part of the top ten candidates sent to the LLM. Hence, making it impossible for the LLM to select the correct web element. As a result, by increasing the prompt size, VON Similo LLM could, theoretically, have reported 13 more identified web elements in this study. However, even doubling the number of candidates from VON Similo (i.e., from ten to 20) would have only resulted in five more instances where the correct element would have been part of the list of widgets sent to the LLM. As such, we concluded that the additional results would not outweigh the additional prompt size and cost of using the GPT-4 API.

Given the following candidate web elements (|| means that an attribute can have multiple values):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Widget ID</th>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Is Button</th>
<th>Xpath</th>
<th>Neighbor Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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find the one that is most similar (answer with the widget_id of the most similar and motivate why using a list) to the element:

The most similar element is the one with widget_id "201". The reasons for this choice are:

1. Both elements have "span" as one of their 'tag' attribute.
2. The text "Beauty, Health & Hair" in the element with widget_id "201" is closely related to the text "Health & Beauty" in the given element.
3. The 'location', 'shape', 'is_button', and 'neighbor_text' attributes in both elements have similar values, indicating that they might be close to each other on the layout of the website and have a similar structure.
4. Although the given element has an 'href' attribute and the element with widget_id "201" does not, this could be a minor change during the evolution of the web application, and the overall similarity of other attributes makes it the best candidate.

Listing 7.5: Sample GPT-4 prompt with response.
7.5 Methodology

7.5.6 Locating Web Elements

We created a tool (implemented in Java and included in the replication package) that uses the extracted web element properties (see Section 7.5.2) to compare the effectiveness and efficiency of the two approaches.

Figure 7.4 shows the process of locating a candidate web element among the candidates extracted from the newer web application version based on the target’s desired properties extracted from an older version of the same application. For each of the 804 web elements that were previously extracted from the older versions of 48 web applications, the desired properties and all the available candidates for the web application homepage were submitted as input to both approaches. VON Similo and VON Similo LLM then identify the candidate that holds properties most similar to the desired properties by comparing the properties of each candidate. Next, the XPaths of an identified candidate are compared with the Oracle XPath. Note that each candidate can have multiple XPaths due to the VON concept since a visual web element may consist of several DOM elements. The candidate is considered located if any of the candidate XPaths are identical to the Oracle XPath (and not located otherwise). Table 7.3 contains a summary of the two possible outcomes after a localization attempt.

We decided to divide the experiment into three phases. Figure 7.5 contains an overview of the phases further explained below. The first and last phases target research questions RQ1 and RQ2, while we aim to answer RQ3 with results from the second phase.
Table 7.3: Description of the localization result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization result</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Located</td>
<td>The approach is able to identify the correct candidate web element where one of the XPaths is identical to the oracle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not located</td>
<td>The approach finds a match among the candidate web elements, but none of the XPaths are identical to the oracle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.5: Overview of the three phases of the experiment.

1. Initially, we attempted to locate all the 804 web elements using VON Similo, which resulted in 70 not being found (see Section 4.4) in the newer web application versions based on the properties extracted from older versions.

2. Next, we asked the LLM (i.e., GPT-4) to identify the correct web element and motivate that choice, given the ten top-ranked elements provided by VON Similo, for the 70 cases where VON Similo failed. We analyzed the motivations given by the LLM to tell if the motivations were based on semantic understanding, context awareness, or using a standard comparison operator (i.e., like VON Similo). See definitions in Section 4.4. The three categories were coded based on literature that utilizes abilities in traditional algorithms, NLP, or LLMs when comparing GUI elements or creating input for testing [105, 106, 122, 125, 161].

We decided to use a subset of the 804 cases to lower the cost of using the LLM API and to reduce the number of motivations to categorize. Selecting the cases where VON Similo failed has several benefits: (1) it is a significantly smaller sample (i.e., less costly), (2) the correct alternative is never the first candidate (i.e., since VON Similo failed), making the choice less evident, and (3) it is more valuable if the LLM can find the
7.6 Results

Table 7.4: The total number of located (and not located) web elements for the two approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Located</th>
<th>Not located</th>
<th>% Located</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
<th>Time / localization (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VON Similo</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VON Similo LLM (one-shot)</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>35.86</td>
<td>1934 (STD 537)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

correct web element when the conventional approach (i.e., VON Similo) fails.

3. Finally, to evaluate VON Similo LLM, we extracted the top ten elements that best match all of the 804 oracles (i.e., correct targets) using VON Similo and asked the LLM to select the candidate that is most similar to the oracle (i.e., the properties extracted from the older version) for all oracles. To optimize (i.e., reduce) the cost and time of the experiment, we did not ask the LLM to provide us with motivations, instead only to return with the id of the best candidate. This design greatly reduced the output prompt from the LLM and, thereby, the execution time since each output character increases the execution time and cost of using the LLM API.

7.6 Results

In this section, we present the results of the experiment study. We present the results according to the order of the study’s three research questions.

7.6.1 RQ1 - Effectiveness

Table 7.4 contains the result when comparing the effectiveness, in terms of being able to locate the correct candidate based on desired properties, of the two approaches. When attempting to identify the correct candidate in 804 cases extracted from 48 web applications, VON Similo failed to locate the correct candidate in 70 cases (i.e., 91.3% correctly located). In comparison, the VON Similo LLM approach (i.e., use an LLM to identify the best candidate among the ten provided by VON Similo) only failed in 40 cases (i.e., 95.0% correctly located). Thus, resulting in a 42.9 percent reduction of not-located web elements when using VON Similo LLM.
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Figure 7.6: Venn diagram containing the number of correctly located candidates (i.e., web elements) for each approach.

The Venn diagram in Figure 7.6 shows the number of located web elements by VON Similo and VON Similo LLM. Both approaches located 724 of the correct candidates. The VON Similo LLM approach located 40 candidates that VON Similo did not locate, and VON Similo located ten candidates that VON Similo LLM failed to locate.

Because we instructed the LLM to only provide a widget id as output and no motivation, in this experiment, it is impossible to analyze why VON Similo LLM did not find the ten cases VON Similo found (further elaborated on in Section 4.6).

To summarize, for what concerns research question RQ1, using the VON Similo LLM approach instead of the conventional VON Similo algorithm, we reduced the number of not located candidates from 70 to 40 cases, i.e., 42.9 percent.

7.6.2 RQ2 - Efficiency

The Time/localization column in Table 7.4 shows the average time in milliseconds to locate one candidate using both approaches (29 vs. 1934 ms). Also, within parentheses, the standard deviation is included for the VON Similo LLM approach (537 ms). We were unable to measure the standard deviation of the VON Similo approach due to the lack of precision (i.e., we could only measure
As expected, the performance of the VON Similo algorithm is much higher (i.e., almost two magnitudes lower execution time) than the VON Similo LLM approach due to the slow response time of the GPT-4 API.

To summarize research question RQ2, the performance of the LLM approach at the time of writing is almost two magnitudes slower than the conventional algorithm due to the long response time from the GPT-4 API (i.e., around 2 seconds on average). While we cannot generalize this result to all LLM solutions, it gives insights into a snapshot of the order of magnitude of time required when we conducted this study.

7.6.3 RQ3 - What main aspects does a large language model use when comparing similar web elements when a conventional approach struggles?

Figure 7.7 shows the results from our qualitative content analysis of the 428 motivations provided by GPT-4 for all the 70 cases (i.e., six motivations per case, on average) when VON Similo could not identify the correct candidate. We provided motivations for selecting the cases where VON Similo failed in Section 7.5.6.

We defined three categories of motivations before the analysis (see Section 7.5.6) to be able to evaluate how frequently GPT-4 incorporates either of the
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aspects; comparison operator, semantic understanding, or context awareness, in its motivations:

- **Comparison operator:** Motivation based on conventional comparison operators (e.g., equals, Euclidean distance, Levenshtein distance). Hence, the only category that the VON Similo approach uses to identify elements.

- **Semantic understanding:** Motivation based on semantic understanding. Semantic understanding refers to interpreting the meaning of information within its context. It involves understanding the relationships between words, sentences, and concepts and the intended or implied meaning behind them.

- **Context awareness:** Motivation based on context awareness. Context awareness refers to the capability to perceive and understand the situational context (e.g., layout and positioning of elements in web applications, in our case).

We categorized 202 motivations (i.e., 47%) to be associated with context awareness, 72 motivations (i.e., 17%) to be associated with semantic understanding, and 154 motivations (i.e., 36%) to be associated with the use of some form of conventional comparison operation (e.g., equals). Some motivations could belong to more than one category. In those cases, we sorted the motivation into the nearest category (i.e., the most appropriate according to the authors). We did not encounter any motivations leading us to refine existing, or add new, categories while performing the analysis. Table 7.5 contains examples of motivations returned from GPT-4, categorized as associated with the comparison operator, semantic understanding, or context awareness. Half of the motivations were gathered from the first prompt responses, while the remaining examples were manually selected to show some alternate or interesting motivations. When comparing motivations from GPT-4 when it was correct or incorrect (i.e., selected the correct candidate according to the oracle), we did not find any pattern in the motivations that would indicate when it was more or less confident of the selection of the most similar candidate.

To summarize research question RQ3, the result indicates that the LLM mainly uses context awareness or semantic understanding (64% of the time) rather than relying on some form of comparison operation (i.e., like a conventional, non-AI algorithm) in more complex cases where a conventional approach failed.
Table 7.5: Example motivations from GPT-4 classified as comparison operator, semantic understanding, or context awareness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples that indicate that Comparison operator is used to find the target</th>
<th>Examples that indicate that Semantic understanding is used to find the target</th>
<th>Examples that indicate that Context awareness is used to find the target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The 'location' attribute in both elements is the same: &quot;20,20&quot;.</td>
<td>The text 'Upgrade to premium' in the element with widget_id &quot;8817&quot; is closely related to the text 'Get premium' in the given element.</td>
<td>The 'location' attribute indicates that they might be far apart in the layout of the website, but the 'neighbor_text' attribute has some overlapping words (e.g., 'spotify', 'support', 'download', 'premium').</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both elements have 'span' as one of their 'tag' attribute.</td>
<td>The text 'Beauty, Health &amp; Hair' in the element with widget_id '201' is closely related to the text 'Health &amp; Beauty' in the given element.</td>
<td>The 'location', 'shape', 'is_button', and 'neighbor_text' attributes in both elements have similar values, indicating that they might be close to each other on the layout of the website and have a similar structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both elements have 'a' or 'span' as their 'tag' attribute.</td>
<td>The text 'Sign up' in the element with widget_id '8065' is closely related to the text 'Log in' in the given element, as both texts are related to account actions.</td>
<td>Although the given element has an 'href' attribute and the element with widget_id '201' does not, this could be a minor change during the evolution of the web application, and the overall similarity of other attributes makes it the best candidate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'class' attribute values in both elements are very similar, containing 'nav-logo-base' and 'nav-sprite'.</td>
<td>The text 'Order Status' in the element with widget_id '1823' is not exactly the same as the text 'Shopping History' in the given element, but both texts are related to account and order information, which leads to the assumption that they are similar in purpose.</td>
<td>Both elements have a similar 'location' attribute, indicating that they might be close to each other on the layout of the website.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.6: Example motivations continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples that indicate that Comparison operator is used to find the target</th>
<th>Examples that indicate that Semantic understanding is used to find the target</th>
<th>Examples that indicate that Context awareness is used to find the target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The 'href' attribute in both elements is the same, as they both point to the same URL (&quot;<a href="https://www.cnn.com/us">https://www.cnn.com/us</a>&quot;).</td>
<td>The text 'Account' in the element with widget_id &quot;1815&quot; is not exactly the same as 'Store Locator' in the given element, but there's no other candidates with the text &quot;Store Locator&quot;. In this case, 'Account' may represent a location-related functionality.</td>
<td>Both elements have relatively large 'area' and 'shape' attributes, suggesting that they are both prominent elements on the webpage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The text 'Enterprise' is exactly the same in both elements.</td>
<td>The text 'Start your free trial' in the element with widget_id &quot;3214&quot; is closely related to the text &quot;Try free for 30 days&quot; in the given element.</td>
<td>Both elements have a similar 'location' attribute with only a minor difference in the x coordinate, indicating that they are situated near each other on the layout of the website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'id' attribute in both elements is the same: &quot;hero-banner-get-office-link&quot;.</td>
<td>The text 'Support' in the element with widget_id &quot;10880&quot; is closely related to the text 'Help' in the given element. Both serve the same purpose of assisting users with issues or questions.</td>
<td>Despite some differences in 'xpath', both elements seem to be part of the navigation menu, as suggested by the 'neighbor_text' attribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The text 'Find jobs' in the element with widget_id &quot;7973&quot; is identical to the text 'Find Jobs' in the given element.</td>
<td>The 'neighbor_text' attribute is similar in both elements, with both mentioning social platforms like 'twitter', 'instagram', 'snapchat', 'youtube', and 'the espn daily podcast'.</td>
<td>The text 'Items in cart' in the given element is related to the functionality of a shopping cart, and the element with widget_id &quot;12341&quot; also has a cart-related functionality, although the text is not present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both elements share the same 'href' attribute, which points to &quot;<a href="https://www.instructure.com/">https://www.instructure.com/</a>&quot;</td>
<td>The text 'Claims Support' in the element with widget_id &quot;11882&quot; is closely related to the text 'Delivery Issues' in the given element, as both deal with issues regarding deliveries.</td>
<td>The 'xpath' and 'neighbor_text' attributes also show similarities, suggesting that they are part of the same group of links within the footer of the website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The text 'Cart' is present in both elements.</td>
<td>The text 'Plans &amp; Pricing' in the element with widget_id &quot;13858&quot; is closely related to the text 'PLANS' in the given element.</td>
<td>Although the 'href' attribute is different, the change could be due to the updated web application using a different method to handle account sign-in functionality.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.7 Discussion

LLMs with human-like abilities such as semantic understanding and context awareness have the potential to increase the effectiveness of identifying web elements. Instead of just comparing attributes and other properties (i.e., like a conventional algorithm), LLMs can relate to the meaning of neighbor texts, understand the purpose of an element, and evaluate the structure (i.e., both the DOM and visually in terms of layout and element placement) to make more informed decisions when comparing and identifying web elements. One example is the following motivation from the LLM: "The 'location' attribute indicates that they might be far apart in the layout of the website, but the 'neighbor_text' attribute has some overlapping words (e.g., 'spotify', 'support', 'download', 'premium')." This and the following examples can be found in Table 7.5. LLMs recognize common patterns such as menus, forms, footers, or groups and use this contextual information to refine the identification process. For example, the LLM motivated one decision with the text: "The 'xpath' and 'neighbor_text' attributes also show similarities, suggesting that they are part of the same group of links within the footer of the website." Another example is: "Despite some differences in 'xpath', both elements seem to be part of the navigation menu, as suggested by the 'neighbor_text' attribute." With almost human-like abilities when identifying web elements, LLMs can reduce the need for manual intervention and script maintenance in tools and frameworks for web-based test automation. More reliable test scripts save time for the human testers, who can focus on more meaningful tasks like test strategies and exploratory testing.

There is also a downside to utilizing GPT-4 (i.e., the LLM used in our experiment) for web element identification. API requests are very slow today compared to a conventional algorithm like VON Similo. We measured the average API request to be around two seconds, which would result in a noticeable delay even in an automated GUI script (i.e., that, in turn, is very slow compared to Unit tests). Although we expect future advancements of GPT and other LLMs to become faster, there might always be some delay that would affect the execution time of the automated test script in a noticeable way.

Using GPT-4 also comes with a cost in terms of a fee charged by OpenAI for utilizing the API. The cost is not easy to grasp since it is based on the number of tokens sent between the client and server. According to our measurements, see Table 7.4, the cost is not negligible ($36 for 804 prompts, i.e., $0.045 per prompt) and needs to be taken into consideration when evaluating if the price of using the API (i.e., runtime cost) is lower than the expected reduction in maintenance
cost. Such a calculation is complicated due to the many variables that affect the maintenance cost (e.g., software maturity, time between releases, number of test cases, size of the test cases, and the salary of developers). However, assuming a test suite with an average maintenance time of 110 minutes per test case between two major versions, 47 localizations on average per test case, and an estimated cost of 100 dollars per hour for an employee (as reported in Alégroth et al. [27]), the LLM approach would likely provide a positive return on investment in just one software release cycle. The cost of test case maintenance would be: \(100 \times \frac{110}{60} = 183\) dollars, and the cost of using the GPT-4 API would be: \(47 \times 0.045 = 2\). Since the cost of utilizing the GPT-4 API is negligible compared to the manual maintenance cost, the additional robustness gained by the LLM approach would likely be more valuable. Assuming the same increase in robustness as in our results (40 vs. 70 not located), the maintenance cost would be reduced to: \(183 \times \frac{40}{70} = 105\). Even though the calculations are based on industrial data, they only provide an indication since salaries for engineers differ globally.

However, the cost and payment plans will likely also change over time. There may even be adequate LLMs that are entirely free or that you can install locally, eliminating, at least, the cost aspect. A locally installed LLM would probably also impact the performance but may not eliminate the problem that the API request delay has a noticeable effect on the test execution. That GPT-3.5-turbo is considerably faster than GPT-3 is also an indication that we might expect to see a turbo version of GPT-4 in the future.

Since LLMs are based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) [79], we can only assume that the motivations provided by the LLM have anything to do with the candidate selected since a large ANN can be seen as a black box model (i.e., with inputs and outputs) that we cannot fully comprehend due to the complexity of the network. Ongoing discussion exists about whether LLMs are probabilistic models or if they truly learn to understand the world [116, 139, 165].

In summary, LLMs can be used to further improve web element localization due to their assumed semantic understanding and context awareness with the drawbacks of slower test execution and the cost of using the API. However, more research is needed to fully grasp the potential and shortcomings of using LLMs for web element identification and if the models actually possess knowledge about context and semantics.
7.8 Threats to Validity

To reduce the internal validity threat, we limited the influence of the selection of web elements on our experiment by selecting specific categories of web elements that could be used for actions, assertions, or synchronization and that were available on both versions of the website’s homepage. As we focused on investigating the web element finding ability only, we do not believe that the possibility that elements on the homepage differ significantly from other web elements is a substantial threat.

The choice of applications and versions analyzed in the study may compromise its external validity. To address this issue, we opted to focus on the top 48 sites based on Alexa.com rankings, as we have no control over the websites listed on that site. Additionally, the version of a website can impact the number of failed localization attempts, mainly since longer intervals between releases often result in more changes. To mitigate this concern, we selected the same interval (one to five years) for website versions as previous studies conducted by Leotta et al. [99] and Nass et al. [122].

The construct validity is low since the time between releases (i.e., between 12 to 60 months) should be compared with a typical case in the industry. However, industrial cases differ a lot. Some test suites are run every time the source code is updated (i.e., several times per day), while some test suites are run with months in between. We decided to prioritize getting some changes (i.e., both larger and smaller) by picking a greater period between releases to reduce the risk of not finding any changes at all.

That we selected to use GPT-4 from OpenAI in favor of some other LLM can impact the construct validity since choosing a different LLM would likely give a different result. We tried to mitigate this threat by motivating our selection of LLM when focusing on effectiveness before efficiency and cost. Also, future LLM versions will likely be even more capable, making this study merely a baseline for the future.

Limiting the number of candidates to ten was made to prevent the prompt from exceeding the quota and reduce the API’s runtime cost. However, this design choice leads to 13 cases where none of the top ten candidates are correct, resulting in inevitable failure for the LLM. This threat to validity arises because the chosen constraint on the number of candidates potentially restricts the LLM’s ability to provide accurate responses. By limiting the available options, the experiment does not fully assess the LLM’s ability to generate appropriate and correct responses. This limitation could lead to an underestimation of the LLM’s performance, as it may have the potential to generate correct responses.
beyond the limited set of candidates. An alternative approach to mitigating this threat would have been to increase the number of candidates to 20, which would have included additional correct candidates in the top 10. However, concerns about the impact on prompt size and cost led to the decision against this option.

7.9 Related Work

In practical terms, two categories of methodologies have emerged, each possessing contrasting yet non-contradictory characteristics: post-repair approaches that address locator failures by employing remedial measures and more preventive strategies that focus on generating resilient locators. Only a few of the current algorithms and approaches utilize natural-language processing (NLM) or large language models (LLMs). This Section covers them both, emphasizing the ones taking advantage of LLM or NLM.

7.9.1 Post-repair approaches

This category of approaches aims to automatically repair the automated test execution or script after a failure has occurred (i.e., post-execution). Automatic repair reduces the costly manual labor of repairing test cases or scripts and has been researched by many, e.g., [49, 75, 86].

Khaliq et al. [84] proposed a novel automated GUI testing approach using a sequence-to-sequence transformer model in GPT-2, which perceives the application state through element classification and generates test flows in English. Their model aims to repair flaky tests when the GUI is modified and automatically generate new test flows for regression without manual intervention. They showed that abstract English test flows could be converted into executable test scripts using a simple parser.

A more conventional approach (i.e., non-AI), named WATER, proposed by Choudhary et al. [49], compares the test execution on two software versions, one where the test succeeds and one when it fails. In common with Similo (and VON Similo), WATER uses weighted locator parameters when repairing a broken locator. The WATER approach is, however, a post-repair technique and utilizes an entirely different set of locator parameters than Similo (i.e., XPath, coord, clickable, visible, index, and hash) that are compared using equality or Levenshtein distance [8].
Another post-repair tool is WATERFALL [75]. WATERFALL is an advancement on WATER and uses the same heuristics for repairs but can improve the effectiveness of script repair (by 209%) by taking advantage of the knowledge that minor versions occur between major versions in software releases.

COLOR, proposed by Kirinuki et al. [86], is another approach that uses several attributes, positions, images, and other properties to suggest a repair. Their experiments show that COLOR can be more effective than WATER (especially concerning more complex changes, like switching from one web page to another) and that the algorithm can identify the repair with 77% to 93% accuracy.

Repairing broken locators utilizing a DOM tree comparing algorithm is an approach presented by Brisset et al. [42]. They compared their tool, Erratum, with WATER and found that it has 67% higher accuracy.

Grechanik et al. [70, 163] proposed GUIDE, a tool for a non-intrusive, platform-, and language-independent repair algorithm for web applications by identifying changes occurring between two released software versions. The tool can be used for suggesting repairs or providing guidance for test planning.

### 7.9.2 Resilient locators

Resilient (i.e., robust) locators in GUI test automation refer to the challenge of reliably identifying and interacting with GUI elements during automated testing. Changes in GUI layout and dynamic content can cause locators to fail, leading to test script failures. Researchers aim to develop techniques for generating robust locators tolerant to GUI changes, ensuring efficient and reliable test automation. Many approaches have been proposed seeking to mitigate this problem in the literature.

A study by Kirinuki et al. attempts to solve the locator maintenance problem by not relying on attributes and the structure of the DOM and instead leverages NLP with heuristic search to identify web elements in web pages from natural-language-like test cases [85]. An example of such a test step could be: enter ’admin’ in ’username’. Evaluation of three open-source web applications showed a success rate of 94% in identifying web elements and correct identification in 68% of the test cases.

Another interesting approach that takes advantage of GPT (i.e., GPT-3 in this case) while avoiding the shortcomings of a traditional test script is GPT-Droid, proposed by Zhe Liu et al. [106]. Utilizing the strengths of ChatGPT (i.e., understanding human knowledge), they formulate test steps in plain English and pass the GUI page content to the LLM. Next, the LLM responds
with an instruction about what step to do next when asked: ‘What operation is required?’.

Zhe Liu et al. also proposed to use the power of an LLM to automatically generate more realistic test scenarios that can interact with a GUI application more similar to a human tester, for example, fill out forms with suitable content that makes it possible to progress to the next step. Their tool QTypist, can generate text input related to the GUI context and semantic requirement, thereby enabling better test coverage [105].

CrawLabel is a test-generation tool (a plugin for Crawljax) that utilizes grammar learning (i.e., NLP) to perform unsupervised end-to-end testing of web applications [104].

Among the more traditional algorithms (i.e., not utilizing some form of AI), we need to mention the approaches (i.e., Similo and VON Similo) we aim to advance in this paper. The different Similo approaches are covered, in detail, in Section 7.3.

Several approaches attempt to create robust XPath locators. The algorithm proposed by Montoto et al. [117] is one of them and uses a bottom-up strategy to generate a change-resilient XPath locator iteratively. Starting from a simple XPath expression, the algorithm concatenates sub-expressions until the resulting XPath can uniquely identify the target element. If the resulting XPath is not unique, the attribute values of the ancestors are considered until the root is reached.

Other approaches that generate robust XPaths are ROBULA [98] and ROBULA+ [100], proposed by Leotta et al. ROBULA+ improves upon the earlier ROBULA algorithm and is often considered state-of-the-art in generating resilient XPath locators for web applications. The idea behind ROBULA+ is to generate a short but robust locator as possible, given the content of the web page and heuristics about the robustness of various attributes. ROBULA and ROBULA+ begin with a generic XPath that selects all the nodes in the DOM (i.e., similar to the Montoto approach). Next, the algorithms refine the XPath, using a set of transformations or prioritizations until only one element is selected.

While some solutions aim to increase the resilience of XPath locators (e.g., ROBULA+ and Montoto), other approaches increase the number of information sources (e.g., attributes and other properties), thereby introducing voting mechanisms or triangulation when identifying the target web element. The multi-locator, proposed by Leotta et al., is an example that takes advantage of several locators (i.e., with diverse strengths and weaknesses) and uses a voting procedure to select the best candidate web element (i.e., the top-voted one) [99].
Another interesting approach, ATA-QV, proposed by Yandrapally et al. [166], is to take advantage of neighboring web elements instead of only relying on attributes and properties of each web element. We can use the information extracted from neighbor web elements to triangulate the location of the target web element. For example, assume we have a text field with a label describing the text field on the left and a button on the right side. Even if the attributes and properties of the text field change entirely from one version to the other, it might still be possible to find it by utilizing the label on the left side and the button’s caption on the right side. ATA-QV is an improvement to the technique and tool called ATA proposed by Thummalapenta et al. [151]. ATA is a commercial tool that was developed in collaboration with IBM that aims to increase the resilience of locators by relying more on labels (i.e., visual attributes) than the DOM structure.

Nguyen et al. recently suggested an approach that can generate resilient locators by using a new way of constructing XPaths that relies on semantic structures and neighbor web elements and a rule-based method for selecting the best (i.e., most robust) one [129].

SIDEREAL is a tool for automated end-to-end (E2E) testing of web applications [97]. It addresses the problem of broken locators by using a statistical adaptive algorithm that learns the potential fragility of web element properties to generate robust XPath locators. Compared to the baselines (i.e., ROBULA+ and Montoto), SIDEREAL significantly reduces the number of broken locators, resulting in more reliable E2E testing for web applications.

There are also some commercial products that can learn and adapt their web element localization from existing applications or application versions, like Testim ² and Ranorex ³.

The Similo approach combines many of the techniques of these related works. For example, Similo utilizes multiple sources of information like the multi-locator approach by Leotta et al. and triangulating using neighbor web elements like the ATA-QV approach by Yandrapally et al. [166].

VON Similo LLM enhances standard Similo by adding a semantic understanding of attributes (e.g., the caption) in web elements like the approaches proposed by Kirimuki et al. and Zhe Liu et al. [106]. However, VON Similo LLM goes beyond the semantic understanding of web elements since GPT-4 displays some form of context awareness by relating to the possible use of web

²https://www.testim.io/blog/why-testim/
³https://www.ranorex.com/blog/machine-trained-algorithm/
elements in a web page or application, taking it even further than the ATA-QV approach by Yandrapally et al. [166].

7.10 Conclusions

Accurate web element localization is crucial for robust automated scripts in web-based test automation. Traditional approaches lack semantic understanding and context awareness. The emergence of Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT-4 offers human-like abilities that can enhance web element identification. This study highlights the potential benefits (but also challenges) of using LLMs for web element localization in an automated GUI test case. Our results show that LLMs can be employed to understand the purpose of elements, analyze neighboring text, and evaluate web page structures, enabling more accurate localizations. They can reduce manual intervention and script maintenance, freeing human testers’ time for more meaningful tasks. However, using LLMs through APIs like GPT-4 introduces delays in test execution due to long response times. The cost of utilizing the API is another factor to consider, as it can be significant and needs to be weighed against the expected reduction in maintenance costs. Future advancements and alternatives, such as locally installed LLMs, may address these concerns. Overall, further research is necessary to fully understand the potential and limitations of using LLMs for web element identification.

7.11 Future Work

Even though the VON Similo LLM approach exceeds a 95% success rate when locating the correct candidate, there are still almost 5% to a perfect result. Still, we do not know how the approach compares to humans since they might not reach 100% success either. However, we expect LLMs to become even more capable in the future. They will also likely support more extensive prompt length (i.e., more tokens), become faster (i.e., lower response times), and the cost of using the APIs will decrease.

As a next step, we envision an approach that only relies on an LLM without needing a conventional algorithm to narrow down the number of candidates (e.g., VON Similo) that have the potential to enhance the effectiveness of web element localization further. Such an approach could employ tournament selection [41] where all the visual web element candidates extracted from a web page attend,
and the tournament winner is the selected candidate. For example, assume 200 visual web elements extracted from a web page. First, we divide the 200 candidates into ten groups of 20 candidates each. The winner of each group will attend the final that selects the most similar candidate on the web page. Our reasons for not trying such an approach today are: (1) a tournament would take a long time to complete since it requires many API requests, and (2) the cost would be high since the prompts will contain information gathered from all the web elements on the web page. However, as advancements in LLM technology continue and API efficiency improves, the viability of such an approach may increase, making it promising for future exploration.

Another possible improvement is to provide the LLM with more information about the candidates to compare. One such example could be a representation of the pictorial user interface (i.e., pixels) since that type of information is available to the human eye. We decided to leave that out of our experiments since gathering and processing images from all visible images is likely time-consuming. Also, there are many ways of processing and analyzing images, and exploring the alternatives would take lots of resources and time.

Instead of just asking the LLM once (i.e., one input returns one output) as in our experiment, we could employ other frameworks such as Chain of Thoughts (CoT) or Three Of Thoughts (ToT) that try to improve the results using a process of exploration of thoughts and self-evaluation [167]. The drawback is, again, that more prompts increase the time and cost of using the API.

A possible way of increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost is to use VON Similo in cases when we expect it to be correct (i.e., a high probability) and only take advantage of the LLM in other cases. This approach involves comparing the similarity score of the highest-ranked candidate with the remaining candidates to determine if it stands out as an outlier (i.e., clearly separated from the rest). If a clear separation is detected, the top-ranked candidate from VON Similo is chosen as the result. However, if no outlier is identified, the LLM is employed to decide among the top ten (or more) candidates. This approach optimizes efficiency and cost by using the most appropriate model based on the probability of correctness and the distinctiveness of the top-ranked candidate. The challenge with this approach is that imperfect detection of the outlier has a negative impact on the effectiveness since the LLM will not get the opportunity to find a better candidate.

The GPT API (all versions) is today provided as a cloud service. One potential drawback of utilizing a cloud service is the inherent security risks associated with transmitting sensitive data to remote servers outside the company domain. Relying on a third-party cloud provider might be a reason for not taking ad-
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vantage of the benefits an LLM can provide regarding script robustness due to the possible security risk. We might be able to solve this risk in the future by using an LLM that is powerful enough, and that can be locally installed, thus avoiding a cloud service.
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Background: Automated testing is widely used in modern software development to check if the software, including its graphical user interface (GUI), meets the expectations in terms of quality and functionality. GUI-based test automation, like other automation, aims to save time and money compared to manual testing without reducing the software quality. While automation has successfully reduced costs for other types of testing (e.g., unit- or integration tests), GUI-based testing has faced technical challenges, some of which have lingered for over a decade.

Objective: This thesis work aims to contribute to the software engineering body of knowledge by (1) identifying the main challenges in GUI-based test automation and (2) finding technical solutions to mitigate some of the main challenges. One such challenge is to reliably identify GUI elements during test execution to prevent unnecessary repairs. Another problem is the demand for test automation and programming skills when designing stable automated tests at scale.

Method: We conducted several studies by adopting a multi-methodological approach. First, we performed a systematic literature review to identify the main challenges in GUI-based test automation, followed by multiple studies that propose and evaluate novel approaches to mitigate the main challenges.

Results: Our first contribution is mapping the challenges in GUI-based test automation reported in academic literature. We mapped the main challenges (i.e., most reported) on a timeline and classified them as essential or accidental. This classification is valuable since future research can focus on the main challenges that we are more likely to mitigate using a technical solution (i.e., accidental). Our second contribution is several approaches that explore novel concepts or advance state-of-the-art techniques to mitigate some of the main accidental challenges. Testing an application through an augmented layer (Augmented Testing) can reduce the demand for test automation and programming skills and mitigate the challenges of creating and maintaining model-based tests. Our proposed approach for locating web elements (Similo) can increase the robustness of automated test execution.

Conclusion: Our results provide alternative approaches and concepts that can mitigate some of the main accidental challenges in GUI-based test automation. With a more robust test execution and tool support for test modeling, we can help reduce the manual labor spent on creating and maintaining automated GUI-based tests. With a reduced cost of automation, testers can focus more on other tasks like requirements, test design, and exploratory testing.